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ABSTRACT
A CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF CLASSROOM LITERACY PRACTICES
IN FOURTH GRADE: THE CRITICAL MOMENTS
FEBRUARY 2008
THERESA L. ABODEEB, B.S.E., WESTFIELD STATE COLLEGE
M.Ed. AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Patricia Paugh

This study problematizes the literacy practices in a fourth grade suburban
classroom. Drawing on sociocultural and poststructural theories of language and literacy,
this study examines the teacher-student interactions and student-student interactions
within classroom literacy events. This study argues for the need for progressive pedagogy
as it examines how the very practices that are implemented to support student difference
also serve to marginalize opportunities for student participation within the dominant
discourses that shape the classroom culture. Using Fairclough’s three-dimensional model
of critical discourse analysis (Fairclough, 1992, 1995), this study examines the
interactions through moment-by-moment analysis of critical moments and contrastive
cases to gain perspective on how students’ literacy identities were constructed in this
classroom. The use of critical discourse analysis helped to make visible both the
dominant discourses that were operating in the classroom and how they contributed to the
shaping of student literacy identities.
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The use of critical moments as a unit of analysis in this study arose from the
tensions that occurred within the analysis of many literacy events, between the teachers
and 3 focal students that were considered to be struggling literacy learners within the
classroom. The critical moments also highlighted the tensions that occurred between the
students and the dominant discourses of educational reform and differentiated instruction
as they were enacted through literacy practices and teacher-student interactions. This
tension, enacted as resistance, positioned the students as agentic in the construction of
their own literacy identities rather than subject to the teacher’s construction of them as
struggling literacy learners and also made visible how the students contributed to the
knowledge of what counted as literacy in this culture. Major themes stood out as the
critical moments were cross-viewed, which revealed the issues of authority, agency,
choice, competition, and differentiated instruction as major constructs within and across
the interactions. This study demonstrates how students’ resistance to the discourses
disrupted the ideologies, particularly within the discourse of differentiated instruction as
students agentically constructed their literacy identities in opposition to what counted as
literacy.
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND, PURPOSE, AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

Introduction
This dissertation describes an ethnographic study of literacy identity in a fourth
grade classroom. It is an examination of how language and classroom practices both
construct individual identities and clash with self-reported student identities. To examine
constructions of identity, the study explores a variety of classroom events as well as the
official literacy curriculum and literacy assessment practices in a suburban elementary
school. I use both ethnographic and critical discourse analysis methodologies to analyze
language and to explore the complex relationship between literacy learning and identity.

Background and Purpose of the Study
While teaching second grade for six years, I often focused on the cognitive and
linguistic processes that students drew upon as they became better readers in the technical
sense. I looked at miscues, fluency, and “strategies” to assess students’ achievements and
to revise my teaching practices to help students meet with academic success. My early
work was heavily influenced by a socio-psycholinguistic perspective on reading and
writing (e.g. Goodman, 1967, 1986; Halliday, 1975; Holdaway, 1979; Phinney, 1988;
Rhodes & Dudley-Marling, 1996; Smith, 1988, 1997; Weaver, 1994). Forme,
learning was always about more than just the transmission of knowledge. When I recall
the literacy events that have shaped my own literacy identity, I realize that they include
so much more than a series of linguistic processes from which I learned to read and write.

Rather, it is the result of the values, practices, and beliefs of both the home and school
cultures of which I have been a part.
In my second grade classroom, I embarked on a five-year research project in
search of ways to assess students’ literacy learning and achievement that encompassed
more than the numerical or letter grades they earned.

The assessment process that

evolved from this project has come to be known as diagnostic-reflective portfolio
assessment (Courtney & Abodeeb, 2001). As I was committed to authentic literacy and
assessment practices, the use of portfolios gave me an opportunity to see my students in a
variety of ways that traditional assessments could not. I saw students who were
successful throughout their literacy development and who constructed strong positive
literacy identities. I became disturbed that some of these same students did not seem to
maintain the literacy identity that had been constructed within my classroom after they
were no longer a part of that community. Though many students seemed to be successful
literacy learners within my classroom, they did not necessarily maintain that level of
success once they were a part of a different culture. Thus, I began to wonder about how
this could be.
The portfolio process not only allowed me to see the academic strengths and
weaknesses of my students, but it also provided visible evidence of the link between
learning and the values, practices, and beliefs central to our classroom culture. Students
used their own experience in this process to develop their reading and writing processes
as well. I did not see the same engaged, independent, successful literacy learners among
these students in subsequent years. The nature of the link between cultural practices and
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literacy identity intrigued me. I was inspired to move forward with new research in an
effort to understand the social and political nature of literacy.
The social nature of literacy has been more significantly acknowledged and
explored in recent years. Ivanic (1998) for example, described literacy as a cultural
process in which members of a group draw on individual and common values, practices,
and beliefs. This view contrasts with notions of literacy as individual, performance-based
activities comprised of a set of prescribed skills that can be measured objectively through
standardized and technical assessments. Rather, students and teachers co-construct the
culture that evolves in a classroom as a result of the practices, values, beliefs, and
expectations that all members of the classroom community bring with them and that are
interfaced to produce a common set of values, practices, beliefs, and expectations in the
community.
This idea of aligning oneself with particular values, beliefs and interests through
social practices, including literacy practices, concerns the interface between
culture and identity. An individual's personal constellation of practices (differing
from event to event) will draw, possibly in a unique way, on the practices, which
are common in the culture(s) with which they are familiar. (Ivanic, 1998, p. 66)
The ways that literacy events are constructed and the social nature of literacy
affect students’ opportunities for successful participation. Cultural norms and “rules” for
participation in literacy events become more clearly defined as students’ participation
and/or observation of them becomes common and familiar.
"Roles and therefore identity are socially bestowed in acts of social recognition"
(Wuthnow, Hunter, Bergesen, & Kurzweil, 1984, p. 45). Accordingly, reading
identity is a social product that may be understood within a particular context in
which it is shaped and maintained. Identity formation as a reader depends, not
only on the existence of shared definitions of reading, but also upon the existence
of effective ways to establish oneself as a reader. (Watrous & Willett, 1994, p. 75)
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It is through shared definitions of literacy in a classroom community and the ways in
which students establish themselves as readers and writers that identity formation reveals
itself according to what positions might be available and taken up or resisted within a
classroom culture.
Subject positions, as defined by Clark and Ivanic (1997), “are possibilities for
selfhood that exist within a sociocultural context” (p. 136). Particular beliefs are inscribed
in the practices in which individuals may participate which then position them in
particular ways. These positions represent possibilities which exist as the subject
positions available to be taken up or resisted within a context. I borrow from Clark and
Ivanic the notion that literacy “identities are socially constructed through the possibilities
for selfhood, the ‘subject positions’ that are available” (p. 136). Considering the writer
identity, they argued:
Firstly writers bring to any act of writing an autobiographical self: their personal
autobiography up to that moment. Secondly writers create through the act of
writing a ‘discoursal self: a particular representation of self through the practices
and discourses they enter into as they write. This representation is shaped partly
by their personal history, partly by the subject positions available and the
prototypical literacy practices and discourse types available, and partly by other
factors in the immediate social context, (p. 136)
I conclude from Clark and Ivanic (1997) the notion of identity as ‘discoursal self
that is constructed through the practices entered into and the subject positions made
available within an event and I argue that this sense of identity exists for all literacy acts.
In this study, subject positions indicate that part of an individual’s identity that is
constructed according to available locations in the immediate social context. This
construction of self is based on the discourses that individuals draw on intertextually and
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is “a difficult, usually subconscious, assessment of the competing ideologies and power
relations in the immediate social context” of literacy (p. 151).
The word discourse is defined in many ways. Gee (1999) described big D
discourses (from this point indicated Discourses) as integrating language with notions
such as believing, valuing, interacting, and so on. Small d discourses (hereafter,
discourses), as defined by Gee (1992, 1999), represent language in use and are ways of
establishing membership within a group. Whereas Discourses describe activities and
identities, discourses can only exist within Discourses. Clark and Ivanic (1997) broadly
define discourse as the way reality is constructed through language. According to
Foucault (cited in Weedon, 1997), discourses are ways of creating knowledge, which are
related to social institutions and power. These discourses are similar to Gee’s Discourses.
For this study, I draw from multiple definitions of discourse to establish an
intertextual framework for understanding discourse as a social practice (Fairclough, 1992,
1995) and as “the way in which language constructs the reality that is it’s content” (Clark
& Ivanic, 1997, p. 13). I align my work with Fairclough’s view that an intertextual
framework for defining discourse helps us to observe and understand how language
works in multiple texts and what meanings might be derived from such observations.
The previous notions help us to conceptualize learning as a process of
constructing social meanings (Barton, 1994; Bloome, 1989; Gallimore & Tharp, 1990;
Lemke, 1989; Lysaker, 2000; Tudge, 1990; Vygotsky, 1978, 1986) that have long term
effects on individuals whose literate identities are partially constructed in classrooms.
Students who are able to acquire the discourses of acceptable literacy practices within a
classroom culture, for example, also have access to literacy and are recognized as literate
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members of a group. The idea that learning is a set of prescribed skills (Street, 1995)
illustrates a traditional discourse of school, which privileges the autonomous learning of
isolated skills (Street, 1984, 1995). Within this traditional school discourse, “Research
suggests that subtle messages help skew students’ views of classroom learning toward a
linear linguistic propositional type of knowledge, that is apparently acquired
autonomously and in competition with others” (Bloome, 1989, p. 34).
Some researchers have also argued that similar “subtle messages” indoctrinate
students into the hegemonic culture; that is, they reinforce ideas of class and status within
the classroom that exist within the larger society (Aronowitz & Giroux, 1991; Bloome,
1989; Heath, 1984; Shor, 1987). The hegemonic discourses that are infused into school
communities are ideological constructs that demonstrate what is valued by the individuals
who maintain status within these communities. Students’ success as literacy learners and
often outside of school contexts is strongly linked to successful negotiation within these
discourses. This has been the frame for my thinking about literacy learning in classrooms
and for exploring how students’ literacy identities are constructed around discourses and
discursive practices in a classroom culture.
In order to consider the preceding concepts, it is important to identify the
discourses that shape classroom culture and how students take up or resist subject
positions (Clark and Ivanic, 1997; Davies, 1993, 1994) that have inscribed in them
notions of status and power related to success and failure within that culture.
Somehow the people of the United States have organized a terrible problem for
themselves: They have made individual learning and school performance the
institutional site where members of each new generation are measured and then
assigned a place in the social structure based on this measurement. (Varenne &
McDermott, 1999, p. xi).
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The purpose of this research is to gain greater understanding of how social,
cultural, and political influences shape an individual’s literacy identity and to examine
the consequences of specific literacy identities. This study specifically examines the
nature of literacy identities as they are informed by the official literacy curriculum and
literacy practices in a fourth grade classroom in a suburban K-5 public elementary school.
It also examines which students take up or resist subject positions and discourses that are
made available in order to specifically illustrate how individual literacy identities might
be constructed.
Focus of the Study
In a pilot study conducted in the 2000-2001 school year, I initiated a yearlong
classroom ethnography in a first grade suburban classroom. Through my experiences as a
participant observer in this first grade classroom I intended to observe the ways in which
students began to establish their identities as literate members of a community. I argued
that access to literacy was distinctly linked to the construction of a sociocultural identity
and students did not always have the access necessary to become a valued and recognized
member of a competent group. I found that the construction of student identity was often
directly linked to the subject positions that were inscribed in the literacy events in the
classroom. These events were based on multiple discourses (such as, what it meant to be
a reader, a leader, a writer), which the teachers and students drew on for continued
membership in the larger community.
In addition, I found that access to literacy was directly linked to the authority of
the teacher, from which status in the community was derived. This finding is consistent
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with Davies’ (1993) discussion of the categories that children are placed in at school
while being subjected to teacher authority:
The categories to which they have been assigned are now potentially subsumed
under educational categories of success and failure. Getting it right is not just a
matter of being able to converse competently, but a matter of becoming
competent in the terms that each teacher designates as competent, (p. 39)
The powerful teacher/school discourse had a strong impact on students’ construction of
literacy identities, which seemed to be significant in determining their success or failure
as literacy learners in the classroom. This challenged the notion that students have
control over their success or failure as literacy learners, but suggested rather that students
align themselves with the values, practices and beliefs of that particular culture and take
up available subject positions to establish a literacy identity and membership in a
community. Based on the findings of this pilot study, I began asking new questions about
specific discursive practices that shaped the classroom culture and decided to conduct a
similar study with more specific questions in a fourth grade classroom.
The specific fields that I focus on in this dissertation are the official curriculum,
classroom literacy practices, and the discourses inherent within them. Students take up or
resist subject positions created within these discourses. These positions available in the
classroom have inscribed in them notions of success and failure linked to power and
social status both in school and beyond.

These issues form the basis of my study in a

suburban fourth grade classroom and have led me to consider the following research
questions.
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Research Questions
1. Question 1:
How do classroom literacy practices that relate to the official literacy curriculum
contribute to the shaping of literacy identities among students?
•

What are the classroom literacy practices related to the official literacy
curriculum?

•

What discourses shape or are shaped by these practices?

•

What subject positions are made available by these discourses?

2. Question 2:
How do individual students take up or resist subject positions made available by the
discursive literacy practices in the classroom?
•

How did the students’ positions impact success or failure within the literacy
curriculum?

•

Did the discourses that students drew on or resisted cause a “clash” in the way
that students’ literacy identities were constructed?

•

What was the relationship between the broader school discourse(s) and individual
student identity? As a reader and literacy learner? As a literate member of a
classroom community?

Approach to the Study
For this study and to answer the research questions that this study addresses, I use
the methodologies of ethnography and critical discourse analysis. An ethnographic
approach supports my use of field notes, audio and videotapes of classroom interactions,
student responses, student and teacher reflections, and student and teacher interviews to
describe the classroom routines and culture of the setting. This methodology along with
discourse analysis will help me to label and describe interactions and practices in the
classroom culture.
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Critical discourse analysis (CDA) (Fairclough, 1995) provides me with a critical
tool for looking closely at language. CDA provides a lens for understanding how a
student's identity in the classroom is constructed through language by the participants in
the setting. CDA is also helpful for making sense of the relationships and interactions
that occur within the culture of the classroom through the examination of language.
Furthermore, CDA will help to identify what subject positions were available and taken
up by individual students in the study.
Together these two methodologies provide a powerful lens for looking at the
classroom context and discursive literacy practices of fourth grade literacy learners. In
addition, ethnographic and critical discourse analysis approaches allow me to examine
the relationships between individuals in the classroom, as well as the relationship
between students’ identities and their relationship to status and achievement.

Significance of the Study
The findings of this study will help educators to better understand the
complexities of shifting literacy identities among students. A major insight to be gained
from examining the construction of literacy identities is an understanding of the ways that
students’ literacy identities relate to discursive literacy practices within the official
literacy curriculum and their perceived achievement in the classroom. Another major
insight is to help educators gain an understanding of how our own views are shaped by
the official discourse(s) of school and how we impart those to students as a significant
influence on classroom culture.
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This study joins the works of Broughton & Fairbanks (2002), Clark & Ivanic
(1997), Davies (1993, 1994), Lysaker (2000), McCarthy (1998, 2001), Solsken (1993),
and Watrous & Willett (1994) in the study of literacy identity and students from both a
sociocultural or poststructural perspective. These scholars have studied literacy and
identity to gain greater insights into the social and political influences that shape our
schools, our students, and their achievement. Thus, literacy and the development of
literate individuals might be viewed as more than the successful transmission of
knowledge. Rather, it is a complex relationship that occurs between the members and
discourses of a culture.
This study focuses on classroom literacy practices that shape and are shaped by
the discourses in the classroom and thus contribute to the construction of student literacy
identities. The uniqueness of this study comes from examining both the literacy practices
that are related to the official literacy curriculum and participant interactions. These
practices are constructed by the dominant discourses in the classroom and contribute to
how students take up or resist positions made available to them within these discourses.
Examining these discourses is important for gaining deeper understandings of how
language impacts the culture of schools and determines who and what constitutes success
within that culture.
Our task as social scientists is to analyze this differentiation and to highlight what
it offers to human action and how it constrains or expands possibilities. To do
this, we must struggle with the analytic tools given by the tradition that produced
cultural facts of success and failure in the first place, tools such as standardized
tests that measure and identify people as failures or successes. We must confront
this tradition and its tools if we are to understand its products. We must focus on
the institutions that do the characterizations: Who decides who is a success or
failure; when and how is the identification done and in what terms or under what
circumstances, and-above- all with what legitimate consequences? (Varenne &
McDermott, 1999, p. 5)
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During this socially and politically challenging time in education, where high stakes
assessments determine students’ access long after they have left the confines of an
educational institution, this work is important for educators and all who care about the
long term effects of success and failure in school. Most significantly, it challenges
educators to examine our own ideological beliefs and the discourses that have both
influenced us as students and now as teachers to understand who, how, and what
determines successful literacy learning in school.
Overview of the Dissertation
The second chapter of this dissertation conceptualizes the theoretical framework
that forms the basis of this study. It also provides the theoretical grounding for the
dominant discourses that are enacted within the classroom culture. The third chapter
describes the methodology used to conduct the study, the research setting, the methods of
data analysis, and the participants, particularly 4 focal students. Chapter 4 provides a rich
description of the discursive practices that contextualized the literacy events examined in
the study. Also described are the dominant institutional discourses, which were revealed
through the recursive process of data analysis. Chapter 5 presents the findings of the
study through the description of five critical moments and two contrasting cases that
examine the construction of literacy identities using Fairclough’s (1992, 1995) threedimensional model of critical discourse analysis. Chapter 6 offers a discussion of
conclusions and implications based on the findings of this study.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
In this study, I take the perspective that literacy is multiple. A review of the
literature demonstrates this notion and provides a framework for defining literacy as a
cultural process through which members of a culture construct multiple identities. This
framework draws from a variety of texts written from both socio-cultural and
poststructural perspectives on literacy and literacy learning. A discussion of literacy and
literacy assessment will illustrate that while some researchers have begun to acknowledge
that literacy practices are linked to the ideologies of the classroom culture, there is still a
great need for further research that grounds literacy learning, curriculum, and assessment
as sociocultural practice. The use of poststructural theory is specifically helpful for
conceptualizing notions of discourse and identity because poststructural theory focuses
on language in the construction of social meaning.
Sections of this review which define poststructural theory, literacy, and identity
explore research in these areas and offer a perspective from which to weave these notions
of literacy into a fabric of cultural understanding that might lead to more informed
literacy teaching and learning. In the following sections, the literature reviewed illustrates
that:
♦

Literacy is multiple, social, cultural, and political.

♦

Literacy learning is a cultural practice which has inscribed in it notions of
power.
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♦

Classroom discourses inscribed within literacy practices contribute to the
shaping of a reader’s identity.

♦

Members of a community draw on multiple discourses that are related to
language, knowledge, and power in a social institution.

♦

Students’ literacy identities are constructed based on the discourses and
subject positions which are available and taken up in a cultural context.
Situating Literacy

The notion of multiple literacies contrasts with what Brian Street (1995) referred
to as an autonomous model of literacy. This autonomous model conceptualizes literacy
as “a separate, reified set of‘neutral’ competencies, autonomous of social context” (p.
114). Historically, classroom discourses have revolved around the very idea that literacy
is a set of prescribed skills learned and demonstrated separate from the culture of which it
is a part. This model of literacy privileges what Street called ‘school literacies’, which are
largely constructed of predetermined reading and writing performances that give status to
those individuals that subscribe to these rituals and demonstrate competence in the
performance of said skills. “This approach assumes that the social consequences of
literacy are given—greater opportunity for jobs, social mobility, fuller lives, etc.” (p. 28).
In contrast to the autonomous model of literacy, which assumes too much about
the social implications of literacy acquisition as it is associated with “schooled literacy,”
Street (1995) proposed the idea of an ideological model of literacy. This ideological
model of literacy does not objectify language and treat it as though it were something
outside of individuals that has “autonomous, non-social qualities that imposed
themselves upon its users” (p.l 16). This model attempts to “understand literacy in terms
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of concrete social practices and to theorize it in terms of ideologies in which different
literacies are embedded” (Street, 1984, p. 95). Street (1984, 1995) argued that an
ideological model of literacy warrants an investigation of literacy practices within the
social contexts in which they occur, and for the significance that literacy holds for
particular social groups. Street’s view of literacy as ideological conceptualized literacy
as a cultural process in which members of a group use language in socially specific ways
that are meaningful to the social situation and to the social groups of which individuals
are a part. In this way, literacy and literacy learning may only truly be understood within
the social context in which they operate. (Street, 1984, 1995) “Literacy can only be
known to us in forms which already have political and ideological significance and it
cannot, therefore, be helpfully separated from that significance and treated as though it
were an ‘autonomous’ thing” (Street 1984, p. 8).
David Barton (1994) presented the idea of multiple literacies by incorporating a
social, psychological, and cultural view of literacy into what he called an “integrated” (p.
33) view. He outlined the view in eight specific ideas about literacy:
1.

Literacy is a social activity that can best be described in terms of the literacy
practices, which people draw upon in literacy events.

2.

People have different literacies, which they make use of, associated with different
domains of life. Examining different cultures or historical periods reveals more
literacies.

3.

People’s literacy practices are situated in broader social relations. This makes it
necessary to describe the social setting of literacy events, including the ways in
which social institutions support literacies.
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4.

Literacy is based upon a system of symbols. It is a symbolic system used for
communication and as such exists in relation to other systems of information
exchange. It is a way of representing the world to others.

5.

Literacy is a symbolic system used for representing the world to ourselves.
Literacy is part of our thinking. It is part of the technology of thought.

6.

We have awareness, attitudes and values with respect to literacy and these
attitudes and values guide our actions.

7.

Literacy has a history. Our individual.life histories contain many literacy events
from early childhood onwards, which the present is built upon. We change and as
children and adults are constantly learning about literacy.

8.

A literacy event also has a social history. Current practices are created out of the
past. (pp. 34-35)

Barton argued that literacy begins with people's uses of literacy rather than their formal
literacy learning. He further defined the ideas of literacy practices and literacy events,
which I have found useful in my own research.
Literacy events are defined as everyday occasions where written language is used
(Barton, 1994). This notion of literacy event is parallel to and grounded in the concept of
speech event from the work of Hymes (1962). Thus, in order to understand literacy, one
must “examine particular events where reading and writing are used’’ (Barton, 1994, p.
37). Barton situated the notion of literacy event in an ecological approach to literacy,
which is wary of broad assumptions about reading and writing and which calls for
specific research methods, such as ethnography, in order to understand literacy in terms
of localized behaviors that take place within a broader social context.
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Literacy practices, on the other hand, are determined by the “cultural knowledge"
that people bring with them when using literacy and reflect “common patterns for using
reading and writing in a particular situation” (Barton 1994, p. 37). Practices are
grounded in specific cultural assumptions about the ways individuals use reading and
writing and “can help one see how social institutions and the power relations they support
structure our uses of written language” (p. 37). Events and practices are important ways
for us to analyze the social nature of reading and writing as it pertains to a cultural
understanding of literacies as multiple.
In a general attempt to refine and describe the practices that involve the use of
spoken and written language, I turn to the work of Jay Lemke (1989) and his study of
social semiotics. Social semiotics considers “all uses of language, spoken as well as
written, to be forms of social action” (Lemke, 1989, p. 289). This perspective sees the
purpose of all literacy practices to be a means of constructing socially significant
meanings that are related to the social practices of a community. “It is only as a member
of a particular community, and according to our place within that community, that we
learn written language” (Lemke, 1989, p. 290). This view is consistent with Street
(1984, 1995) and Barton (1994) that literacy events only make sense within the context of
a social situation. Communication within a community has patterns that can be
recognized as ways in which that community participates in social activities by using
written language as a means for social meaning making. Patterns for using written
language within a community come out of the context of any particular situation or event
and may be recognized as regular literacy practices within that community (Barton,
1994).
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Lemke (1989) distinguished reading and writing as meaning-making practices.
Reading is a process of making meaning from text. “The printed page does not determine
the meaning we make from it. It is the social conventions of contextualization that do
that" (Lemke, 1989, p. 295). Reading as a social practice makes sense of text from
familiar uses of language in familiar social contexts. Similarly, writing makes its meaning
from familiar social patterns. “We have been taught to think about writing differently: as
a writing down of ‘ideas’ or ‘thoughts,’ and to teach it as such” (Lemke, 1989, p. 297).
Lemke argued that if we instead view writing as a ‘social practice,’ then there is no need
to think of it in the physical or psychological sense. The importance of thinking about
reading and writing practices as processes of social meaning making is to consider these
practices in terms of social power. The sense that people make of language and through
language practices is heavily dependent on their individual positions within a social
structure or community. “What we say, what we write and how we read and hear what
others write and say belongs to our part in social actions that work to preserve and change
the community” (Lemke, 1989, p. 301). This translates to the teaching of literacy as a
practice where social power is exercised through written language in ‘schooled literacy’
learning.
I shift now to the work of Soviet social psychologist Lev Vygotsky, whose
important landmark contribution helped researchers understand how children are
socialized into the dominant culture (Tudge, 1990). I specifically draw on the
contributions of Vygotsky to provide a socio-cultural frame for literacy learning as it
relates to literacy in society and schools. Like Lemke (1989), Vygotsky (cited in Tudge,
1990), argued that language is used to create social meanings: “Language, a tool of
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immense power, ensures that linguistically created meanings are shared meanings, social
meanings” (p. 157). Language is then co-constructed with younger members of a social
group together with mature members of that group who socialize the younger members
into the values and practices of the larger group. This view is echoed by Como: “as
students leam to use language in classrooms they do so in familiar ways” (1989, p. 40).
Como argued that classroom literacy includes the structure and social frame of a
classroom as well as the functions of a classroom. She indicated that using written
language for reading and communicating is a dominant activity in classrooms that
children come to understand as being important to that culture. This knowledge is
constructed by students via the context of daily activities or practices that classrooms are
structured around and through interactions with more capable peers and competent adults.
This construction of knowledge occurs in what Vygotsky calls the “zone of proximal
development” (Vygotsky, 1978, 1986), which distinguishes between the child’s
individual potential for development and the child’s assisted potential. Knowledge
construction takes place within a specific social and cultural context, which leads to the
child’s development in culturally appropriate ways (Tudge, 1990). Gallimore and Tharp
(1990) drew attention to another important aspect of the zone of proximal development,
which is that discourse is social and encompasses all communication. Vygotsky believed
that social meanings inherent in discourse come to be understood through social
interaction and the zone of proximal development.
The work of Gallimore and Tharp (1990) also brought up the issue that ‘schooled
discourse’ is separated from everyday discourse. This is significant since from this
perspective schooled discourse is acquired by students through social interactions in
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school. Gallimore and Tharp argued that “effective school instruction must provide the
interface between emergent schooled concepts and everyday concepts” (p. 93). It is the
difference between everyday discourse and the written discourse valued in the culture of
school that makes literacy learning in schools appear to be “autonomous” (Street, 1995)
as it does not reflect the values and practices of the larger society.
The situatedness of school relies heavily on the production of curriculum which
privileges literacy practices by determining what counts as knowledge and what
knowledge should be assessed or evaluated. Green and Weade (1987) discussed
classroom learning with respect to appropriate participation, which is predetermined by
the curriculum and assumptions of the classroom and is necessary for gaining access to
learning and social status within a classroom. Similarly, Clark and Ivanic (1997) argued
that English teachers must read students’ work with the notion that they are assessors of
knowledge, and as soon as those expectations are removed, teachers read and respond to
student work based on its interest. “Within dominant forms of curriculum theory, learning
is generally perceived as either a body of content to be transmitted or a body of skills to
be mastered” (Aronowitz and Giroux, 1991, p. 95).
The notion that curriculum is presented to transmit one body of knowledge
directly to students who are then evaluated to determine if mastery has been achieved
continues to dominate contemporary school culture in the United States. These practices
privilege students who can demonstrate mastery of said skills through traditional means
and silence students who do not demonstrate the same mastery. Curriculum significantly
reflects the values of a culture that determine social power (Bruner, 1996) and perpetuate
ways of marginalizing particular students. Aronowitz and Giroux (1991) criticized
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current curriculum theory and argue for a more critical theory of curriculum, which
refutes the dominant theory currently in practice:
Extending these criticisms demands that we work toward developing a pedagogy
organized around a language of both critique and possibility, one that offers
teachers the opportunity to deconstruct their own teaching practices, and beyond
this to create pedagogical practices that take up the radical responsibility of ethics
in helping students to confront evil and imagine a more just society (p. 100).
An understanding of literacy as multiple, social, cultural, and political carries with
it inscriptions of power that lead to the idea that ‘schooled literacy’ does not promote
literacy as a set of everyday literacy practices which are valued within the institution of
formal schooling. The official curriculum is most often carried out in schools through
interaction and the practices that convey the beliefs and values of the institution and its
members. It is through participation in literacy practices that students may be judged by
educators, students learn to demonstrate competence the socially appropriate ways that
are determined by classroom and school culture (Como, 1989). Literacy practices contain
the discourses that shape members’ ideas about what is valued in school. In this way,
literacy practices are hegemonic and serve to reproduce the dominant discourse of the
wider society and, in turn, do not necessarily reflect the values, practices and beliefs of
the individual communities from which students come. The next section of this review
seeks tn ground ideas about literacy practices as social and cultural entities that contribute
to the construction of students’ literacy identities.
Toward a Sociocultural Conception of Literacy
Recently, researchers have considered literacy as a cultural practice rather than as
a set of prescribed skills (eg. Como, 1989; Barton, 1994; Davies, 1994; Gee, 2004).
This idea is based on the notion that literacy practices are grounded in cultural
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assumptions about the ways we use reading and writing (Barton, 1994). Based on the
perspective that literacy is cultural, it can be inferred that literacy accomplishment in
school takes place through discursive practices, which determine what counts as literacy.
Based on the idea that literacy is cultural, we should also consider the notion that
evaluating learners means considering their participation within the discourses of the
classroom and that interactions are shaped by these discourses.
One significant way that discourses are conveyed within the culture of school is
through the practice of standardized assessments, which contribute strongly to definitions
of what counts as literacy. Murphy, Shannon, Johnston, & Hansen (1998) argued that
standardized tests give the impression that reading is something that can be measured by
whether a learner has more or less knowledge about the subject. This view is consistent
with Brian Street's autonomous model of literacy (Street, 1984). It contrasts with the idea
that reading is not only an individual accomplishment but highly dependent on the
culture, which is more important than test scores when trying to conceptualize reading
(Murphy et al., 1998). Similarly, Holland, Bloome, and Solsken (1994) note that "there
are many ways to understand what children are doing with language and literacy and
sometimes the interpretations that we get from different perspectives do not complement
each other, instead they conflict” (p. 3). This conflict may be reflected in a student’s
sense of self as it is constructed through ‘schooled literacy’ practices.
It is important to situate literacy and literacy practices as social, cultural and
political entities to help us better understand their function in schools and how they are
linked to the broader social culture. Cultural assumptions about the ways reading and
writing are used in a particular situation determine how students participate in a social
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institution such as school. An understanding of these assumptions is important for
helping us to consider how students are positioned in a classroom, what discourses are
dominant, and what this means for the construction of literacy identities.
In the next section of this framework, poststructural theory provides a lens
through which to examine and analyze the language practices and discourses in a
classroom to establish how they might contribute to shaping one’s identity/subjectivity.
The central notions of poststructural theory that I draw on are: (a) discourse - ideologies
in the form of language; (b) identity, or in poststructural terms, subjectivity - the
influence of language on a sense of self; and (c) agency - the ways in which subjects take
up or resist subject positions which lead to relationships of status and power.

Poststructural Theory
The preceding sections of this chapter have developed the notions that literacy
and literacy practices are multiple, social, cultural, and political. These notions indicate
that literacy is linked to ideologies and discourses, which are inscribed in the values and
practices of society at large. As I stated early in this review, poststructural theory offers a
helpful way to conceptualize ideas about discourse and identity as they are related to
language and an individual’s position in a community, which shapes his or her
construction of a literacy identity. It also helps us to deconstruct the social and political
aspects of discourse in a classroom in order to understand how discourses relate to the
construction of literacy identities. The following sections will describe this perspective
and its importance in understanding the relationship between literacy and identity in a
social context.
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For this study, I draw on some of the key concepts from this body of work:
1.

Discourse involves language as it operates within a socioculturally defined group
through interacting, valuing and believing and the way it gets used (i.e. in
determining which practices are privileged is how membership in a group is
established).

2. Identity/Subjectivity is a social construct that is formed by the values, beliefs and
practices of the culture of which the individual is a part.
3.

Students learn what identities are available in particular situations and they take
up positions within these situations, which in turn have social and cultural
consequences.
Defining Discourse
At this point, it is necessary to discuss the term discourse and to understand its

significance and use in poststructural theory. James Gee (1992) described “Discourses”
as linking “the workings of the mind/brain to social practices” (p.107). Discourse is “a
socially accepted association among ways of using language, of thinking, and of acting
that can be used to identify oneself as a member of a socially meaningful group or ‘social
network’”(Gee, 1989, p. 20). Therefore, discourses are ways of establishing membership
in a group (Gee, 1992). Gee distinguishes between Discourses and discourses. While
Discourse refers to discourse as a set of related social practices, discourse is a part of
Discourse and refers to meaningful social practices that involve language in the form of
spoken or written texts (Gee, 1992). For example, conversations (discourse) about
student achievement on a standardized test (Discourse) are examples of discourses that
might be found in classrooms. The Discourse of standardized testing carries with it
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assumptions and power relations that have been discussed by several authors such as.
Kohn (2000), Murphy (1997), Murphy et al (1998), and Taylor (1991). These Discourses
are tied to social identities and are what students draw on for membership in a group.
(Gee, 1992) In his discussion of discourse, Gee further explains the notion that there are
primary and secondary Discourses. Primary Discourses represent our first social
identities, which are taken up during initial socialization into sociocultural settings such
as families (Gee, 1992).

Secondary Discourses are part of our socialization into

sociocultural settings and institutions outside our families - “for example, churches,
gangs, schools, offices” (p. 109). Secondary Discourses influence our beliefs and
membership in these groups and these discourses are what determine our multiple social
selves.
Primary Discourse affects our secondary Discourses and “constitutes our personal
persona and is part of what gives a sense of unity to our multiple social selves
(constituted by our many secondary Discourses)” (Gee, 1992, p. 109). For example, my
primary discourse is that of a white, middle class family, which constructed my initial
identity as female and daughter and influenced my subsequent identities as a catholic,
student, friend, and teacher. Discourses can often oppose each other, causing conflict and
tension between an individual’s identities, and can only be understood within a particular
context (Davies, 1994). That is, our secondary discourses provide a context from which
to look at our multiple social selves and see what positions are available to be taken up or
resisted in those contexts. For example, my primary discourse as middle class, white,
female may conflict with my secondary Discourses around my job as a teacher in a
community with a diverse population which includes both ethnic and class diversity.
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That is to say the primary Discourses, which have shaped my identity are those
associated with the middle class and being White and being female. These Discourses
present some conflicts between the assumptions, subject positions and power relations
that characterize other Discourses that I draw on as a teacher. Some of these conflicts
might be the expectation that students come from families where reading and writing are
valued and modeled as a regular part of home life. However, many of the students that I
work with come from single parent and working class families where parents spend a
great deal of time working overtime and trying-to make ends meet outside the home. As a
result, children often spend as much time in daycare situations as they spend at home and
do not have role models and special times set aside for reading and writing which
conflicts with my assumptions about traditional literacy practices such as reading stories
at bedtime. These assumptions directly influence both my assessment and instructional
decisions for the students I work with. Another example of a conflict between discourses
arises when the assumptions of many of the Portuguese immigrant families about codes
of discipline differ from my expectations about acceptable discipline practices. When
there is a behavioral issue at school, many of these parents respond with corporal
punishment rather than with a unified home school connection where a great deal of time
is spent communicating with teachers and talking to children about behavior and
consequences. This makes it difficult to rely on a parent-teacher relationship when there
is clearly an ideological difference in beliefs about discipline. This ideological difference
directly conflicts with my position of authority as it relates to ‘school discourses’ since
the discipline at home is very different than the ways in which teachers are expected to
discipline at school. Conflicts across multiple discourses are experienced over time and
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certainly help us to understand the nature of‘school discourses’ as they are tried on and
accepted or resisted based on primary discourses and other opposing ‘secondary
discourses’ (Gee, 1992). Discourses in schools are linked to history and ideology and
present an understanding of what is acceptable and recognizable for membership within a
group, for example, those who are literate and those who are not. Students who are able
to acquire the discourses of acceptable literacy practices within classroom culture, for
example, also have access to literacy and are recognized as literate members of a group.
With regard to primary and secondary discourses Gee (1989) stated:
Learning should enable all children—mainstream and non—mainstream—to
critique their primary and secondary discourses, including dominant secondary
discourses. This requires exposing children to a variety of alternative primary and
secondary discourses (not necessarily so that they acquire them, but so that they
learn about them). It also requires realizing that this is what good teaching and
learning is good at. We rarely realize that this is where we fail mainstream
children just as much as non-mainstream ones. (pp. 24-25)
Gee (1992) discussed the child engaging in schooled literacy practices as “being
socialized into certain ways of being in the world, ways intimately connected to the
sociocultural identity of the child’s group, as well as to their power and status in the
world ”(p. 124). It is important to note that some of these literacy practices may
represent primary as well as secondary discourses, particularly for mainstream children,
but these same discourses may conflict for non-mainstream children. For example:
Children who are encouraged to tell stories at home, read with parents or engage in other
home literacy activities may be easily socialized into the more public secondary discourse
of schooled literacy practices and therefore easily gain access to the institution and
membership within a group. For students who do not engage in these home literacy
practices because their parents do not have access to these practices, membership in
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‘schooled literacy’ is more difficult to obtain as a consequence of the conflict between the
child’s primary and secondary discourses.
An understanding of discourse and its relation to language, power, and the
institution is crucial to understanding poststructural theory in order to see how it might be
helpful for understanding notions of literacy and identity. In the following section, a
poststructural discussion of identity, subjectivity, and agency is presented to describe the
ways in which identities can be viewed as constantly shifting and related to status within
the community.
Subjectivity and Agency
Poststructuralist theory provides a window through which to look at the multiple
discourses that individuals are subjected to and which they take up. It also provides a
way to deconstruct the contradictory discourses that make up our experiences as
individuals (Davies, 1993, 1994). Feminist poststructural theorists such as Davies and
Weedon (1997) argue that individuals are constituted through social institutions and
through language and that individuals are subjected to notions of knowledge and power
by the discourses available to them.
Sarup (1993) illustrated one of the central arguments in poststructural theory in
his discussion of Lacan’s theory of self and language: Lacan believed that a human
subject could not exist without language “but that the subject cannot be reduced to
language” (p. 10).

This argument asserts that language has privilege, and is what gives

us access to others through everyday language practices (Sarup, 1993; Hodge & Kress,
1993). Poststructuralists believe that language is a signifier through which the subject
constructs meaning from the discourses available to her (Sarup, 1993). In this way,
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language plays a major role in the construction of an individual's identity. "Language is
the place where actual and possible forms of social organization and their likely social
and political consequences are defined and contested. Yet it is also the place where our
sense of ourselves, our subjectivity is constructed” (Weedon, 1997, p. 21).
Samp (1996) identified two models of identity: “the traditional view is that all the
dynamics (such as class, gender, ‘race’) operate simultaneously to produce a coherent,
unified, fixed identity. The more recent view is that identity is fabricated, constructed, in
process and that we have to consider both psychological and sociological factors” (p. 14).
Sarup further distinguished between a public and private sense of self, which is to say
that our private identity is how the individual constructs herself and her public identity is
how she is constructed by others (Sarup, 1996). Sarup's view of identity suggests that
both the self and the context in which it is present are continuously shifting, making it
possible to have multiple identities at any given time. His view also suggests that identity
is ideological and using a poststructural perspective places “identity in the context of
history, language and power” (Sarup, 1996, p. 48). A definition of ideology which has
been helpful in understanding how language and identity are ideological in nature comes
from the work of Hodge and Kress (1993), who defined “‘ideology’ as a systematic body
of ideas organized from a particular point of view” (p. 6). This definition is embedded in
the idea that language is part of everyday life in society and thus has social and political
implications.
Davies (1994) distinguished between identity and subjectivity indicating that the
term identity is often understood to mean a static “unitary, non-contradictory” (p. 3) self;
subjectivity, on the other hand, implies that our sense of self is constantly shifting and
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changing in relation to the discourses available to us and that we participate in (Davies,
1994; Weedon, 1997). “An individual's subjectivity is made possible through the
discourses s/he has access to, through a life history of being in the world” (Davies, 1994,
p. 3). For this study, I will use subjectivity and identity interchangeably to mean a sense
of self that is constantly changing and shifting according to the positions taken up or
resisted in specific social contexts.
The practice of examining an individual’s subjectivity allows us to have “access
to the constitutive effects of the discursive practices through which we are all constituted
as subjects and through which the world we live in is made real” (Davies, 1994, p. 3).
Subjectivity also creates the space for locating individuals in terms of‘subject positions’
in poststructural terms (Davies, 1993, 1994). Subject positions, as defined by Clark and
Ivanic (1997), “are possibilities for selfhood that exist within a sociocultural context”
(p. 136). They indicated that these contexts may be as broad as the society at large or a
more specific institutional context. Here I will use ‘subject positions’ (following Clark
and Ivanic) to refer to an individual’s identity as it is constructed within social
interactions through the discourses that are available to be drawn on.
Language specifically relates to the idea of subjectivity, since as we learn
language, we are positioned, and position ourselves, through language and across
discourses as they exist in the world around us, and in the particular discourses available
to us. In this way, our subjectivity is constructed through language and through the
“positions, with which we identify and structure our sense of ourselves” (Weedon, 1997,
p. 32). The process of subjectification is how we are socialized into the world, and as we
take up positions available to us through discourses we acquire a position of power or
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powerlessness in relation to the existing discourses. The focus is on how subjectivity is
shaped and maintained through the discourses available and thus how the individual is
both constructed by herself and by other individuals around her (Davies, 1993).
Central to the theory of poststructuralism is the question of the subject as agent. A
humanistic view of agency suggests that an individual “makes choices about what they
do” (Davies, 1993, p .9). Inherent in the humanistic view are several ideas that
poststructuralists reject. Among these is the notion that identity is largely fixed and that
individual behavior reflects the free choice of social agents acting unfettered in the social
world. Poststructuralist theory is rooted in ideas about the social construction of
individual identity - thus, the self is constantly recast in shifting social contexts; and
notions about “choice” are problematized. Rather than conceptualizing individual
“choice” as free and synonymous with desire as a humanistic view would suggest,
poststructuralists would argue that power is implicated and choice is never free, that
individuals are always acting constrained by social forces; i.e. desire is not “constituted
outside social structures” (Davies, 1993, p. 12). According to poststructuralists,
individuals may act agentically within interactions as they take up and resist subject
positions that are made available within particular social contexts. Individuals acting in
ways that resist a dominant discourse, for example, can be viewed as acting with agency.
While full subject status requires being constrained by the rules and structures of
the social world, and at the same time acting as if one is an autonomous agent,
responsible for one’s own actions and the outcomes of those actions, children, like
women and other marginalised groups, are constantly deprived of agency (Davies,
1993, p. 9).
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Possibilities for agency, then, exist as the result of discourses with inscribed subject
positions that may be taken up by the subject. Children, according to Davies (1993) seek
out agency to gain control of their lives.
Within poststructuralism, the subject gains agency either by taking up or resisting
subject positions made available to them which may impact status and power within a
socio-cultural context. For example: the adults and or peers in a schooled context may
position a student as a poor reader. This position may limit that student’s access to what
counts as literacy in that context. However, if that same student somehow resists this
construction of his or her identity then that student has gained agency in the literacy
event. As a result, the student’s agency, in this context, positions her as an individual
who is capable and who has access to literacy. Viewing classrooms through
“poststructuralist eyes” (Davies, 1994, p. 26) may help us to understand the social and
political discourses that shape an individual, and poststructural theory's perspective on
language helps us to deconstruct language as it relates to power, knowledge and identity.

Summary of Poststructural Theory
The preceding sections have discussed how the major tenets of poststructural
theory might be helpful in understanding an individual’s sense of self within the
discourses of particular social institutions such as schools and classrooms. Poststructural
perspectives illustrate how an individual’s construction of identity revolves around what
discourses are operating in a particular context and how the identities that are taken up
can facilitate understanding of the power relationships within a community. Particular
discourses such as those around education have inscribed in them significant power
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relations in the broader social culture and poststructural theory is helpful for
deconstructing those discourses.
In the following section, perspectives that reflect both socio-cultural and
poststructural perspectives provide an intertextual framework for understanding the
shaping of literacy identities in classrooms.

Literature on the Discoursal Construction of Literacy Identity
The perspectives on literacy and identity discussed in this section range from
sociocultural to poststructural, both of which provide a view of literacy and identity that
grounds these ideas in culture and language. Sociocultural perspectives help us to
understand how constructs of literacy and identity may be understood from a cultural
point of view in which they are linked to ideologies and personal histories. Poststructural
perspectives, however, go further for making sense of how literacy and identity are
constituted through social institutions and through language. A poststructural perspective
also provides us with an understanding that identity, as a sense of self that is constantly
shifting according to the discourses that exist in a social context, is linked to positions
that are either resisted or taken up and have implications for specific power relationships.
This demonstrates a critical relationship between literacy and identity, which has
inscribed in it notions of knowledge, power, and access. Davies (1994) stated, “we learn
to see and to organize our subjectivity in relation to the discourses about what it means to
be gendered” (p. 5). I will argue from a similar poststructural perspective that we learn to
see and organize our identity in relation to the discourses about what it means to be
literate. Together sociocultural and poststructural perspectives provide a lens through
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which to view the construction of literacy identities as they are linked to ideologies,
knowledge and power relations.
Bloome and Dail (1997) look at a reader's identity from the perspective that
"every time a reader reads, they do so from a particular identity" (p. 614). They further
state that what students do is to try on "multiple identities" as they are learning to read
and take up positions according to how reading events are structured and also as a result
of the texts that are used. Factors that impact these identities include gender, race, and
class. Students also take up social identities based on what social consequences they
perceive an identity to have, which are largely based on the context of the situation.
Similarly, Watrous and Willett (1994) said, "reading identity is a social product
that may only be understood within the particular context in which it is shaped and
maintained" (p. 75). This is true from both a sociocultural and post-structural perspective
since, in each context, there are different social positions to be taken up based on the way
literacy events are constructed. For example: In a classroom where readers are engaged
in homogeneous reading groups, there may be a high, middle or low position to be taken
up. Although reader identities are not fixed, the social consequences of these positions
may be so crucial that a reader does not resist his or her identity in a particular context
because there is no validation from other members of the group. This positioning is
strongly related to status and power. Solsken (1993) asserts that, "one of the mechanisms
supporting continuity in status is the construction of the child's identity as intellectually
incapable within the social relations of the classroom" (p. 172). This is particularly true
for members who identify with low status and do not resist these identities. Karen Gallas
(1998) stated that:
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When children assume personae (as a means to try on social roles) their behavior
is socially motivated. They make choices and orchestrate outcomes that do not
necessarily reflect deep personal convictions. Rather, they are experimenting in
the laboratory of the classroom and the outcomes of their experiments give them
data that they also reflect upon and use to determine the kinds of choices they
want to make in the future, (p. 13)
It would appear that Gallas's description of experimenting would in fact coincide with
Bloome and Dail’s notions about trying on "multiple identities"; however, they would
hold that choices and positions available to be taken up are largely dependent on the
particular context. In spite of the fact that all behavior, all choices, are informed by all
past experience, future contexts cannot be anticipated, since the acceptable practices are
determined at the particular time that an event takes place (Davies, 1993, 1994; Weedon,
1997).
Clark and Ivanic (1997) investigated writer identity, which I view as
interchangeable with literacy identity. They claimed that practices in which individuals
engage position them in particular ways and that these subject positions are determined
by the social, cultural, and institutional context. Clark and Ivanic (1997) addressed
subject positions with regard to status and power when they said:
In every cultural context some conventions have a privileged position at a
particular historical moment, so that there is particularly strong pressure for
people to conform to them and to adopt the interests, values, beliefs and status
encoded in them. (p. 138)
Conventions primarily refer to practices that are widely accepted within the sociocultural
context of which they are a part; and because these practices tend to have privileged
social positions embedded in them, "the majority of students will attempt to conform to
these conventions" (p. 139). Clark and Ivanic further claimed that the identification
process is almost always subconscious and therefore refutes the notion of one choosing
an identity rather than constructing a social identity based on the conventions within a
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particular context. Davies (1993) used a feminist poststructural perspective on identity to
argue that:
One's own and others' stories of oneself are equally drawn from the collective
repertoire of stories available in any social group. In order to achieve these
narratives of oneself and others, children must learn the ways of seeing made
possible by the various discourses of the social groups of which they are
members, (p. 17)
Davies also argued that individuals in a particular context must be able to “read” the
situation and know how to position themselves as members of the group.
In classrooms, knowledge is largely owned by the teacher (Davies, 1993).
“Whatever children have come to understand prior to their schooling in the process of
learning to engage in discursive practices, is subjected to authoritative teaching when
they go to school” (p. 39). Children are taught to understand from the beginning that they
must defer to the teacher as the authority and evaluator of learning. This presents a
conflict for students and teachers who wish to resist traditional discourses that shape
school culture and the notion that knowledge is no more than a reproduction of
authoritative knowledge structures.
Though the literature presents many strong arguments for looking at literacy as a
social and cultural process, there is a need for further studies which link a socio-cultural
and postructural perspective on literacy with the official curriculum and with the
construction of literacy identity in students. In the following section, I review studies
related to these aspects of literacy and the construction of identity.
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Studies on the Intersection of Literacy and Identity
Many researchers have explored literacy and identity in an effort to achieve
greater understanding of how the two intersect and how they are shaped from the various
discourses in a particular situation, including Alvermann (2001), Broughton & Fairbanks
(2002), Compton-Lilly (2007), Davies (1993, 1994), Denos (2003), Dyson (1997),
Eidman-Andahl (1989), Laidlaw (1998), Luttrell & Parker (2001), McCarthy (1998,
2001), Novinger (2003), Phinney (1998), Rogers (2002), Solsken (1993), Solsken,
Willett, & Wilson-Keenan. (2000), Wilson-Keenan, Solsken, & Willett (2001).
Specifically, these studies focus on socio-cultural issues of literacy, discourse, and
identity, and are focused on various constructs of identity such as gender identity
(Solsken, 1993; Davies, 1993, 1994); home/school identity (Solsken, 1993; Solsken et al.,
2000; Wilson-Keenan et al., 2001), and literacy identity such as reader/writer identity
(Alvermann, 2001; Dyson, 1997; Laidlaw, 1998; Phinney, 1998). The following studies
represent the body of scholarly work that I draw on in my own research and which link
constructions of identity with discursive literacy practices.
Discursive Literacy Practices and the Construction of Identity
Discourses that are inherent in the educational practices in school stand out as
ideological constructs that individuals draw on and are significant in the construction of
literacy identities. The way literacy assessment practices shape a reader’s identity was
investigated from an anthropological perspective by Watrous and Willett (1994), who
claimed that the classroom social environment has a powerful influence on literacy
learners and on the nature of assessment as it is practiced in a classroom. They provided
a critique of traditional assessment practices:
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Our criteria for language learning provide a concrete and frequently unquestioned
vision of the skills and abilities children need to participate in a literate society.
Because we are accustomed to thinking about individual performance, we often
fail to recognize the factors beyond academic competence that may affect student
growth, (p. 73)
Watrous and Willett further claimed that literacy assessment in the classroom is often
very narrowly defined and based on the evaluation of an individual and one set of skills
which must be mastered in order to participate in particular reading events and be
considered a reader (p. 76). In a case study, they discovered that membership in a
classroom culture or a "literate community" means much more than a set of learned skills
that students can perform without flaw. It implies the ability to "interpret texts, to have
access to community symbols and accumulated knowledge, and to enter into discussion,
interpretation, evaluation and reflection" (p. 74). In other words, students must be able to
participate in the discourse of a classroom with an understanding of and alignment with
the dominant beliefs and practices within that classroom and the larger community of
which it is a part.
Alvermann, (2001) examined the assessment of struggling readers in contrast to
how adolescents read and responded to media texts. In a case study of ninth grader
Grady, Alvermann found that Grady’s standing in the lowest quartile on a school
administered reading test constructed Grady as a student who did not have adequate
literacy skills. This identity was in direct conflict with the ways that Grady demonstrated
his proficiency as a literacy learner through the use of media literacy such as e-mail and
his response to media literacy such as computer games. Discourses such as the discourse
of standardized assessment, the discourse of video gaming and the discourse of learning
disability are illuminated in this study and reveal what assumptions position a reader such
as Grady. Alvermann explored these assumptions from a “culture-as-disability approach
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to understand how adolescents such as Grady get positioned as struggling readers, and, in
turn, take up that positioning by using it as their identity kit for recognizing (and being
recognized by) others like themselves”(p. 687). Alvermann argued that literacy practices
such as assessments don’t necessarily accurately reflect a student’s abilities and
advocated helping students like Grady understand how they are positioned as readers in
school in order to help them actively change their positions to be more successful within
school culture.
Another example of the conflict between discursive literacy practices and identity
is explored by Elyse Eidman-Andahl (1989) in her ethnographic study of high school
students entitled Cracking Through the Shell: Classroom Inquiry and Educational Policy.
This study examined high school students who had failed the Maryland Functional
Writing Test, which was a pre-requisite for graduation. One student used “cracking the
shell’’ as the metaphor for getting out of school and getting on with real life. This study
implies a direct conflict with students’ construction of identity and what is expected in
school. The test designed to assess what the state determined as “functional competence”
as a writer, set up a culture of competition and assigned negative identities to those who
did not pass. Eidman-Andahl examined the implications of who the test asks students to
be and she asked the question, “Who do you have to be to be functionally literate?” (p.
138). A major finding of this study is the way particular discourses around assessment
were operating in the school setting where the study took place. For example: An
elaborative discourse for writing alienated several of the students that were taking the test
since they could not relate to the genre of writing that the test proposed and because
several of the students found the writing task to be emasculating. The second major
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discourse illuminated in the study was the discourse called “the big lie” (p. 140) where
the notion of fictional license caused the students to feel as though they were lying since
their own experiences gave them no other way to understand these discourses. And
thirdly, the discourse of “class antagonism” (p. 142) challenged the way particular
students positioned themselves as readers and writers and gave way to certain
authoritative reading and writing practices having privilege over other practices such as
those necessary for success on the test. The intersection of Eidman-Andahl’s classroom
research and investigation into educational policy led to the conclusion that “Educational
policy is always a measured attempt to influence the progress of real lives by shaping and
regulating the institutional environments in which they are lived” (p. 146). This study
demonstrated how attempts at using educational policy to influence teaching and learning
make it more difficult for teachers and students to negotiate curriculum and make
learning relevant to their own lives. Identities are constructed based on the success or
failure of students to perform on assessments that are often in conflict with the identities
they construct for themselves.
Solsken, et al. (2000) explored the construction of social identities through
language practices that focused on family visits as part of the language arts curriculum in
one urban, multi-age primary classroom. They discussed the concept of hybridity
between the language practices in the classroom and those of students’ home cultures. A
series of family visits set the stage for examining the language practices of students and
family members. Solsken, et al. drew on their understandings of language, ideologies,
and intertextuality to create an environment that would support the literacy learning of all
students. CD A procedures were implemented to provide a microanalysis of language
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practices which revealed the identities that were made available and taken up by the
members of the classroom community and specifically by Blanca who was chosen as the
focus for their case study. In their study of Blanca, Solsken et al. (2000), found that she
was able to combine the language practices of her home, of school, and of her peer group.
This hybrid approach constructed Blanca as a successfully literate member of the
classroom community, as a loving family member, and as a successful part of the social
network in her class. These positions taken up by Blanca constructed a positive literacy
identity. Drawing on the finding that they needed to become more familiar with the
cultural norms and language practices students were drawing on, these researchers
continued the examination of family visits over time to gain further awareness of the
hybrid literacy identities that students were constructing.
Wilson-Keenan et al. (2001) again used critical discourse to explore the
construction of social identities through the language practices of family visits and the
tensions that arose during one visit in particular. The visit of Omar’s mother was
explored to reveal the tensions that arose between a white middle class teacher, a Puerto
Rican parent and her son during a story-telling event, which centered around Omar’s
need to be disciplined by his mother. Further investigation of Puerto Rican culture
revealed that these kinds of stories were typical in Puerto Rican culture as they illustrated
the parent/child/authority relationship. The tensions created in the event left Omar’s
identity in conflict between what was valued at home and what was valued at school. In
describing the importance of this study and its connection to curriculum and the
construction ol social identity, the authors stated; “We have learned that while children’s
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talk has been undervalued within the curriculum, it is necessary and extremely important”
(p. 526).
The construction of literacy identity as it is shaped by the discourses of the
official literacy curriculum is examined in an ethnographic study in an urban classroom
of 7 to 9 year olds. Dyson (1997) explored how students in this urban classroom used
popular culture in their social world and in the official literacy curriculum to construct
social identities. In this study, she examined the interplay between children’s actions as
writers, peers, and community members. Dyson highlighted discourses related to the
official literacy curriculum such as the discourse of popular culture, the discourse of folk
traditions, and the discourse of superheroes as she examined children’s writing and
dramatic play to examine their influence on the construction of social identities. This
study found that children negotiate social meanings across situations and that students’
written stories and dramatic play revealed themes of social relationships, power, and
status.
McCarthy’s (1998) ethnographic study in a multi-age, literature-based classroom
suggested, based on three case studies, that students were continually in the process of
constructing and reconstructing their subjectivities based on the expectations of the
classroom. Students’ subjectivities were constructed not only in relation to their gender,
social class, and ethnicity, but also through the literacy tasks in which they engaged.
Classroom literacy practices, such as small group read aloud, question and answer
sessions, literacy games with the whole class, and student interactions during reading and
writing, revealed that students’ identities were not fixed across these practices and were
constantly shifting based on the different social context of each literacy event.
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McCarthy (2001) again examined identity construction and literacy practices in a
study of 12 fifth graders from diverse backgrounds. This study examined both the roles
of literacy and curriculum in the construction of identity. Evidence from interviews with
students, parents, and the teacher revealed students, teachers, and peers only constructed
similar notions of identity for individuals in six of the twelve students who participated.
In addition, specific case studies revealed that students’ sub-identities (as categorized by
McCarthy, 2001), such as race, culture, and language, were important in the construction
of literacy identities. Students all had a sense of themselves as readers and writers. This
was constructed through how they saw themselves in relation to classroom discourses and
the literacy curriculum. Students both accepted and resisted identities within and across
specific literacy practices that were determined by the curriculum and were a valued part
of‘schooled literacy.’
An additional example of how one student resisted the identities made available
by schooled discourses and the curriculum can be found in Luttrell and Parker’s (2001)
ethnographic study of a high school literacy project. Data was collected from four high
schools in North Carolina and focused on how students used literacy practices to form
their identities both within and in opposition to the figured world of school. The case
study of Alice examined how she used reading and writing to construct her identity,
which was at odds with the world of school and in conflict with what was valued within
the literacy curriculum. The researchers found that “Alice’s place in the regular academic
classes kept her separate from rather than connected to the passions that ruled her literacy
practices’' (p. 243). This finding was based on the conflict that took place between
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Alice’s participation and performance in formal literacy learning verses the regular
journal and poetry writing she engaged in on her own.
In, “ ‘I want her to know me’: The Ways Adults Position Young children”, Sue
Novinger (2003), looked at the ways in which pre-service teachers position primary grade
pen pals within the discursive practice of letter writing. Novinger found that not all
teachers positioned students in the same way, but that positioning was determined by how
the teachers drew on the discourse of adult authority or on shared student authority.
Those that drew on the discourse of adult authority controlled the initiation of the topic
and asked closed questions in their letters to students. The result was that students’ letters
were reduced to a set of responses to the adults’ questions and topics. Those teachers,
who drew on a discourse of shared authority, resulted in more elaborated student
responses and more student initiated topics. Novinger also found that even when literacy
practices such as adult-student pen pal letters are beneficial learning experiences, it is
important for students (both children and adults) to examine and critique the ways in
which these practices are enacted. She wrote: “It seems important, then, that we carefully
examine how adults and children are positioned as teachers, students, writers, and as
people by the overlapping, often contradictory discourses that circulate in our classrooms
and the larger world” (p. 433). This article examined both the discourses that shape
significant literacy practices and the power relationships inherent in the discourses.
In an inquiry of bullying behavior, “Negotiating for Positions of Power in a
Primary Classroom”, Corey Hawes Denos (2003), examined the interactions of three girls
in first grade. Within this investigation, Denos found that Jennifer, the focal student, used
the strategies of affiliation, exclusion, and control of resources to gain positions of power
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during group situations, which she seemed to dominate. She also found that Jennifer’s
positioning behavior changed according to the composition ot the group. At times
Jennifer also positioned herself subordinate^ and as helpful to other students. As
exemplified by the shifting positions that Denos uncovered while observing Jennifer’s
interactions, this inquiry study found that students’ identities are complicated and not
fixed. The viewing of Jennifer’s subjectivities as shifting and changing based on the
group dynamics and the practices in which students were engaged affected the way
Denos thought of Jennifer within the classroom and also affected the way she understood
her own positioning as the classroom teacher.
In a study based on 10 case studies, Catherine Compton-Lilly (2007) wrote about
the two Puerto Rican families in which she examined the capital that each family
possessed to understand how school expectations intersected with home literacy practices
to affect the students’ positioning as successful readers in school. Compton-Lilly found
that in the neighborhood where the families lived, economic capital was not plentiful,
however, individuals possessed social capital that could be attributed to their success in
school. She noted: “ The abilities that diverse families bring to school are not only tools
to engage students with academic tasks but also valuable skills and abilities that can
translate into ways of being that have significant value within school contexts” (p. 97).
This study demonstrated the significance of social capital as it relates to how students are
positioned within school contexts and contributes to understanding how students are
socialized in both local and official contexts with respect to what is valued in each and
what it means to be literate.
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Sociocultural and Sociopolitical Conceptualizations of Literacy
Literacy, as it has been conceptualized thus far as a social and cultural process, is
linked to ideologies and the values, practices, and beliefs of the larger society. It is
multiple, social, cultural, and political, carrying with it inscriptions of power. This view
leads to the idea that ‘schooled literacy’ does not promote literacy as a set of everyday
literacy practices that are valued within the institution of formal schooling. Likewise,
literacy assessment is conceptualized as a set of practices within classroom cultures that
reproduce the dominant discourse of traditional schooling and privilege discourses that
are primarily valued and recognized in schools. These discourses shape notions of what
counts as literacy and who defines literacy in school.
Poststructural theory provides a way for us to conceptualize literacy through the
concept of discourse and the inscriptions of knowledge and power that are associated
with particular literacy and assessment practices and the construction of literacy identities
within schools as social institutions. It also gives us access to view the ways in which
identities are constructed through the language of the classroom as well as a way to
deconstruct what positions are available to be taken up and claim knowledge and power
in a classroom. In moving forward to more informed literacy practices, we must disrupt
traditional notions of literacy that have strong ideological underpinnings in today's
educational institutions. These beliefs are illustrated by Davies (1994) who stated:
Equity strategies have generally been of an add-on kind, leaving the bulk of old
discursive practices in place. The implication of poststructuralist theory is the
need for a re-visioning of discursive practices and a re-writing of curriculum and
of school texts that make the source of their claims to authority visible. Such
visibility would invite both students and teachers to interrogate the texts and to
see the constitutive force of the language and the images through which ‘real
worlds’ are constituted, as well as the power of all that is left unsaid, (p. 122)
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The final section of this literature review will present the theoretical grounding for the
dominant discourses that were found to be operating in this study and which were
inherent in the literacy practices of the fourth grade classroom where I conducted my
research. Illustrative examples of these discourses will be presented in the analysis
chapter 4.

Defining the Dominant Discourses
This section of the literature review presents current literature from the field that
grounds the ideologies within the dominant discourses that could be seen operating in the
classroom culture of this study. Deconstructing these discourses was significant since
they shaped the literacy events in which students were routinely engaged and informed
their beliefs about literacy within the culture. Though these discourses were revealed
through the recursive process of data analysis, which required moving from the actual
transcripts to the literature, I offer the literature contained in this review to provide the
theoretical grounding for a later discussion of these discourses and to foreground the data
analysis in subsequent chapters. Though there are countless discourses operating within
any given culture, the Discourses that I will describe here were implicated in the
construction of students’ literacy identities within this classroom. The discourse of
education reform and the discourse of differentiated instruction comprise the two major
Discourses that participants drew on to make sense within the classroom culture and that
limited what counted as literacy.
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Discourse of Education Reform
One of the most significant forces that informs what happens in schools today is
the discourse of education reform. The discourse of education reform (also referred to
here as “ed reform”) is part of a larger sociopolitical belief system that shapes the current
political climate in the field of education. Ed Reform characterizes the nature of
schooling, which has changed drastically in the twenty first century with the addition of
national standards, statewide curriculum frameworks, high stakes testing, and new federal
laws such as No Child Left Behind.
No Child Left Behind (NCLB), was signed into law by President George W. Bush
in January 2002. NCLB is an update of Goals 2000 which was written under the Clinton
administration in conjunction with the business roundtable in Washington D.C. and was
supposed to address the inequities in achievement apparent in various communities
throughout the country (Ohanian & Emery, 2004).

The ideologies present within the

discourse of ed reform affect teaching decisions, in part by promoting a prescribed
curriculum based on learning standards. The standards determined within the official
literacy curriculum are provided with the understanding that all teachers are required to
teach the same predetermined content to all students who are then expected to
demonstrate evidence of its acquisition.
Within the discourse of ed reform literacy is presented as “autonomous” (Street,
1984, 1995) or devoid of social context. The mastery of a set of prescribed skills is what
is valued and determines what counts as literacy in school. Evidence of this ideology can
be found in the Reading First Legislation, a cornerstone of No Child Left Behind
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(http://www.ed.gov/programs/readingfirst/legislation.html). Though this legislation was
renamed under the current federal law, it is a revised edition of the Reading Excellence
Act of 1999, which drew on the idea of‘scientifically based research’ to determine what
literacy teaching practices would be endorsed and funded by the federal government
(http://www.nrrf.org/essav ReadingExcel.html).
Reading First is based on the report of the National Reading Panel (NRP) (2000),
released in April 2000, which purports to be the result of years of‘scientific research’, and
which was compiled by this committee at the request of the Federal government in
response to the claim that too many of the nation’s children were not learning to read
(www.nationalreadingpanel.org). Though there have been many concerns by literacy
experts over the panel’s narrow definition of ‘scientifically based’ research and as a result,
what counts as literacy, these results have prevailed in the mainstream and a great many
instructional and professional development programs with their corresponding
government funding for school districts have been determined by this report.
The NRP report outlines the 5 cornerstones of beginning reading:
1.

Phonemic Awareness: The ability to hear and manipulate sounds in words

2.

Alphabetic Principle: The ability to recognize letters and their corresponding
sounds and use them to form words.

3.

Fluency: The ability to recognize and read words with speed, accuracy and
expression

4.

Vocabulary: The ability to learn new words and word meanings.

5. Comprehension: The ability to understand what one has read
(www.nationalreadingpanel.org).
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The influences of this report and other federal initiatives such as Reading First, the
standards movement, and NCLB are far reaching and have influenced the culture of
schools in immeasurable ways. These initiatives came in response to a cry from
politicians that 40 % of American fourth graders were lacking in adequate reading skills
and were unable to read independently (Allington, 2002a). The national reports that
informed these notions, although flawed, caused a flurry of attention to the so-called
skills that students were lacking (Allington, 2002a).
The skills that students were determined to lack included such things as:
phonemic awareness and phonics knowledge, the ability to spell words in standard
English form, write with accurate English language conventions, and as a result, perform
well on standardized tests that required students to perform these tasks in isolation. This
conflict drove policy makers and educators to mandate that literacy teaching be based on
‘scientific research’ which translated to the teaching of more discreet skills such as
phonemic awareness and isolated phonics instruction, vocabulary, and reading fluency to
be tested in isolation and to ultimately hold teachers and school districts accountable for
student success on high stakes tests. The end result of these legislated mandates was
supposed to ensure that more students would gain competence in literacy and would
demonstrate this competency on statewide tests that would then prove that “no child was
left behind”.
The belief that literacy is autonomous within the discourse of education reform
encompasses the notion that those who are considered ‘illiterate’ would therefore lack
qualities such as “logic, rationality, objectivity and rational thinking” (Street, 1995, p.
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76). One consequence of this ideological construction is to privilege those who are able
to perform isolated literacy skills; or, within the context of schools, those who can
formally decode phonemic signs or who can read and write in the way that they are
taught as a school based practice. The performance of “autonomous” literacy skills as a
privileged practice also has a profound impact on the development of students’ social
identities:
The role played by developmental perspectives in schooling, for instance means
that the acquisition of literacy becomes isomorphic with the child’s development
of specific social identities and positions: their power in society becomes
associated with the kind and level of literacy they have acquired (Street, 1995, p.

110).
Many researchers and policy makers currently espouse literacy as a set of prescribed
skills, which are ‘autonomous’ of a social context. In the National Research Council’s
report: Preventing Reading Difficulties in Young Children, Snow et al. (1998),
conceptualized ‘effective reading instruction’ and one’s ability to read as follows:
Adequate initial reading instruction requires that children:
•

Use reading to obtain meaning from print,

•

Have frequent and intensive opportunities to read,

•

Be exposed to frequent, regular spelling sound relationships,

•

Learn about the nature of the alphabetic writing system, and

•

Understand the structure of spoken words

Adequate progress in learning to read English (or any alphabetic language)
beyond the initial level depends on:
•

Having a working understanding of how sounds are represented
alphabetically,
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•

Sufficient practice in reading to achieve fluency with different kinds of
texts,

•

Sufficient background knowledge and vocabulary to render written texts
meaningful and interesting,

•

Control over procedures for monitoring comprehension and repairing
misunderstandings, and

•

Continued interest and motivation to read for a variety of purposes.
(PP- 3-4)

Each of these expectations represents a discursive construction, collectively, the
ideologies present, in the discourse of education reform in the current sociopolitical field
of literacy education. They provide a strong framework for understanding how literacy is
being conceptualized in classrooms and what values are inscribed in the practices of
students as well as the skills that are deemed necessary for students to be considered
literate.
Another significant ideology present within the discourse of education reform is
the belief that literacy is evaluative and that students’ competencies can be measured by
tests and other decontextualized measures. The goal of literacy then, is the accumulation
of skills with a focus on accuracy and which is measured through some form of
assessment. Holland et al. (1994), discuss how others have traditionally conceptualized
assessment as evaluative and as a mechanism of power:
They think about tests: tests used for grading and tests used for getting into
colleges and careers, tests used to place students in ability groups and tests used to
evaluate how well students, teachers, and schools are doing. Assessment is linked
to power, the power to exclude and control, (p. 1)
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Within this belief, students participate in formal or informal assessment on a
regular basis with the teacher as the sole evaluator of literacy success. Students learn that
being viewed as a literate member of a community is based on the equation of literacy
assessment with achievement. “Literacy can be defined as power from the perspective of
power as a product. When viewed as a set of skills, a collection of reading and writing
tools, literacy becomes a quantifiable entity, measurable and transferable, and becomes
analogous to the prototypical examples of money, strength and weapons”(Bloome, et al.,
2005, p. 160). Within the discourse of education reform, “high stakes” testing such as the
Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System along with regular school and
classroom based literacy assessments define literacy as a set of skills that renders power
and defines who students are as literacy learners. Bloome (1994) stated:
The equation of achievement with assessment is understood by students. It is
something they learn as part of learning what school is about. And as students
progress through the grades, the importance of equating achievement with
assessment becomes more obvious and profound. By the time students reach the
upper elementary, junior high and senior high grades, they are likely to orient
their academic behavior to assessment rather than learning, inquiry, curiosity, or
academic substance, (p. 58)
Within this belief, students are assessed as literacy learners on areas of the official
literacy curriculum that are correlated to state and district standards. They are required to
perform proficiently on both formal (standardized, curriculum based and teacher made
tests) and informal (questions, homework assignments and class assignments) measures
of literacy achievement. In many ways, these assessments define who they are as literate
members of the classroom and are linked to their literacy identities as students learn what
counts as literacy.
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The 1998 report of the National Reading Council identifies a goal for the United
States of one hundred percent literacy (Snow et al., 1998). In addition, the NRC reports,
they are most concerned with “children in this country whose education careers are
imperiled because they do not read well enough to ensure understanding and to meet the
demands of an increasingly competitive economy” (p. 18). This seemingly wellintentioned goal is based on the notion that students’ competence as literacy learners can
largely be determined by the end of grade 3 and is defined by the performance of
adequate reading skills which are equated with high school graduation rates and academic
success (Snow et al., 1998).
In addition to the ideologies of autonomous literacy and literacy as evaluative
within the discourse of education reform, is the notion that literacy and literacy learning
are centered on the teacher’s values and beliefs around what counts as literacy. Within
this model of literacy learning, the teacher is the authority for all decision-making and is
responsible for setting norms around what is expected from students. The teacher
functions as a technician whose role it is to pass information and skills onto students and
to keep order and control of what happens in the classroom. From decisions about what
students will learn and assignments, to turn taking and discipline, the teacher is at the
head of the classroom. Central to this motif within the discourse of ed reform is the
hierarchical relationship where the teacher is in charge and the students are subject to her
decisions. To illustrate the historical nature of this model, Jerome Bruner (1996)
discussed the institution of school thus:
Take the institution of school itself, school in Western cultures. Partly to enforce
educational aims, partly to utilize scarce instructional resources, school was
arranged as a setting in which a pupil gives over control of her attention to a
teacher who decides what shall be its focus, when and to what end. This
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arrangement probably reflected not only a familistic ideal but also a folk
psychological notion about how to transmit knowledge from someone who had it
to someone who didn’t, (p. 172)
The social frame of the classroom is built around the shared knowledge that all of the
participants know what is expected for participation in the group. A typical structure that
can be observed where such an ideology dominates is a recitation structure or I-R-E
pattern (Cazden, 2001) that is routinely used as a mechanism of communication in the
classroom (Como cited in Bloome, 1989). Within the belief that literacy is teacher
centered, the teacher is most often the individual responsible for the initiation and
evaluation of the reply. In other words, the teacher controls both the topic and the agenda
in most of the interactions that she has with students. Students are not the initiators or
evaluators because the teacher makes the decisions about what is taught and who is
successful or not within teacher-student interactions. Students learn both explicitly and
implicitly that the teacher is the major decision making force in the classroom and in
order to be successful, students must comply with teacher expectations. This hierarchical
relationship between teachers and students contains ideologies of power and control that
can be linked to the larger society as part of the discourse of education reform.
An important corollary to the ideology of teacher as authority within the discourse
of education reform is the discursive construction of the teacher as subordinate to the
curriculum. As institutions such as schools are shaped according to the ideologies present
in education reform, teachers often turn to scripted curriculum materials in an effort to
deliver a one-size fits all approach to learning. Richard Allington (2002) stated:
“Effective teachers do not offer the ‘one size fits all’ lessons that Lyon (1997) decried,
but if scripted curriculum materials are faithfully implemented, that is the only sort of
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lesson that will be offered” (p. 28). Teachers’ delivery of a ‘one size fits all’ approach
leads to naturalized practices in the classroom where students learn that competence is
based solely on one’s ability to ‘fit’ into the curriculum and where the teacher has sole
authority for making decisions about student achievement. Students who successfully
position themselves as competent by accurately performing the prescribed skills of the
curriculum are able to gain power and status in the classroom through their alignment
with the discourse.
Within the discourse of education reform, the teacher as authority produces and
transforms the knowledge inherent in the discourses she draws on to reproduce the social
values of the broader society that influence our beliefs about literacy and learning. Giroux
(1997) stated:
It is important for educators to develop a dialectical view of authority for a
number of reasons. First, the issue of authority serves as both the referent and the
ideal for public schooling. That is, as a form of legitimation and practice
necessary to the ongoing ideological and material production and renewal of
society, the concept of authority provokes educators to take a critically pragmatic
stance regarding the purpose and function that schooling is to play in any given
society, (p. 100)
According to this view of authority, the beliefs inherent in the discourse of education
reform are transferred into classrooms as teachers draw on them to determine what their
role is in the teaching of literacy and for determining what counts as literacy. In a
discussion of the discourse of the NRP report that contributes to the discourse of
education reform, Cathy Toll (2002) reported, “rather than teachers controlling their
choices or creating their understandings, teachers become passive in the discourse of this
report” (p. 146). In this way, the discourse of education reform as it has been illuminated
here shaped the practices that teachers and students engaged in and contributed to the
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construction of students’ literacy identities. In addition, the role of authority caused a
tension for the teachers, which resulted in conflicting student literacy identities and the
enactment of practices that limited rather that created possibilities for students to
construct themselves as successfully literate.
The positions that students and teachers negotiated within the discursive practices
of the classroom were defined, at least in part, and were inextricably linked to, the
discourse of education reform and the tenets described within this review. The tenets of
this discourse, in summary, include: literacy as fixed, autonomous; learning as amenable
to scientific assessment; teacher as authority; teacher as technician; teacher as
subordinate to curriculum. In this way, the discourse of education reform acted as a
dominant discourse that determined what counted as literacy and framed what subject
positions were made available for students and teachers to take up or resist as a result. In
the next section, the discourse of differentiated instruction is discussed as another
dominant discourse.

Discourse of Differentiated Instruction
The second major discourse that could be seen operating in this study is the
discourse of differentiated instruction. Contained in this review will be a discussion of the
literature that defines the discourse of differentiated instruction as it is currently
understood and promoted in the field of education. The discourse of differentiated
instruction might be considered a discourse within a more progressive pedagogy since it
is based on the idea that a one sized fits all approach to learning does not work for all
students (Brimjoin, 2005). Differentiated instruction has arisen in the U.S. to address the
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idea of inclusive education where students labeled disabled that were previously
segregated from peers were now included in regular education classrooms (Broderick,
Mehta-Parekh, & Reid, 2005). Many researchers have explored and written about what it
means to differentiate instruction (e.g. Brimjoin, 2005; Broderick, et al., 2005; Ginsberg,
2005; George, 2005; McTighe & Brown, 2005; Moon, 2005; Tomlinson & McTighe,
2006).
Inclusive education which supports the notion of differentiated instruction is
defined by Broderick, et al. (2005), “as education that seeks to resist the many ways
students experience marginalization and exclusion in schools” (p. 195). They further
“posit that inclusion is fundamentally about all students, and argue that the full spectrum
of challenges of public schooling - around issues of poverty, second language acquisition,
racial and ethnic discrimination, disability, etc. - must be attended to for education to be
inclusive” (p. 195). The idea of inclusion in classrooms presents challenges for classroom
teachers who then need to make decisions about how to effectively differentiate
instruction for their students. Differentiating instruction can mean tailoring everything
from varying the way content is presented to providing small flexible group instruction
(McTighe, & Brown, 2005; Brimjoin, 2005; Broderick et ah, 2005). “These tailoring
approaches can differentiate content focus, process requirements, and end products
depending on students’ identified needs and strengths (i.e., readiness levels), as well as
key elements of their individual learning profiles (e.g., modality preferences, learning
styles) and interests” (Mctighe & Brown, 2005, p. 241).
Mctighe & Brown (2005), suggested that more progressive pedagogies such as
holistic learning (problem based, writing process, hands on experiences), and varied
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implementations (small group, individual, learning centers, etc), are some ways that
teachers can successfully differentiate instruction. They suggested that differentiating
teaching and learning experiences will provide the necessary conditions for the
coexistence of education standards and differentiated learning:
We maintain our assertion that standards and differentiation not only can coexist
if schools and districts are to achieve the continuous improvement targets
imposed on them by NCLB (2000). In light of the growing diversity of our
student populations, it is imperative that all educators receive the professional
development they need to achieve the following: (a) understanding of their state
and district content standards and related instructional implications; (b)
proficiency in designing and implementing a balanced and comprehensive
approach to assessing students progress, including diagnostic feedback
concerning students’ readiness levels and related interventions to maximize
individual students’ progress toward standards mastery; and (c) the ability to
design and implement a variety of research based instructional strategies and
interventions that will maximize student achievement while accommodating
students’ individual learning profiles and personal learning goals (pp. 242 - 243).
Within this view of differentiated instruction, all learners have greater access and can
achieve successful mastery of the official curriculum that educational standards set forth.
These authors suggest that knowing the content to be taught along with the
implementation of varied instructional strategies will ensure that teachers will be able to
successfully support students toward mastery of the standards, regardless of learning
differences.
One teaching strategy that supports differentiated instruction as it is described in
the literature is the idea of small flexible group instruction. Flexible grouping is a way of
grouping students according to individual learning needs at a given point in time and
rejects the idea that students are put into fixed ability groups where movement between
groups is non-existent. “Successful differentiation is characterized by flexibility in
teaching and learning arrangements” (Brimjoin, 2005, p. 256). “Teachers who
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differentiate well ensure that students interact with content and each other in a multitude
of ways every week of the school year” (p. 256). Flexible grouping is a way for students
to work together with many members of a classroom community and helps to ensure that
grouping is not fixed and based solely on ability which can marginalize students
(Broderick, et al., 2005). One of the most common uses of small group instruction that
can be seen in classrooms is the implementation of reading groups.
Historically, reading groups were characterized by fixed ability groups. A
number of researchers have explored the effects of ability grouping, which has resulted in
an awareness of the challenges in small group instruction. Several researchers have
conducted studies that find a link between a focus on teaching skills and ability grouping.
(Collins, 2006; Eder, 2006). For example: Collins (2006) found that students in low
ability groups are found to have a greater focus on the discreet skills of literacy and that
there are more interruptions from outside the reading group during reading instruction.
Eder, (In Cook-Gumperz, 2006) found that students’ placement in ability groups was also
linked to the number of available positions in each group and not based solely on ability
and also that students placed in low ability groups tended to view themselves as failures.
Allington and Cunningham (1996) discuss ability grouping as being more about
achievement grouping with students in the lower reading group often classified as slow
learners with fewer opportunities to read and write and needing a “slow it down
curriculum” (p.17).
In response to ability grouping, Fountas and Pinnell (1996), have promoted the
idea of guided reading which is based on “flexible grouping” according to students’
reading levels. This perspective on grouping for reading distinguishes the teacher’s role
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as being more coach like in many ways while providing support for students on the run
(Fountas & Pinnell, 1996, p. 2) as they interact with appropriately leveled and supportive
texts. When students acquire greater independence and proficiency, their reading level
increases, and in those cases students are moved into another group that is able to read
the same level of text. In this way, grouping is intended to be flexible. Though students
are grouped according to level, ongoing assessment is intended to move them in and out
of groups at their own pace rather than providing no opportunities for movement. Fountas
and Pinnell (1996) detailed their view of the kind of assessment necessary to inform
guided reading:
Assessment is the ongoing process of observing and recording children's
behavior. Evaluation on the other hand, involves summarizing and reporting on
children’s progress. Evaluation ultimately requires teacher judgment; but it is also
true that teachers make judgments-better termed decisions -almost every moment
of the day. We could also talk about formative evaluation (data gathered for the
purpose of adjusting a process for better outcomes) and summative evaluation
(under-taken in order to report the outcomes to another entity). Whatever the
distinctions, there will always come a time when teachers must summarize their
research findings and report them to others-parents, the school administration, the
community, and the students. This summing up can be constructive for both
teachers and their audiences (pp. 84 - 85).
This distinction of assessment and evaluation is helpful for understanding that it is
ongoing or formative assessment that ensures the flexibility intended for guided reading
groups and that supports a model of differentiated instruction. Together, these ideas help
to conceptualize the discourse of differentiated instruction as it has been discussed in the
literature and to characterize some of the ideologies that are inherent in the discursive
practices of the classroom in which this study was conducted.
The discourses of education reform and differentiated instruction are
interdiscursively linked in that both contain similar ideologies, the most significant of
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which is a transmission model of instruction. This model focuses on transmitting “subject
matter” and undermines students who we want “to gain good judgment, to become selfreliant” and “to work well with each other” (Bruner, 1996, p. 21). Within this belief,
teachers are responsible for bestowing knowledge related to literacy learning upon their
students. Along with the knowledge that the teacher is transmitting knowledge about
literacy, he or she is also transmitting what is valuable and recognizable or what counts as
literacy within a social context. From a social semiotics perspective “in the reading as
transmission model, readers are said to receive information in the form of written signals,
and reading-as-transmission succeeds or fails insofar as the reader can exactly reconstruct
the meanings the writer ‘put into’ the signals” (Lemke, 1989, p. 292). Lemke further
argued against this model of reading since meaning construction depends on the social
context in which signals are contained, and a transmission model cannot accommodate
this notion. Therefore the ‘transmission model of reading’ as described here requires
students to attempt to construct “official” meaning from text through accurately and
literally reproducing what is written. In this format the teacher acts as the model from
which students are transmitted the knowledge to interact accurately with text and
reproduce intended meanings. It ignores the need to consider the social context that texts
are part of and which is necessary for the negotiated meaning construction. This model
within modem dominant ideologies of school positions the teacher as a “high level
technician”, whose role it is to impart the standards or the knowledge embedded in the
official school curriculum to students who are waiting as “empty vessels” to be filled
(Sumida, A., & Meyer, M., 2006). Within this discourse, students leam that accurate
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reproduction of texts is what is valued and what counts as literacy within many classroom
events.
According to Aronowitz and Giroux (1991), curriculum plays a significant role in
the idea of transmission. “Within dominant forms of curriculum theory, learning is
generally perceived as either a body of content to be transmitted or a body of skills to be
mastered” (Aronowitz & Giroux, p. 95). They further discussed the notion of textual
authority as a bi-product of transmission:
Textual authority in the dominant curriculum discourses inscribes in the reading
process classroom social relations that limit the possibilities for students to
mobilize their own voices in relation to particular texts. Similarly, literacy in this
view often becomes a matter of mastering technical skills, information or an elite
notion of high-status knowledge (p. 98).
This ideological construct implicates a transmission model of literacy as a form of
“interactional control” (Fairclough, 1992) as it is enacted within classroom literacy events
whereby teachers and curriculum-based texts control students’ interpretations of their
literate lives and socialize them into the hegemonic school culture. This perspective is
encompassed by both the discourse of education reform and the discourse of
differentiated instruction and influenced the literacy practices that students participated in
within this classroom community.

Summary of the Chapter
Literacy, as it has been conceptualized in this chapter, is a social and cultural
process, which is linked to ideologies and the values, practices and beliefs of the larger
society. It is multiple, social, cultural, and political, carrying with it inscriptions of
power. This view leads to the idea that ‘schooled literacy' does not promote literacy as a
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set of everyday literacy practices that are valued within the institution of formal
schooling. Likewise, literacy practices are conceptualized within classroom cultures as
discursive in nature and are reflective of the dominant discourses that are primarily
valued and recognized in schools. These discourses shape notions of what counts as
literacy and who defines literacy in classrooms and the broader culture, including the
institution of school.
Poststructural theory provides a way for us to conceptualize literacy through the
concept of discourse and the inscriptions of knowledge and power that are associated
with particular literacy and assessment practices and the construction of literacy identities
within schools as social institutions. It also gives us access to the ways in which identities
are constructed through the language of the classroom as well as a way to deconstruct
what positions are available to be taken up and claim knowledge and power in a
classroom. In moving forward to more informed literacy practices, we must disrupt
traditional notions of literacy that have strong ideological underpinnings in today’s
educational institutions. I am reminded of Davies (1994) who stated:
Equity strategies have generally been of an add-on kind, leaving the bulk of old
discursive practices in place. The implication of poststructuralist theory is the
need for a re-visioning of discursive practices and a re-writing of curriculum and
of school texts that make the source of their claims to authority visible. Such
visibility would invite both students and teachers to interrogate the texts and to
see the constitutive force of the language and the images through which ‘real
worlds’ are constituted, as well as the power of all that is left unsaid, (p. 122)
Examining the ways in which students construct literacy identities is useful for
understanding how dominant discourses inscribed in classroom literacy practices
contribute to definitions of what counts as literacy in school.
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A discussion of the literature that conceptualizes the dominant discourses
operating in this study serves to ground and contextualize the analysis of classroom
literacy events that will be portrayed in the subsequent chapters of this dissertation. Both
the discourse of education reform and the discourse of differentiated instruction were
visible in the literacy practices of this classroom culture and significantly contributed to
the construction of students’ literacy identities. These discourses influenced definitions of
what counted as literacy and students’ identities were constructed both in alignment and
in opposition to the ideologies of these discourses.
The following beliefs based on the literature that has been reviewed in this chapter,
form a framework for analyzing and understanding the literacy events of this study. I
have summarized these beliefs as follows.
•

Individuals align themselves with what they determine are acceptable
and valued definitions of literacy within a culture and by doing so take up or resist
positions that are made available to them. These positions have inscribed in them
notions of status and power, which are linked to membership within that culture.

•

Literacy identity is based on discoursal definitions of literacy, which are inherent
in the literacy practices of a particular culture.

•

Individuals gain agency either by taking up or resisting subject positions made
available to them, which potentially impacts status and power within a socio¬
cultural context.

•

An individual’s literacy identity is constantly shifting as members participate in
the discursive practices of a classroom community.
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The theoretical framework and studies cited provide the foundation for my own research
based on a yearlong, classroom, ethnographic study of a fourth grade in a suburban
community on the eastern seaboard. This study examines the construction of literacy
identities as they are shaped by the literacy practices within the official literacy
curriculum, and ultimately what is valued, practiced and believed by the members in a
particular classroom community.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

Introduction
In this chapter, I will describe the setting and participants of the study and explain
my role as teacher/researcher. I will also give a description of research design, including
ethnographic and critical discourse analysis perspectives and procedures. These
procedures take into consideration and elaborate on details of the classroom culture,
which include access and consent, data collection and analysis and a brief description of
the limitations of the study.
Setting
The participants in this study were students and teachers in a fourth grade
classroom at a suburban K-5 public elementary school in New England. The students in
this classroom represent a diverse community with respect to class and culture. However,
there was little racial diversity as all students were white, American children with the
exception of one Asian student who was bom in South Korea. In this classroom there was
a total of 18 students of which 6 were previously identified as language learning disabled,
(LLD) and participated in a special substantially separate special education program for
language arts. During reading and writing times these students were not present and went
to a separate room for instruction. These students were present for many aspects of the
day and for many parts of the curriculum, but most received specialized instruction for
reading, writing, spelling, language, and math. All students were between the ages of 8
and 10.
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Participants
Kate, the teacher in this fourth grade suburban classroom, had been teaching for
ten years and chose teaching as a second career, which she pursued in her late thirties
after having children. She was responsible for planning all of the lessons and activities
that students participated in during the school day and was solely responsible for
communicating with parents and evaluating students. In addition to Kate, students had
some interaction with both the LLD (Language Learning Disability) special education
teacher and the LLD para-professional who were frequently present during times when
LLD students were participating in classroom lessons. During this study I did observe
some interaction with these adults; however, the primary student-teacher interactions that
were observed were between the students and the regular classroom teacher or me. In
addition, a great deal of the data collection took place during reading time when the LLD
students were not present. Therefore, the analysis of data focuses on the 12 students who
remained in the classroom during reading time.
The 12 students were heterogeneously grouped for ability and achievement. All
students were white and represented a diverse array of class and background. There were
some second language learners among the students, whose home language was either
Portuguese or South Korean, but no one was considered non-proficient in English and
none of these students received support services for English language learners. In
addition, none of the remaining 12 students were considered learning disabled according
to special education guidelines nor did any of them receive any other support services
pertaining to their achievement in school.
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In the next section I will describe each of the 4 student participants of whom three
produced significant data that will be described in the findings of this dissertation.
Though all of the 12 students who remained in the classroom during language arts were
observed and included in the initial analysis, the 4 students that comprised the reading
group, I routinely worked with provided the richest source of data since I had frequent
and regular interactions with them as I participated in their group and because they
exemplified instances of resistance or disruption to the naturalized practices of the
classroom, which became the focus for the selection of “critical moments” (Fairclough,
1992) that were inducted into the microanalysis of events. The microanalysis of
interactions during classroom literacy events will be detailed later in this chapter.

Focal Students
Beth
Beth joined Kate’s classroom in late October after transferring from another local
district when her family moved. Beth appeared bubbly and confident even when first
entering the classroom. She interacted well with teachers and peers and was eager to
share information about herself with others. During one of our first interactions when I
was initially assessing and interviewing her, Beth told me that her parents were divorced
and that she lived with her mom and saw her dad and step mother on a regular basis. She
also reported that her mother’s boyfriend was in jail and that her mom and she moved
because of some domestic issues that were related to his incarceration. She matter of
factly told me about her home and school history including that she had struggled with
reading in her previous school and that she was taken out of the class by a teacher for
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extra help which was confirmed by Kate who decided she should be meet with my
reading group since she had been receiving title one services (Field notes, 11/4/2001) I
found this interesting since her third grade MCAS showed her to be proficient in reading
at the end of grade 3 (MCAS D.O.E report for Spring 2001). Beth appeared un-phased by
her reported challenges with reading or by her family’s sudden move, however in her
initial reading interview, she told me that she didn’t think she was a good reader because
she didn’t try that hard and that she wished she could see her dad more (Reading
Interview, November, 2001). She smiled and made eye contact and seemed happy to read
aloud to me while I assessed her reading. She frequently looked up as she read aloud and
looked onto the running record I was taking of her oral reading. My initial impressions
of Beth’s reading were that she was able to decode text more efficiently than she was able
to comprehend and often her reading sounded disfluent and choppy (DRA and Reading
Interview, November, 2001). I also noted that:
Beth wants to jump in and start reading. She seems confident and easily makes
predictions and announces that she has nothing to clarify. Often jumps in to help
someone else clarify. She places a great deal of emphasis on being correct and
decoding. She often does not give others a chance and has made friends very
quickly. (Field notes - memo following a reading group, 11/14/2001)
Beth received free lunch according to the federal guidelines set up for students to receive
free meals when family income determines a need for assistance. In addition, Beth’s
mother reported during a school conference that she was receiving disability as a result of
an accident and so was unable to work (Notes from Parent-Teacher Conference).
As the year continued, I got to know Beth well within the context of our reading
group. Within the group, she often demonstrated a great deal of knowledge on various
subjects and was quite savvy about popular culture such as music, movies, literature and
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fashion. She spoke of going to the mall and concerts and was keenly aware of the social
stratosphere that made up the culture in the classroom. She was popular in class and
seemed friendly with most girls and boys and was very talkative and social even during
times when she was not supposed to be talking. She raised her hand often and
demonstrated confidence during most classroom events. Overall, Beth seemed to be well
liked by her peers and teachers though at times she was disciplined for being too social
and not completing work.
Alice
Alice had been a Title One reading student in grade 3 and was pulled out for extra
support with another reading specialist in the previous year. Her name had appeared on a
list the previous reading teacher gave to me containing the names of students who did not
test out of the program, so I could work with her in fourth grade. She was considered a
“struggling reader” according to her previous teachers, and Kate also had concerns about
her reading. During my initial assessments and reading interview, I noted: “Alice’s
reading is choppy at times; over-relies on visual information; does not construct meaning;
and reading 1 to 1.5 years below grade level”. Her comprehension of what she read was
challenged by her “difficulties decoding and reading fluently” and she had “difficulty
making eye contact” during our initial assessment meeting (DRA administered
September 17, 2001). Alice told me that she thought she was a good reader because when
she came to a word she didn’t know, she skipped it and went back (Burke Reading
Interview, November 6, 2001).
Alice was compliant and answered all of my questions during our assessment
meetings but at times made little eye contact and spoke softly. Alice lived with her
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mother, father, and younger brother in a two family house that was shared by her paternal
grandparents. Alice's father worked construction and it was unknown if her mother
worked outside the home. Throughout the year, Alice’s parents were unable to attend
parent-teacher conferences though we did speak with her mother by telephone. At times,
Alice seemed withdrawn in class and interacted with Beth more than any of the other
girls during my observations in the classroom. She seemed to participate sporadically in
class and though she found aspects of reading and writing a challenge, generally appeared
to be more successful and interact more during language arts than during math as
reported by Kate. By the end of the year Kate and I had growing concerns about Alice’s
success as a learner in this classroom and she seemed to be struggling more and more. In
a referral for special education services initiated by Kate in March of 2002, she wrote:
“happy child but struggling to do grade level work especially in Math. Alice is
reading at a second grade level and content is increasing and becoming more
difficult for her. Content Reading-Always use guided reading with Alice-either I
read with her or high reader reads to her” (Referral papers, March, 2002).
The team decided that Alice should be referred for special education testing by the end
of the year and paperwork was sent home to her family for their consent.
Charlie
Charlie was a South Korean student whose first language was Korean. Korean
was spoken in his home along with English by both his mother and father and his older
sister. Though Charlie’s parents spoke English, it was limited and at times it was difficult
for teachers to communicate with them. Charlie had been referred for special education
services in grade three and had been placed in this class specifically because it was the
inclusion class for students with language learning disabilities. These students
participated in the class primarily for content area instruction and other classroom events
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like music, art, gym, lunch and recess. Most literacy and math instruction for these
students took place in a substantially separate classroom. Kate and Charlie's educational
team were awaiting a report based on an out of school evaluation of Charlie s learning
issues to determine an appropriate format to match Charlie’s learning needs. In the
meantime, Charlie was included in Kate’s classroom full time and had a para-educator
assigned to assist him with his learning. When I was in the classroom, Charlie
participated in my group. He remained in my group until January of that school year and
after that began being pulled out of the classroom with the other LLD students for
specialized reading instruction in another room.
Upon my initial assessments with Charlie, I noticed he was extremely quiet and
seemed very shy. He rarely made eye contact at first though that changed as we grew to
know each other better. I tested Charlie approximately 2 years below grade level and
noted: “able to retell some information but it was sketchy and left out a great deal.
Reading seems laborious; most miscues are visual, very slow” (DRA administered
September 26, 2001). Charlie reported during his reading interview that he was “a-little
bit” good at reading when I asked him if he thought he was a good reader. When I asked
him why a little bit? He responded: “cuz sometimes I don’t read enough” (Reading
Interview administered November 3, 2001).
While working with Charlie over several months, I noticed he became more
comfortable with me and made eye contact, asked for help, responded to my questions
and was usually very compliant. He also interacted in the larger group when called on,
though he did not usually volunteer on his own during my observations.
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Marty
Marty was very shy and rarely interacted in either the large or small group during
my time in the classroom. Although he usually seemed to be paying attention, I found it
very difficult to get him engaged in interactions. During my initial assessments with
Marty, I wrote: “Marty read too fast and lost comprehension-did not self monitor. Uses
finger to track; fairly fluent but too fast for meaning construction. Retell was sketchy could not answer all questions, shrugged shoulders and said I forgot”. Marty was tested at
grade level and had 99% accuracy of the text (DRA administered September 17, 2001).
When interviewed, Marty told me he thought he was a good reader though could not tell
me why (Reading Interview administered November 17, 2001).
Marty lived with both his parents and a younger sister. He interacted with other
students in class though did not usually volunteer in class or speak out. His mother
attended parent-teacher conferences and talked about how much he liked school and his
class. She seemed happy with his achievement, which seemed to be in the “average
range” as described by Kate in spite of his difficulties with comprehension. Marty stood
out from the other focal students: first, because he did not produce many texts where
there were meaningful interactions among his peers or with his teachers; and second,
because he just seemed to just go along with the group or remain silent and compliant
most of the time.
T eacher/Researcher
I participated in this study as both a teacher and as a participant observer. I had
been a member of the teaching staff at this elementary school for 10 years at the time of
the research. For the first seven years, I was a second grade, self-contained classroom
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teacher, and for 3 years I had been teaching as a reading specialist doing a combination of
both pull-out and in class support for students. In addition to teaching, I obtained a
masters degree as a consulting teacher of reading and was completing my coursework
and degree requirements for my doctoral degree in Literacy Language and Culture. I
taught both under-graduate and graduate classes at both a local private college and at the
university where I was obtaining my degree. Throughout this work, I developed an
interest in teacher research and had engaged in several research projects throughout my
graduate education.
In my previous research, I examined the construction of Diagnostic-Reflective
Portfolio Assessment (Courtney & Abodeeb, 2001). This research was conducted in my
own second grade classroom. My theoretical background was socio-psycholinguistic and
I had a great deal of experience instructing struggling readers with a focus on miscue
analysis. In addition, I directed a summer reading clinic where I supervised other
teachers' work with struggling readers. In my previous work, I had collaborated with
researchers and considered myself a teacher/researcher and keen observer of children’s
literacy learning. However, classroom ethnography was somewhat different than other
research projects that I participated in. It was also a very new experience to be working in
someone else's classroom in a role as a support specialist while conducting research.
As a classroom ethnographer, I was particularly interested in using multiple
perspectives on language, culture and identity to observe and deconstruct classroom
practices and interactions in order to achieve greater understanding of the cultural
complexities that contributed to the teaching of literacy learning. I wanted to find out,
ethnographically, the meanings, norms, and patterns in this fourth grade classroom. I
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wanted to discover what discourses were shaping the culture and how student’s literacy
identities were being constructed. Ethnography, according to Hymes (1962), is “an
interface between specific inquiry and comparative generalization” (p. 19). Qualitative
research such as ethnography draws on an anthropological tradition that “regards research
as cumulative, comparative and cooperative” (p. 22). As a teacher/researcher, it was also
my goal to use ethnographic research to critically reflect on my own practices, in order to
inform my teaching and understanding of students as members of an educational culture
as well as to contribute to the field of educational research that critically examines
language and literacy from a socio-cultural perspective.
Prior to the start of school, Kate and I had decided that in September, I would
begin doing individual reading assessments (Developmental Reading Assessment and
Reading Interviews) on each student to gather as much data as possible to inform both the
teachers’ reading instruction and my initial research. This allowed me to spend some
individual time with students and begin to get to know them.
I had previously worked with Kate, the classroom teacher, during the 2000-2001
school year as a reading support specialist when she asked me to come in to her class
during reading time and work with students who were struggling readers. At the end of
that first year, Kate expressed concerns about the difficulty and accessibility of the
approved anthology for fourth grade reading and wanted to incorporate more accessible
literature into her reading program so that each student might be able to focus on aspects
of reading that he or she personally needed to work on. I discussed collecting data in
Kate’s classroom and she agreed that I would come in and co-teach during reading group
time. In addition to the groups that I routinely worked with, I was also responsible for
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initial reading assessments, grouping students by ability, assisting in the gathering of
materials for reading groups and conferencing with or assisting students during other
language arts activities that I was present for when 1 was in the classroom. There were
times when I was able to spend time observing but in the end I relied heavily on the
video-taped data that was collected to make connections from my field notes since they
were often abbreviated versions of what I was able to observe while teaching.
In my position as reading specialist, I worked individually and collectively with
students in this classroom and observed specific interactions during small group reading
instruction, during individual reading assessments, writing conferences, and interviews. I
was also an active participant and I participated in classroom events where students saw
me as a regular part of their classroom (during the literacy block) and interacted with me
as they would any teacher in that setting. As a researcher, I was able to observe classroom
events that I was not directly involved in with regard to instruction in order to observe
how students interacted with both the classroom teacher and each other during whole
group lessons, morning meetings and read aloud sessions. This role allowed me some
distance to examine both classroom practices and student interactions without having to
participate directly in all of the events. This role also allowed me the space to compare
large and small group interactions with different individuals in the teacher role.
As a participant/observer, I was concerned about the issue of objectivity since
some of my analysis would be regarding my own practices and those of a teacher whom I
greatly respected. In addition, I developed a close relationship with the students in this
classroom over the course ot a year and was personally and professionally invested in
their success and achievement. I have found it difficult in the past to be the subject of my
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own research as it can be challenging to step away from the teaching role be reflective
about my own practices or professional decisions. To accomplish this research and push
past these concerns, I needed to draw on my own beliefs that it is necessary to be a
reflective practitioner and that from reflection we are able to examine our own practices,
which eventually is the only way to make informed changes for the betterment of our
students. It is also important to understand the discourses we draw on as teachers, to
identify our own ideologies and examine how these play a role in the identity
construction of our students.
Official Literacy Curriculum
In this fourth grade classroom students were routinely engaged in a variety of
practices primarily determined by the district wide curriculum, which is derived from the
state curriculum frameworks. I was primarily concerned with the English Language Arts
curriculum, which the classroom teacher and I had helped to construct as part of a
curriculum committee five years earlier. In addition, during the 2001-2002 school year,
this curriculum was under revision based on the revised state frameworks, and Kate and I
both participated on this revision committee. Typical activities related to the official
literacy curriculum included the following:
♦

Morning meeting with class read aloud

♦

Spelling lesson and or review of homework

♦

Language lessons involving grammar or word study

♦

Whole class reading lessons from the fourth grade anthology

♦

Small group guided reading lessons

♦

Writing mini lessons
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♦

Composition and sharing of writing pieces

♦

Reading, spelling and language quizzes and tests
Students were engaged in these activities on a regular basis, which made up the

general routine for the morning during which the reading/language arts block took place.
Class activities included whole class and small group activities, discussion, teacher
lecture, teacher modeling, student participation in reading or writing lessons, and
participation in routine assessments such as spelling, language and reading tests.
Students were evaluated based on completion of homework and classroom
assignments, grades on tests and quizzes, special projects, and writing rubrics. Because
the classroom teacher was concerned with student success, students were given extra time
to complete assignments and the teacher routinely checked in about missing assignments
or make-up tests. A record of these assessments as well as individual assessments in
reading was kept in a notebook that was compiled for each student and shared at parent
teacher conferences. This also provided the teacher with an opportunity to look at student
achievement over time, which she reflected on and used to inform her teaching.
Access and Consent
I was able to gain informed consent from both students and parents in this
classroom at the beginning of the school year (appendix A and appendix B). Since I have
been a long time faculty member at this school, many parents knew me from my previous
role as a second grade teacher or in my current role as a reading specialist. Each parent
and student was informed that they were under no obligation to participate in the study
and that there was no consequence to ending participation at any time. Most students and
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parents seemed excited that I would be “writing their story” and all agreed to full
participation. (See Appendices A & B for sample forms).

Research Design
For this study, I use (a) ethnographic, thematic analysis of literacy events,
classroom practices that relate to the official literacy curriculum, curriculum, and reading
materials (as cultural artifacts) and (b) critical discourse analysis of transcripts from
classroom interactions documented on video-tapes and in field notes.
Ethnographic analysis draws its theoretical grounding from social and cultural
anthropology. “Culture - a set of shared understandings - is the dominant concept in
anthropology” (Peacock, 1986, p. x). Fieldwork is the core method of anthropological
research and the basis for ethnography and ethnographic interpretation (Peacock, 1986).
It allows the researcher to participate in a culture as an insider in order to achieve shared
understandings. “Though based on fieldwork, ethnography is also a way of generalizing
about humanity” (p. 90). I draw on these theoretical notions and use an inductive
approach to ethnographic interpretation rooted in my experiences as a participant
observer. These methods have allowed me to gain a “soft focus” (p. 91), as Peacock
(1986) stated in a metaphor on photography, for illustrating not just one object but all that
are around it to create a “multidimensional picture” (p. 91) of this classroom culture.
I use thematic analysis to create a multidimensional picture. By thematic analysis,
I mean that I have made lists of themes as I reviewed the larger body of data and then as I
refined these lists over and over again, have chosen specific items (i.e. classroom literacy
practices) to describe in detail that are pertinent to the context of the culture as they relate
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to the discursive and nonnative literacy practices in the classroom. “Practically speaking,
with themes as with categories, we may list many, go through processes of refining and
combining them, and in the end select those that seem most salient, or most relevant to
the story we have chosen to tel 1’’ (Ely, Vinz, Downing, & Anzul, 1997, p. 206).
Critical discourse analysis (CDA) enabled me to focus on the role of discourse
within culture and society to provide a lens on the insights gained from my ethnographic
fieldwork. Fairclough (1995) stated: “My view is that ‘discourse’ is use of language seen
as a form of social practice and discourse analysis is analysis of how texts work within
sociocultural practice” (p. 7). Fairclough interpreted both written and spoken texts and I
borrow from his work a framework for interpreting spoken texts using CDA.
Both ethnographic and critical discourse analysis methods are appropriate for this
study because they seek to understand cultural norms and how they relate to language and
social practices, which have inscribed in them notions of power and hegemony.
Fairclough (1995) stated:
By ‘critical’ discourse analysis I mean discourse analysis which aims to
systematically explore often opaque relationships of causality and determination
between (a) discursive practices, events, texts, and (b) wider social and cultural
structures, relations and processes; to investigate how such practices events and
texts arise out of and are ideologically shaped by relations of power and struggles
over power; and to explore how the opacity of these relationships between
discourse and society is itself a factor securing power and hegemony, (p. 132)
Ethnographic research in elementary classrooms, (Dyson, 1997; Gallas, 1998; Heath,
1983; Solsken, 1993) has helped to conceptualize classrooms as cultures that are
representations of the broader society. The socio-cultural and discursive practices of a
classroom position students in ways that foster or discourage opportunities for literacy
learning and contribute in one way or another to the shaping of literacy identities within
the classroom culture. Both ethnographic and critical discourse analysis methods will be
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helpful in deconstructing the classroom norms, discourses, and the multiple and shifting
subject positions made available within the community.

Data Collection
For this study, traditional ethnographic data collection was used, including field
notes, videotapes, samples of classroom and state assessments, samples of reading
materials and curriculum.
♦

Classroom documentation included field notes taken during whole class and small
group meetings and lessons, videotapes of language arts and reading lessons, which
document the culture of the classroom and teacher-to-student interactions as well as
student-to-student interactions. Interactions taken from this documentation were
reviewed and transcribed.

♦

Classroom and state mandated assessment samples were collected and viewed as
cultural artifacts for each student. These samples document the ideologies present in
the practices and curriculum of the classroom and in the ideologies of broader
sociopolitical discourses. Samples collected included reading tests from the approved
anthology reading program, spelling and language tests, writing samples used for the
purposes of evaluation and samples from the state mandated MCAS test as well as
individual student results.

♦

Curriculum and materials samples taken from the school’s English Language Arts
curriculum document and the approved reading series illustrate the discourses of
school and the political ideologies that were operating in this classroom culture.
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Data Analysis
For this study, I use both thematic analysis and critical discourse analysis to
examine and interpret the data. Thematic analysis was used for establishing the broader
cultural norms of the classroom and for identifying categories for micro-analysis. CDA
and post-structural theory formed the basis for a focus on language practices and was
used to examine specific relationships between classroom discourse and student identity
construction. Critical discourse analysis also assisted in highlighting notions of power as
it is associated with discourse and in looking at the data for existing political ideologies
that were operating within classroom discourses in order to understand links to the
broader socio-political culture related to education and schools.
Thematic analysis
Thematic analysis enables the researcher to establish broad themes or patterns
that highlight cultural norms. “It can be thought of as the researcher’s inferred statement
that highlights explicit or implied attitudes toward life, behavior or understandings of a
person, persons, or culture” (Ely, Anzul, Freidman, & Gamer, 1991, p.). I first
reviewed all of the videotapes and coded each one for the initial practices and events that
were occurring over time. I then consulted field notes and returned to specific events that
were written about or previously flagged as potentially important in the initial coding of
the field notes, which were kept and partially analyzed during data collection through
self-memos. I noted surprises or instances where particular students stood out or
interactions seemed to be more in-depth. This led to the identification of the reading
group as the basis for selecting transcripts ot focal students and eventually to the focus on
critical moments in the critical discourse analysis.
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I used broad thematic analysis of transcripts derived from video-tapes, curriculum
and reading materials, classroom and state assessment practices, and field notes to
establish the patterns of cultural norms found within the data to highlight the norms and
“naturalized practices” (Fairclough, 1992) that took place in the classroom during
language arts instruction. I read, reread, and coded the data several times and within this
broader macro analysis, looked for connections that address the following questions: (a)
What are the classroom literacy practices related to the official literacy curriculum? (b)
What discourses shape or are shaped by these practices? (c) What subject positions are
made available by these discourses? From there an initial story lines began to emerge
and video-taped events were transcribed so that individual transcripts could be coded for
specific linguistic information and so that discourses could be initially identified within
certain events along with possible subject positions. Then a return to the literature helped
to codify the initial analysis.
Within the many rounds of thematic analysis, I also identified interruptions or
conflicts that arose within the naturalized, discursive practices of the classroom. This was
achieved through both thematic analysis, which was used to initially establish patterns
that revealed cultural norms (Ely et al., 1991; Ely et ah, 1997) and which seem to be
broadly consistent across a range of literacy lessons and classroom practices (macro) and
through the critical discourse analysis (micro) of specific interactions. I used transcripts
of classroom literacy events and samples of curriculum materials used within classroom
literacy practices to establish recognizable patterns within classroom discourses and to
make visible subject positions that correlate to specific discourses. I coded each transcript
multiple times to establish emerging patterns of both interaction and discourse practices.
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Thematic analysis was useful here to establish the discursive practices that existed within
literacy events and critical discourse analysis was used to analyze the interactions for
specific discourses, corresponding subject positions and ideologies that were made
visible through CDA. Using both thematic analysis and CDA to highlight the connections
between participants’ language practices and the larger classroom discourses is important
given that this study uses a post-structural view of language to understand how students’
are positioned and how this positioning is related to the construction of individual literacy
identities in a fourth grade classroom. Thematic analysis is an appropriate macro
approach, which leads to the microanalysis of texts for which I turn to the methods of
critical discourse analysis.
Critical Discourse Analysis Framework
The method of critical discourse analysis I use for this study is adopted from
Fairclough (1992, 1995). He proposes a three dimensional framework that combines the
analysis of “text, discourse practice and sociocultural practice” (Fairclough, 1995, p. 3).
This method of analysis specifically focuses on a more traditional linguistic analysis of
textual structure, the production of texts with a focus on intertextuality, and analysis of
social practice, which focuses on discursive events and will be extremely important for
deconstructing the classroom culture and the interactions of the students and teachers.
Discursive events, as developed by Fairclough (1995), are language based social
practices that have political implications tor power and status. For example, the positions
which are available and taken up by students during a reading group have inscribed in
them notions ol power which illustrate a student's access as a literate member of a
classroom community.
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Text Practice
This level of analysis describes the “form and organization” or the “texture of
text” (Fairclough, 1995, p. 4) and positions the text as a “primary cultural artifact”
(Fairclough, 1995). Fairclough speaks to the intertextuality between content and form and
argues that the two cannot be separated from one another (Fairclough, 1992, 1995).
“Textual analysis can give excellent insights about what is ‘in’ text” (Fairclough, 1995, p.
2). Fairclough (1992, 1995), suggests that the focus of textual analysis be centered on
four main categories which include: vocabulary, cohesion, and text structure.
I use text practice to deconstruct the moment-by-moment interactions and take on
the perspective that “texts are social spaces in which two fundamental social processes
simultaneously occur: cognition and representation of the world, and social interaction”
(Fairclough, 1995, p. 6). This view assumes “texts in their ideational functioning
constitute systems of knowledge and belief (including what Foucault refers to as
‘objects’), and in their interpersonal functioning they constitute social subjects (or in
different terminologies, identities, forms of self) and social relations between (categories
of) subjects” (Fairclough, 1995, p. 6). The main unit of grammar chosen for analysis in
this study is the clause or simple sentence. I draw on Fairclough’s representations of the
textual functions of language to represent the “social reality” through the moment-by
moment interactions of a text within the critical discourse analysis of literacy events.

Discourse Practice
Fairclough (1992, 1995) describes the discourse practice of analysis as the
mediator between text and social practice within his three dimensional framework. He
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proposes three main headings for looking at discourse practice, which include: the forces
of utterance (what sorts of speech acts), the coherence and the intertextuality of texts
(Fairclough, 1992, 1995). I use Fairclough’s (1995) definition of discourse practice,
which is “the production, distribution and consumption of a text” (p. 135) to inform this
level of analysis. Specifically, I use discourse practice to analyze:
[H]ow participants produce and interpret texts, which conversation analysis and
pragmatics excel at, and analysis which focuses upon the relationship of the
discursive event to the order of discourse, and upon the question of which
discursive practices are being drawn upon and in what combinations, (p. 134)
Within this level of analysis, particular attention is paid to the orders of discourse
or the institutional discourses that are operating within classroom practices and the
relationship between them. In addition, the notion of interdiscursivity that “constitutes a
text from discourses and genres” (Fairclough, 1992, 1995) is helpful for making visible
“the relationship among institutional discourses, most notably the penetration of one
discourse into another” (Bloome et ah, 2005, p. 144) through the interpretation of the
interactions contained within the critical moments that have been identified in this study.
Social Practice
The third part of Fairclough’s CDA model specifically focuses on people’s
beliefs about social meanings and is linked to institutions and ideologies. I draw deeply
on this third layer for identifying the dominant discourses that are operating in
institutions (such as classrooms in schools) and how these might contribute to the shaping
ot an individual s identity and awareness of possibilities for change. It has also been
helpful for highlighting which ideologies implied by both teachers and students are
present in order to gain further understanding ot how students’ literacy identities are
constructed in relation to institutional discourses. This is helpful as Fairclough (1992)
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suggested, for interpreting notions of “power and hegemony” from which discursive
change is made visible:
To summarize, in the three dimensional framework for discourse analysis
introduced above, I identified as a major concern the tracing of explanatory
connection for particular instances of discourse between the nature of the social
practices of which they are a part, and the nature of their discursive practice,
including sociocognitive aspects of their production and interpretation. The
concept of hegemony helps us to do this, providing for discourse both a matrix-a
way of analysing the social practice within which the discourse belongs in terms
of power relations, in terms of whether they reproduce, restructure or challenge
existing hegemonies - and a model - a way of analyzing discourse practice itself
as a mode of hegemonic struggle, reproducing, restructuring or challenging
existing orders of discourse (p. 95).
I made decisions about what I would focus on for each dimension of analysis as I
decided which tools would be most useful for illustrating the findings in this study. For
text practice, I primarily focused on theme (commonsense assumptions), interactional
control (turn-taking, control of topic, control of agenda) and key words. For discourse
practice, I focused on orders of discourse (the conventions or norms related to an
institution that make available subject positions), intertextuality (historical view of
discourse), and interdiscursivity (how discourses are related and interrelated) (Fairclough,
1992, 1995). In the analysis of the last dimension, social practice, I primarily focus on the
political and ideological effects of discourse. This third dimension of the discourse
analysis or “social practice” is embedded in the discussion of discourse practice in order
to illuminate the political and ideological implications of the discourses, to show how
they were discursively linked across events and to show how students’ literacy identities
were shaped by the discourses. Though I discuss each of these analytical terms (text
practice, discourse practice and social practice) separately, I do so only in an attempt to
make visible the different levels of analysis that have been used to arrive at the findings
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of this study and to demonstrate how discourses and subjectivities emerged within and
among the microanalyses. However, this is a much more complex process as these
constructs are all intertextually linked and so cannot truly be considered separate entities
from a critical discourse perspective.

An Intertextual Discourse Analysis
Critical discourse analysis together with thematic analysis and ethnographic
interpretation is used to closely examine how students’ identities are shaped by
hegemonic school discourses within literacy events in the classroom by scrutinizing
interactions that took place during those events. Of particular interest are the interactions
that took place between each of the four focal students and both Kate and me surrounding
their beliefs about the reading groups, the literature they were reading, and the discursive
practices, which linked status in the classroom with achievement in reading.
A combination of ethnographic interpretation through thematic analysis and the
methods of critical discourse analysis will provide a solid framework for the description,
analysis and implications of this research. In addition, CDA will make visible how
positions were constructed and enacted so that power relationships can be understood
within the context of this study. This methodology supports the study by examining the
power relationships and positioning between participants that are interactively operating
with each other and with the broader discourses of school and society. Examining these
relationships will illuminate what counted as literacy in this classroom and how that was
made visible within the interactions ot both students and teachers. These approaches pave
the way for answering the specific research questions outlined in Chapter I of this study:
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1. Question 1.
How do classroom literacy practices that relate to the official literacy curriculum
contribute to the shaping of literacy identities among students?
•

What are the classroom literacy practices related to the official literacy
curriculum?

•

What discourses shape or are shaped by these practices?

•

What subject positions are made available by these discourses?

2. Question 2
How do individual students take up or resist subject positions made available by the
discursive literacy practices in the classroom?
•

How did the students’ positions impact success or failure within the literacy
curriculum?

•

Did the discourses that students drew on or resisted cause a “clash” in the way
that students’ literacy identities were constructed?

•

What was the relationship between the broader school discourse(s) and individual
student identity? As a reader and literacy learner? As a literate member of a
classroom community?

The first question this study examines this classroom culture from a broad
perspective, which is why it is important to use thematic analysis to identify major social
components and norms of the culture from the initial coding of field notes and transcripts.
Once the practices and events were identified through the patterned recognition of key
words and repetition, a critical discourse analysis, conducted through microanalysis,
more closely examined the discursive language practices operating within specific
interactions. Using thematic analysis, I coded the data several times to identify the
classroom literacy practices related to the official literacy curriculum which contained
discourses that students and teachers drew on and which contributed to the shaping of
their literacy identities. These routine practices comprise the cultural norms that were
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present within the culture. Patterns that emerged in the initial thematic analysis of
transcripts were then compared with patterns that emerged and were identified in the
microanalysis. This helped to clarify the major classroom discourses that were operating
in the classroom along with the specific subject positions and ideologies that emerged as
evidence from the microanalysis of specific events. A return to the literature came again
to codify and confirm data-analysis with existing research.
The second research question looks for more specific ways that students engage in
language texts and take up or resist specific subject positions in the construction of
literacy identities. This specifically relates to Fairclough’s (1995) third layer of CDA,
which I drew on as I analyzed how students’ identities were made available within
broader school discourses. Critical discourse analysis is also used to examine participant
interactions for ways that others construct students’ identities and to examine whether the
multiple discourses being drawn on posed specific consequences for individuals or
groups of participants. Issues of intertextuality were also considered in the analysis as the
analysis covered several sources of data (video tapes, field notes and texts or cultural
artifacts associated the official literacy curriculum). Intertextuality as discussed by
Bloome and Egan-Robertson (1993), “is grounded in a broader view of social
interaction” (p. 309). This view is based on the notion that every action is a reaction to
something else. These actions involve language and therefore texts.
The coding of the events over time made visible the naturalized and normalized
discursive practices in the classroom and from there I noticed disruptions to these
naturalized practices, “critical moments”, which Fairclough (1992) identified as:
moments in the discourse where there is evidence that things are going wrong: a
misunderstanding which requires participants to ‘repair’ a communication
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problem, for example through asking for or offering repetitions, or through one
participant correcting another; exceptional disfluencies (hesitations, repetitions) in
the production of a text; silences; sudden shifts of style”(p. 230).
Disruptions to classroom norms, also referred to as ‘cruces’ (Fairclough, 1992, p.
230) or moments of crisis were identified for further analysis through CDA while coding
transcripts of literacy events, in order to examine the construction of individual literacy
identities. I selected moments of tension where students’ language or other non-verbal
reactions signaled a conflict or resistance to the teacher’s agenda or expected response, or
instances in which the students resisted the discourses that were operating within the
event. These moments became the focused events that were selected for microanalysis in
an effort to answer the research questions of this study.
Meaning is woven from social actions within social groups by considering how
people act and react to each other such as in the interactions that were a major unit of
analysis from the data that was collected. I borrow from this work ways of looking at
texts and their links to the broader social culture as I considered in my analysis the ways
that the official literacy curriculum, classroom-written texts, and classroom-spoken texts
(contained within discursive practices) might be connected and how these texts might be
linked to broader social issues. Discourse plays a major role in both questions and in
both methods of analysis.
The major focus for discourse in question one is an identification process of the
major discourses or Discourses (Gee, 1992) operating in the classroom and for discourse
as a social practice (Fairclough, 1992, 1995), which refers to ideologies and assumptions
that reflect power and power relationships in specific contexts. For example, some
Discourses that were initially highlighted through the thematic analysis were the
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discourse of standardized testing (Kohn, 2000; Murphy et al., 1998; Taylor, 1991) and
the discourse of learning disability (Roller, 1996; Taylor, 1991; Varenne & McDermott,
1999). In the final analysis, some of these Discourses are discussed within the context of
the study in chapter 4 and others became embedded within tenets of the dominant
discourses and were interdiscursively revealed and discussed through the microanalysis
of literacy events which is demonstrated in the critical moments of chapter 5.
Question two of this study looks at the ways in which particular students interact
within discursive events and how subject positions were taken up or resisted by particular
students within these events. Through the microanalysis of critical moments, I focus on
interactions within literacy events that are intertextually linked and which highlight
discourses and critical moments that make visible the connection of classroom culture to
the broader socio-political culture of which current mainstream education is a part of. The
use of CDA is useful for answering the research questions as it makes visible discourses
and the power relationships that are inherent in classroom language practices and acts as
a lens for interpreting how students’ literacy identities are constructed.

Microanalysis Procedures
As stated earlier, texts created primarily from field notes and video taped
transcriptions that represented disruptions to the normalized literacy practices of the
classroom or “critical moments” (Fairclough, 1992, p. 230) were selected for
microanalysis. In addition, four students mentioned earlier, were of particular interest and
acted as ‘guides’ into the “social complexities of their classroom lives” (Dyson, 1997, p.
22). Beth, Alice, Charlie, and Marty were a part of the reading group with whom I
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routinely worked and also part of the interactions that were observed within the larger
class. The data that I obtained from these students was very rich given the regularity of
my interactions with them and it provided the critical moments as their interactions, at
times, exemplified a resistance to the cultural norms of the classroom. The data collected
from my interactions with these students also allowed rich interpretations since my group
membership and regular contact with them made me a true cultural insider. The
microanalysis was used to gain a more in-depth look at the language based interactions in
the classroom and to specifically focus on elements of question 2 of this study, i.e. How
did the students’ positions impact success or failure within the literacy curriculum? Did
the discourses that students drew on or resisted cause a “clash” in the way that students’
literacy identities were constructed? What was the relationship between the broader
school discourse(s) and individual student identity? As a reader and writer? As a literate
member of a classroom community?
The specific approach to CDA was adapted from Bloome & Egan-Robertson (1993),
Solsken et al. (2000), and Wilson-Keenan et al. (2001). This approach was developed to
demonstrate the relationship between texts, the text’s relationship to the language
practices of the classroom, and the relationship between text embedded in the language
practice and larger cultural ideologies (Bloome & Egan-Robertson, 1993). This procedure
is based on a contextual analysis of small units of text where the participants must rely on
what has already happened in an event together along with what is contained in the text to
fully understand what's happening (Bloome & Egan Robertson, 1993).
For this microanalysis, the unit of analysis will be the independent clause or simple
sentence, chosen because the texts that will be analyzed are primarily based on teacher-
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to-student and student-to-student interactions. Texts selected for microanalysis were
transcribed into independent clauses and key information was analyzed and described in
regard to the set of categories derived to address the research questions.
A detailed description of the classroom literacy event is given before the analysis to
provide a rich framework to support the microanalysis. A description of students within
the event is also included, to give information that may be relevant to the microanalysis
and the questions being considered. Patterns revealed through this analysis tell the story
of how these students’ literacy identities were constructed through language and through
the discourses of the classroom.
The following categories were identified for microanalysis both to help
deconstruct the assumptions that are implicit in the texts and because they represent a
specific theoretical framework which forms the basis for this study. The categories
selected are as follows: conversational function, discourse, subject position, and ideology.
An explanation of each category is as follows:
♦

Conversational Function - The information contained in each sentence that signals
how people are responding to each other.

♦

Discourse - use of language seen as a form of social practice that can be drawn upon
to construct social meanings. (Clark & Ivanic, 1997; Fairclough, 1992, 1995; Gee,
1992). For example: Students may draw on discourses that exist in the classroom
around literacy and assessment practices such as the discourse of good reader, the
discourse of teacher expectation, the discourse of meeting standards, the discourse of
fairness, etc..
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♦

Subject Position - “Possibilities for selfhood that exist within a sociocultural context”
(Clark and Ivanic, 1997, p. 136). Indicates the way a student is positioned or
positions herself with regard to social practices within a discursive event. Successful,
not successful, good reader, poor reader, etc.. Also recognized is whether or not a
student takes up or resists available subject positions.

♦

Ideology - the construction of reality which is built into meanings signaled by the use
of language (discursive practices) which are unconsciously accepted and have social
and political knowledge embedded in them (Fairclough, 1992, 1995). For example:
Institutions such as schools have political beliefs (ideologies) that are embedded in
pedagogical practices which influence the reproduction of specific forms of
knowledge and privilege certain forms of knowledge over others.

(See appendix C for an example of the microanalysis chart)

Trustworthiness
In order to ensure the credibility of my research, I take the perspective that there
might be multiple storylines to be gained from the data but the research questions that set
me on my journey after the years of studying socio-cultural and post-structural views of
literacy would guide the story that I tell in this dissertation. I remain open to other
interpretations of the data and will provide enough evidence so that the reader may make
counter interpretations (Rogers, 2003). In addition, there were several ways that I
checked and crosschecked my work to establish trustworthiness and add to my credibility
from “prolonged engagement in the field” (Ely et ah, 1991, p. 96).
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Triangulation
Triangulation of the data was established by cross checking transcripts from
video-tapes with field notes that were both collected over a prolonged period of time and
in some cases with other cultural artifacts (e.g. teacher anecdotal notes and referral
papers), or assessment samples (e.g. DRA and Reading Interviews). Some researchers
believe that triangulation must occur based on the collection of data by at least two
different methods. Ely et al., (1991) “have found that triangulation can occur with data
gathered by the same method but gathered over time” (p. 97). Triangulation is helpful for
finding inconsistencies and contrasts that occur in the data, which are often useful for
providing a more rich analysis and also for helping the researcher to determine when to
re-examine particular data sets. Ely et al., (1997) cite the work of Laurel Richardson,
(1994) who suggested that work within the theoretical frame of postmodernism is set
apart from traditional notions of triangulation. Postmodernists “crystallize” rather than
triangulate, according to Richardson, since postmodern research begins from the premise
that there are no fixed realities, nor a singular interpretation of a collection of data (Ely et
al., 1997, p. 35).
While I subscribe to the notion of multiple realities, I did, in the process of data
analysis, consult at least two or more sets of data for interpretation. This contributed to
the overall analysis by helping me to verify what I learned from one set of data or to
clarify. For example: My lieldnotes included descriptions of some of the classroom
events and also contained markers for events that I initially thought might be significant
for further analysis. In the end these notes were checked against another look at the
events on videotape, which in some cases confirmed that the event was significant and
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was chosen for deeper analysis and in other cases this was not the case. In addition,
though my fieldnotes contained descriptions of routines and events, the videotapes
allowed me a second look which often proved significant for noticing things like other
participants, nonverbal behaviors or specific materials that had not been initially
described in the field notes and which were important to the overall analysis. Patterns that
emerged in the initial thematic analysis of transcripts were compared with patterns that
emerged and were identified in the microanalysis to help clarify discourses and subject
positions that contributed to the overall findings of the study.
Peer support
Throughout the research process, I worked with various other qualitative
researchers who supported me in my research process. We met either in person or via
email to discuss the data analysis and progress of each of our respective projects. A
specific focus of our meetings was to debrief about our interpretations and look for ways
that they might be biased or subjective. I paid close attention to instances of subjectivity
or bias as my attention was drawn to them by my peers and would often re-examine the
data sets for trustworthiness of my interpretations. For example, as I first constructed the
description of the context, many specific details were left out about the practices that
occurred as a routine part of the literacy block. I asked a friend, who is also a qualitative
researcher and professor at another New England College, to review my descriptions
which kept coming back with several questions. Quotes like: “Though many of these
skills were related to the story selections in the anthology, they were often taught and
practiced in isolation. Students would be reminded of skills and their focus directed to
examples in the text as they were reading the anthology stories together with the teacher"
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did not appear in my initial descriptions and were difficult for me to incorporate since my
own biases and my friendship with Kate, the teacher, made me feel like I was being
judgmental rather than truthfully descriptive. I had to push past my own biases in order to
give a rich description that would frame the context of the study.
Several rounds of peer review helped to clarify instances where students were
opposing the classroom discourses rather than just taking up the expected subject
positions that the discourses were making available and also made me aware of where my
biases as a participant might need some checking to see beyond what I saw in my initial
analysis, (i.e. Beth’s overt resistance as agentic not defiant and Charlie as a silent resister
who was not just compliant; also the difference in my interactions from Kate’s and
description verses judgment of practices and discourses). This peer review led to several
rounds of microanalysis, which occurred before the dominant discourses, their major
tenets and subsequent subject positions were finalized, charted and then analyzed
separately and intertextually for text practice, discourse practice and social practice.

Recursive process and Reflexive practice
Qualitative research and discourse analysis require the researcher to engage in a
recursive process of data collection, review of the literature and theoretical models, data
analysis and a return to self for interpretation and description of theoretical notions and
findings from analysis (Bloome et al., 2005). For this research, I draw on the work of
Bloome et al. (2005), and Rogers (2003, 2005) and consider a reflexive view between
language and context (Rogers, 2005). I adopt the notion that all language is context
specific and both the language and all aspects of the context are considered when framing
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the analysis and interpretation of the data. For example in the micro-analysis of
classroom events, the question “ What are we reading today?” might be viewed as just a
routine question without the context of knowing the participants, the history of the group
and what discursive practices were happening in the event. The consideration and rich
description of all aspects of context in addition to the specific language being analyzed
provides a more truthful interpretation of the data and also makes available enough
information for other interpretations to be considered. A reflexive stance, according to
Bloome et al. (2005) “helps reveal, and only partially so, how we are all implicated in
each others’ lives and what we are doing to and with each other” (p. 167).
The reflexive process is useful for examining the role of the researcher in
qualitative research and I refer the work of Rebecca Rogers (2003). In her Critical
Discourse Analysis of Family Literacy Practices Power In and Out of Print, she
established a three part process for reflexivity: (a) consider the views of the participants
and what shapes their understandings; (b) consider that researchers and participants learn
from each other; and, (c) “researchers and participants engage in a process of critical
analysis sustained over time” (Rogers, 2003, p. 36). As a participant in the research, I
included myself in several of the interactions that were analyzed and have been involved
in the ongoing process of participation and inquiry as I collected data, wrote field-notes,
analyzed and interpreted the data, and wrote about the interpretations. In this way, I have
made my own process in this study open to the same interpretations as those of the other
participants which provided a kind of check and balance system as both a cultural
observer, informant, and researcher. Both reflexivity and the recursive process of data
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analysis have been very useful for ensuring trustworthiness throughout the research
process.
Finally, the degree requirements, including but not limited to, research papers,
dissertation proposals, and meetings with my dissertation committee, referred to by
Rogers (2003) as “the audit trail” helped me to stay focused on both of my research
questions even as they “left a trail of my analytic and methodological decisions” (Rogers,
2003, p. 34). With each bit of analysis came new challenges that my committee
supportively helped me to negotiate and as I re-examined data was able to trust and
support the process and the interpretations that emerged from the analysis. I experienced
many complex issues in my first round of microanalysis, which prevented me from
seeing how all of the participants were constructing each other and that “everyone
participates” (Research Meeting, January 31, 2007) even if they weren’t doing anything
“active” in the moment by moment interaction. I revisited Fairclough (1992) who stated:
“Textual analysis can often give excellent insights about what is ‘in’ a text but what is
absent from a text is often just as significant from the perspective of sociocultural
analysis” (p. 5). As I returned for several more rounds in the microanalysis, I considered
that I needed to make visible the different levels of analysis and discourse. “In Micro you
need to unpack language-level one: how is language structuring what is going on here?”
(Research Meeting notes 12/06). I again revisited Fairclough and the three dimensional
model to make decisions about how to represent each level of analysis. In the end, I
represented each level separately (Text Practice, Discourse Practice, Social Practice) to
show how they made visible different aspects of discourse but maintained throughout that
the three levels are always intertextually linked (Fairclough, 1992, 1995). This feedback
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helped me to more deeply deconstruct the positioning that was happening in the events so
that I could consider how students’ literacy identities were being constructed within and
across events.

Limitations of the study
The data collection for this study was limited in several ways. First, in my role as
teacher, there were many demands placed on my time in the classroom that kept me from
observing and analyzing what was happening in the field while I was teaching. Therefore
I had to rely heavily on the review of videotapes of events that I was both present and not
present for along with my field notes. In addition, when conducting lessons with a small
group or interviews with individual children, I was primarily focused on the lesson or
group that I was involved in and not on the variety of interactions that were occurring.
Video-taping did help with some of these issues because I was able to go back and often
gain a broader view of what was happening or further contextualize an individual
interaction or event that I had written about in field notes. At times there was still some
confusion about specific components of the text, which were difficult to understand or
reproduce.
Secondly, this study focuses on a small population of students. This group may be
representative of other students in other classrooms, but this study will only report the
findings of a small group of students in this classroom, which may or may not be a true
representation of a larger culture. Though this small group interaction allowed me to get
to know the students extremely well and act as both cultural participant, observer and
informant, this may also be a limitation in terms of bias and potential subjectivity when I
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must step out of my role as teacher/participant and take on the role of researcher. Lastly,
I was unable to examine the out-of-school discourses in the lives of these students. Both
time constraints and my role as teacher made it necessary to focus primarily on the
discourses and student literacy identities as they evolved in the classroom. Though I was
able to participate in several parent-teacher conferences and students shared out of school
stories, the data relating to influences out of school are limited.
The following chapter describes the context of the study as it was revealed
through ethnographic interpretation. The context, which contains literacy events and
practices has dominant institutional discourses that are operating and a description of
those discourses situated in the context provides a rich framework that recursively
grounds this study. This description is offered to further contextualize the literacy events
that were identified as critical moments and analyzed within the findings of this study.
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CHAPTER 4
CONTEXTUALIZING THE CLASSROOM CULTURE: LITERACY
PRACTICES AND DOMINANT DISCOURSES
Introduction
Classrooms are social stratospheres where students negotiate social worlds that
reach far beyond their walls. These social worlds contribute to whom we become as
literate individuals based on the construction of literacy identities as they are shaped by
institutional discourses. Students’ participation in and resistance to these discourses result
in competing and often conflicting identities as students draw on alternate discourses and
resist the authority that is traditionally established by the teacher and the institution. If
examined closely, the shaping of identities related to dominant and at times competing
discourses provides us with an opportunity to see possibilities that lie outside the
dominant schooled discourses of today’s classrooms and what it means for students to be
considered literate individuals.
In this chapter, I first use ethnographic interpretation to describe the literacy events
and practices in the classroom as they have informed this study through the thematic
collection and analysis of the data (Ely et al., 1991). The description of these discursive
practices within literacy events will create a “multidimensional picture” (Peacock, 1986,
p. 91) of this classroom culture and provide the context for understanding the nature of
how literacy identities were constructed by students in this fourth grade classroom.
In order to answer the study’s research questions, I first describe the classroom context
including the discursive literacy practices within the classroom. Following the description
of the context is a section on identifying institutional discourses, which is meant to
illustrate examples of how the dominant discourses in this study emerged from the
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microanalysis. An initial description of the literacy events and discursive practices will
provide the context for examining the competing discourses that emerged within the
critical moments in chapter 5.

Classroom Practices Situated Within Literacy Events
The data collected for this study showed students engaged in many literacy events
or routines where literacy has a role, (Barton, 1994) on a regular basis and directly related
to the fourth grade English Language Arts curriculum in this district. Though the data
showed students engaged in a broad spectrum of literacy events, I describe in detail only
those events that I considered to resemble “naturalized” literacy practices (Fairclough,
1992; Barton, 1994) related to the official literacy curriculum. These events comprised
the majority of the data that I collected during the time that I spent in the classroom.
Since the nature of my role as a reading specialist was to work in several classrooms and
with groups of students as well as with individual students, I was not in Kate’s room
every day for the entire literacy block. I was routinely in the classroom and collected the
richest and most plentiful data during whole group skills lessons in which I primarily
observed and during reading groups in which I was a regular participant. It was these
interactions that yielded the richest data from the focal students and were inducted into
the microanalysis of literacy events for this study. From these events, I selected critical
moments, and the interactions contained within them became a specific unit of analysis,
which provided me with an opportunity to deconstruct the dominant discourses,
ideological assumptions and the subsequent identities that were implicit within them
through the microanalysis. Those specific events will be further discussed in chapter 5.
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Classroom Literacy Practices
During my regular classroom visits, I observed students in various literacy events
and practices that contributed to the shaping of their literacy identities. Students routinely
sat at desks that were lined up side by side in three rows that faced the chalkboard where
the overhead screen was located. Most whole class lessons were taught from this position
with Kate, the teacher, in front of the students, facing them. Kate would often circulate
around the room observing individual students as they practiced skills, worked in pairs,
or engaged in spelling tests, “Integrated Theme” reading tests, language / grammar
quizzes, and other written assignments. A class schedule was posted on the chalkboard
every day to let students know what subject areas were being taught when and nightly
homework was also written on the chalkboard each day for students to copy. There were
two oblong tables set up in the back of the classroom, which were used to display
ongoing projects, keep content area materials, or as a location at which teachers did meet
with small groups during reading and writing times. On one side of the room there was a
classroom library and meeting area with a rug for students to sit on during read-alouds,
class meetings, and some small group work. One computer and a small science/research
center that contained books and artifacts that pertained to the content areas students were
studying in science and social studies were also located in the back of the room near the
teacher’s desk.
There were several literacy events that students engaged in as part of a regularly
scheduled, 90-minute language arts block that took place every day from 9:30-11:00. The
time spent on language arts was divided up into several categories. Skills lessons related
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to spelling, vocabulary and mechanics of language could be observed every day in this
classroom.
Skills lessons
Skills lessons included spelling lessons, which examined various spelling patterns
and rules associated with spelling (e.g. long u, oi and ou). In addition, vocabulary and
word analysis lessons such as prefix and suffix lessons, decoding multi-syllabic words,
contractions, possessives, common and proper nouns, verb use, and others were also
taught in isolation. Skills like using context clues, making predictions, drawing
conclusions, decoding unfamiliar words, spelling patterns, identifying words with
multiple meanings, synonyms, antonyms and homophones that would be found in the
anthology reading selections were generally taught to the whole class using the overhead.
Most lessons came directly out of the anthology teacher’s manual and were designed to
be taught as whole group lessons. Homework and class work was assigned to students
based on these lessons and workbook or LAB (Literacy Activity Book) pages were used
as opportunities for students to practice skills as well as a means of assessment. In
addition, weekly spelling tests comprised of ten to twenty dictated words were given
every Friday to assess the students’ knowledge and memorization of assigned weekly
spelling words, which were based on specific rules or patterns. Though many of these
skills were related to the story selections in the anthology, they were often taught and
practiced in isolation. Students would be reminded of skills and their focus directed to
examples in the text as they were reading the anthology stories together with the teacher.
Upon walking into the classroom, I routinely observed students engaged in
spelling homework review, word analysis lessons or other skills lessons related to
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language arts. The following transcript illustrates a typical interaction involving spelling
words and homework review (Video Tape transcript, December, 2001).
All of the students that remained in the classroom during the language arts block are
sitting in 3 rows facing Kate who is standing in front of the chalkboard with the
overhead screen pulled down. The overhead is off and she has a teacher's manual
open on top of it, which she is not looking at when she addresses the class.
1.

Kate: Please take out last night’s spelling homework and leave it on your desks,
we’ll go over it. Remember this is a good time... since this is very simple,,, this is
a good time to practice your handwriting too. And whether it’s cursive or printing,
what I’m looking for is the neatness.

2.

Kate: O.K., First word in ABC order was what?... Jeff?
[Kate continues to call on students as they orally tell spelling words as they
appeared on homework lists in ABC order]

3.

Kate: O.K. Any questions?... Would you please pick it up for me... Kay.

4.

Kate: I don’t know if I’m going to give any spelling homework tonight

5.

Students: NO... NO homework.

6.

Kate: I think we’re all set for tonight.

7.

Kate: Report cards close tomorrow and I really don’t want to correct those
spelling sentences.

8.

Kate: It'd be a great night to study even if you just split up those five challenge
words and make sure you know those.

9.

Kate: The only homework you’re going to end up having tonight is math.

10. Kate: Maybe because you have a little bit of extra time. I’d look at those
challenge words and I certainly would practice my times tables with the
extra time that you’re not doing spelling tonight.
This transcript makes visible the focus on discreet skills such as alphabetical order
and memorization of spelling words. Students in this classroom routinely had spelling
homework in which they were required to write the words in alphabetical order, write
spelling sentences using the words and study challenge words which were considered to
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be harder than the other words that they were supposed to study each week. All of these
assignments lead up to a weekly spelling test on Friday. The words themselves were
explicitly taught at the beginning of each week and a focus was placed on the analysis of
the words themselves. For example: words that followed a similar spelling or sound
pattern such as the vowel sound in the word walk (Houghton Mifflin, Invitations to
Literacy, Teacher’s Book, 1997, p. 225). These words were related to skills in the official
literacy curriculum put out by the district, which was correlated to the state and national
frameworks and also related to the Houghton Mifflin reading series that the district had
adopted for language arts instruction. For example: The following list, taken from the
basal teachers manual, includes words that have the same vowel sound as the word walk
and are a sample of what students were required to learn throughout the year in this
classroom (Houghton Mifflin Teacher’s Book, 1997, p. 225H).
walk

Challenge wo

awful

1. quality

because

2.cough

lawn

3. laundry

thought

4. naughty

always

5. automobile

caught
bought
fault
taught
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Though there were no specific standards that determined how students should
learn to spell words, within the district English Language Arts Curriculum Framework,
there existed a section on spelling, which promoted specific “recommendations based on
current research” (District English Language Arts Curriculum Framework). Contained
within the section were examples such as “ Words should be presented in list form”,
“Pretesting is essential”, “Practice should involve writing words”, and “Lessons should
be brief, 10 to 15 minutes per day, 3 to 5 times daily”. In addition, word analysis skills
for reading appeared in the scope and sequence chart for each grade level that correlated
specific skills to the National and State curriculum Frameworks. For example: “Standard
7 Beginning Reading * (7.8) use letter sound knowledge to decode written English”
(Grade 4 English Language Arts Curriculum Framework). Together both the official
literacy curriculum put out by the district and the basal reading series that was adopted
served as authorities for what decisions were made with regard to students’ literacy
learning. A focus on discreet skills was evident within these areas of the curriculum and
comprised the majority of instruction that I observed during my observations. Other parts
of the language arts block that I routinely observed, were related specifically to reading,
which was characterized by lessons from the classroom reading anthology as well as
smaller ability reading groups referred to as guided reading.

Reading Anthology
These lessons were presented around stories contained in the Houghton Mifflin
(1997), Invitations to Literacy, reading series. Students either read these stories as a
shared reading experience led by the teacher or listened to the stories on audiotape since
many of the selections were too difficult for students in the classroom to read
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independently. The anthology was organized by theme and contained lessons that were
intended to cover each area of the curriculum in relation to the stories read. For example,
in the anthology teachers’ manual, every theme contained a Theme at a Glance section
(Houghton Mifflin Teacher’s Book, 1997). These pages gave an overview of each story
and each skills lesson contained in the theme. Skill areas included, “comprehension and
skill strategies, word skills and strategies, responding, writing, spelling, grammar, usage
and mechanics, listening and speaking, viewing, study skills and content area.” (p.T24).
The classroom teacher decided which selections to read from each theme and
subsequently which skills would be taught. In addition to a map of all skills and lessons,
the Theme at a Glance guide also highlighted which skills would be measured in the
Integrated Theme tests that accompanied the anthology. These tests were given by Kate
and served a duel purpose, which was to measure students success on the theme tests
themselves as was factored into their reading grades on their report cards and also to
prepare them for the MCAS tests that students took every spring since they yielded a
similar format to the MCAS test (field notes, October, 24, 2001).
The pages of the teacher’s manual for the anthology were filled with “mini¬
lessons” and recommended LAB (Literacy Activity Book) pages that would provide the
teaching of and practice for each skill. After reading the selections, students were
engaged in skills lessons about “imaginative/literary text or informational/expository
text.’’(Massachusetts State Frameworks, standards 7 and 8, 2001; Ludlow English
Language Arts Planning Guide, 2001; Invitations to Literacy, Houghton Mifflin, 1997) In
addition, students were asked to answer questions or analyze stories for specific skills
like, foreshadowing clues, sensory details and figurative language, identifying the

speaker, assessing setting, characters and events and identifying their similarities and
differences, analyzing story themes and comparing style and language of various forms
of literature as outlined by the Massachusetts State Frameworks (2001) and the teacher's
manual that accompanied the student anthologies. These lessons were primarily teacher
directed and focused on comprehension and skills that would be tested on the integrated
theme tests, which accompanied the basal reading series.
Students came to understand that successful performance of skills was essential in
determining who was successful and what counted as literacy since Kate determined that
all literacy activities somehow factored into their report card grades and so were a means
of evaluation.
In a brief exchange, Kate and Robert were discussing the integrated theme test
that the students were about to take. Robert asked Kate if this test was for their
report cards and Kate replied: “ Yes- one very small part- everything you do in
here is for your report card” (field notes, October 24, 2001).
Though Kate did not always follow the scripted language of the basal or stick to the time
sequence outlined by the teacher’s manual, she did make decisions about skills lessons to
be taught based on the anthology teachers manual that correlated with the official district
English language arts curriculum. In addition to the Integrated Theme tests that
accompanied the basal and were used to test mastery of skills, Kate assigned and
collected LAB pages that were focused on specific skills lessons. These assignments
were used to provide practice of isolated skills and also used as a form of assessment.
The following lesson is an example of shared reading from the anthology. The
intent of this lesson was to have students all read the same story so that Kate could relate
specific parts of the story to a comprehension lesson on story elements that students could
also later draw on in the construction of their own stories during writing time (Field
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notes, February 5, 2001). Kate asked for my help in having students read the story since it
was too difficult for many of the students in the class. We broke up into our guided
reading groups and each of us (Kate and I) read the story out loud while students
followed along. Kate also asked the independent group to read the story but gave them
the option to read it out loud with Mrs. O. or silently by themselves (Transcribed from
video-tape, February 5, 2002).
1.

Kate: O.K. what we’re going to do today is we’re going to read a new story in our
anthology...oh what’s that???

2. Alice: Our imagine book.
3.

Kate: Our imagine book.

4.

Kate: It’s called an anthology because it’s a group of stories, some poems in there,
some passages in there...and today is going to be Grandfather’s Journey,

5. Kate: but we’re going to do it just a little bit different.
6.

Kate: We’re not going to read it as a whole group, we’re going to break down into
our normal groups and read it now.

7.

Kate: Mrs. O’s group (Independent group), you'll decide if you want to read
orally or you want to read silently but when you’re done, I want you to talk about
a few things that we’re all gonna talk about.

8.

Kate: Who was the main character first of all? And what happened in the story?

9.

Kate: I want you to discuss how this character felt about moving from a strange
land to a country where he didn't even know the language.

I record story elements on a chart on the board as Kate introduces the story to the class.
Characters
Setting
Problem
Solution
Then we break into groups and begin reading.
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Kate introduced the lesson to the students and contrasted the fact that what they
were going to do today was different than what they usually did which is illustrated by
the fact that she used the word “normar in line 6 to describe the guided reading groups
students usually met in. On this day, all students were reading the same story in those
groups as opposed to the way they usually read the anthology stories, which was as a
whole class with only Kate reading aloud while they all followed along or by listening to
an audio-tape while they all followed along. In addition, students did not routinely read
the same texts in their “normal groups” since Kate and I made decisions about what
students would read based on text level and students’ achievement in reading. For this
reason, the groups were designed to support students at a particular level of reading and
all students were believed to be at different levels of reading. The interactions during
these “normal” reading groups varied depending on what each teacher decided students in
that group would read and what the group needed to focus on.
Guided Reading
Guided reading, as Kate and I referred to small group reading time, took place in
addition to shared reading in the anthology. Kate and I decided to implement this
practice based on several conversations we had about the practice of having every student
read the same story as the majority of their reading experience, which we thought was
problematic. The decision to incorporate grouping into the language arts block was meant
to address the fact that many students struggled with the stories that were a part of the
Houghton Mifflin reading anthology.
Kate and I decided to try a “guided reading” approach (Fountas and Pinnell,
1996). We were both interested in the notion of giving students texts that would
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appropriately support them at an instructional level and so prior to the start of the school
year explored aspects of guided reading as outlined by Fountas and Pinnell (1996)
(informal conversation with Kate, Summer 2001). Though these groups were based on
Fountas and Pinnell’s (1996) model, they did not follow all of the specific guidelines that
were laid out within this model of guided reading. The most significant guideline that did
not mirror Fountas and Pinnelfs model of guided reading was the nature of the grouping.
Fountas and Pinnelfs (1996) model of guided reading defines ability groups as flexible in
which students are regularly shifted out of one group and into another as their reading
level is assessed regularly and as they are moved into new levels of text. Kate and I
started out open to student movement among groups and described to the students that the
groups would be flexible (Field notes, October, 5, 2001). However, there was no planned
way of regularly assessing students for movement in or out of groups, which was
problematic as the data revealed since it did not result in the movement of students in and
out of the reading groups as they were originally comprised. In addition, Fountas and
Pinnell recommend a specific text gradient as a correlation of texts to specific reading
levels. Though Kate and I selected texts that we believed would support our readers, they
were not as specifically aligned by level (a-z guided reading levels) as Fountas and
Pinnell (1996) suggest. This was the case since Fountas and Pinnelfs model of guided
reading was new to us and so neither the school nor the classroom libraries were leveled
according to this system and though I started to become familiar with text levels
especially as they correlated to the DRA (Developmental Reading Assessment, 1997), I
did not specifically level the texts that students read according to a specific text gradient.
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Both Kate and I conducted the lessons for guided reading groups. The reading
groups were made up of students of similar abilities who were determined to be at, above,
or below grade level. Students were identified as reading at, above, or below grade level
according to teacher observation and other informal measures such as the Developmental
Reading Assessment or DRA (Beaver, 1997). These assessments along with reading
interviews were conducted at the beginning of the year. The following illustrates the
groups as they were originally formed (field notes, September 28, 2001).
Independent- level 44
(above grade level)

Transitional-level 40
(on grade level)

Richard
Elaina
Kathleen

Shana
Sean
Jason
Jack
Dennis
Kenny

Struggling- below 40
(below grade level)
Alice
Marty
Charlie

Beth joined the class in late October and was place in the struggling reading group with
Alice, Charlie and Marty. The make up of these groups stayed primarily the same all year
with the exception of Charlie who was eventually moved (in January) into a substantially
separate special ed program for students who were identified as language learning
disabled (LLD). There was no other movement in or out of groups for guided reading
throughout the year.
I routinely worked with the group of students that were considered struggling
readers, who read below grade level according to their DRA scores and teacher
observation. Kate, the classroom teacher, worked with the students who were considered
to be reading at grade level. Students who were considered to be reading above grade
level participated in what was called an independent reading group and did not meet
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regularly with a classroom teacher but were given written assignments and topics for
discussion to be carried out in their group. Both Kate and my groups were intended to
focus on reading strategies for improving fluency, comprehension and over all reading
achievement (Field notes, October 5, 2001).
Reading strategy lessons varied from group to group depending on needs and
were intended to support readers at an appropriate instructional level, however there was
a specific focus on getting students to be effective, proficient readers, which in this case
meant reading at grade level with the intent that students would be able to read the
selections on the state standardized MCAS test that they would take in the spring. (Field
notes, 2001; taped informal conversation, March 2001). Kate and I often had on the go
conversations about our goals for students and also about students’ progress. On
occasion, we were able to have longer conversations, which I taped. The following is an
excerpt taken from one of those conversations and in part, helps to illustrate Kate’s goals
for students’ reading. In response to my question about whether or not she saw a
correlation to students who could successfully read the anthology and those who were
successful in the classroom as readers, Kate said:
Yeah -1 mean if you can read the anthology and you know understand it - well,
there’s a correlation to a point because those kids, just because they can’t read at
grade level - doesn't mean they’re not intelligent enough - you know, you can
read the test to them and they can get an A on it, but if they had to read it on their
own, no they couldn’t. (Taped informal conversation, 2001)
In response to my question about whether or not her primary goal was to have students be
grade level readers, she said:
I certainly would like to see that, but realistically it depends how far behind they
come in. (Taped informal conversation, 2001)
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This conversation with Kate is significant as it demonstrates how Kate’s goals for
her students also mirrored the language of the standards and education reform. For
example, though Kate stated, she wished to see all students reading at grade level, she
acknowledged that it was problematic since some students would be “behind”. This idea,
expressed in parallel language, mirrors the same ideology that is embedded in the No
Child Left Behind legislation. The legislation of NCLB promotes the goal of having all
children reading at grade level by the end of grade three as well as closing the
achievement gap for disadvantaged students who.historically have not performed well on
standardized tests (http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/reports/no-child-left-behind.htmB.
The significance of this ideology as it relates to both legislation and classroom practice is
indicated by Kate’s assumptions that some students will be further behind than others
thus creating a culture where she, the classroom teacher, potentially has different
expectations for some students. In addition, since performance at grade level is the
desired goal, it seems reasonable to think that Kate’s assumptions will influence her
instructional decisions to achieve having all students on grade level and also that different
instructional decisions might be made for students who are not performing at grade level.
One instructional decision that seemed to mimic this ideology was the decision to
break students up into three groups for reading based on their DRA performance, which
was then correlated to a grade level (i.e. above, at, or below). As previously stated, I
routinely worked with the group of students who were considered struggling readers. To
support and accommodate those students, I often used leveled books from Houghton
Mifflin’s Soar to Success program (1997) that started off at a very easy level and
gradually increased to more difficult and complex texts. A reciprocal teaching model
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(Palincsar & Brown, 1985) was implicit in this program and often used by me in order to
improve student’s comprehension. This model focused on four major strategies for
reading comprehension, which included summarizing, clarifying, questioning, and
predicting. In addition, students frequently engaged in repeated readings of texts to
increase their fluency.
The at grade level reading group (Kate's group) primarily read teacher selected
trade books and engaged in teacher led discussions. The group was asked to think about
teacher directed questions and make connections during discussions. The independent
reading group was structured to be more like a literature discussion group or literature
circle where students read the same trade book independently and discussed the book
with their peers. The teachers made the book selections in an effort to select books that
would support a student’s reading at an appropriate instructional level and often the
students were given guiding questions focusing on comprehension prior to and after
reading. They were also occasionally asked to do written responses in addition to their
discussions. There was no official collection of assessments for these reading groups but
teacher observation and conferencing seemed to inform the instruction and evaluation of
students in all three groups.
The reason that I worked with a particular group of students was intended to
accomplish two things. First, Kate believed that it would be too difficult to manage the
classroom without more than one person working with the groups so that the groups
could be doing the same thing at the same time. She also believed that having another
person in the class, would help to support and accommodate students who struggled with
reading by setting up groups and having another person involved who could regularly
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meet with the a group. In response to a question that I asked Kate about what the school
system needed to do to accommodate students who were struggling with reading and who
continued to struggle more each year, she stated, “They have to get more involved with
guided reading, with getting another teacher in there and setting up those groups” (Taped
informal conversation, 2001).
It secondly allowed me the opportunity to work with students in the classroom
rather than pulling students out of the classroom for reading instruction, as was a
historical practice in this school for students who.struggled with reading. There were two
building reading teachers and I was assigned to grades 4 and 5 to both support teachers
and struggling readers in an effort to help students become more successful on the MCAS
test that they took every spring. The following scene took place during guided reading
time as I met with my group and illustrates an interaction where I am helping Charlie to
clarify some words that he had identified needing help with by writing them on post- its
as he read to go back and clarify later (Transcribed from video-tape, December 6, 2001).
1.

Me: .. .and I do need to be in another class in the next couple of minutes.
[I am responding to the group but more directly to Charlie regarding words that
need to be clarified.]

2.

Me: Actually, I will stay and help you clarify these couple of words together.

3.

Me: O.K. Charlie?
[nods yes]

4.

Me: (I say after looking at Charlie’s post-it with word and pg # ). O.K. Charlie.
Pg. 22 everybody.

5.

Charlie: (Reads slow and haltingly) He tr..tr... blank to ...fly.
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6.

Me: Did that make any sense at all? (sounding a little frustrated)

7.

Charlie: He trade?
[sounds like he is guessing just looking at initial sounds]

8.

Me: He trade to fly?
[questioning]

9.

Charlie: He practiced?
[looks up and me and pauses after asking.]

10. Me: Yeah... Don’t you think he tried to fly?
11. Charlie: Oh Yeah
[Sounds surprised].
12. Me: When you don’t make sense and you only try and sound out, it doesn't workyou need to use your other strategies.
[Sounds a bit frustrated]
13. Me: Arthur jumped on... what does a frog jump on?
[I take over with oral cloze from where Charlie left off in the text and continue
clarifying]
14. Me: Do you know Charlie?
[He hesitates, looks down]
15. Alice: (raises her hand and jumps up and down) Oooh...Oooh
16. Beth: (To Alice) Shhh
17. Alice: (makes a face at Beth and silently mouths I don’t care.)
18. Charlie: (looks down at pictures then up at me).A lily pad
19. Me: Yes, Arthur jumped on lily pads, he blanked and nibbled cheese, so he’s...
[My voice is affirming]
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20. Charlie: A mouse?
21. Me: (I repeat the correct response but phrase as a question and use oral cloze to
urge Charlie on). A mouse nibbled cheese so he squ_and nibbled cheese.
A mouse squ_?
22. Me: What noise did it make?
23. Charlie: Squealed
24. Me: Squealed and nibbled cheese makes sense but that word is squeakedsqueaked and nibbled cheese. (Group is yawning and stretching)
25. Me: This group needs to take a nap today; you guys all act like you’re exhausted!
26. Me: O.K. I have to go. We’ll finish up next time...collect the books...See you
tomorrow.
This interaction serves as an example of a naturalized practice that could be observed
during our guided reading group sessions. Within this interaction, I am scaffolding
strategies for Charlie to use while he is trying to figure out an unknown word. All
students had opportunities to clarify unknown words after reading and the purpose of
doing it together was intended to be a supportive practice that would reinforce effective
strategy use during reading. For all students, the opportunity to clarify words and discuss
their reading with me was meant to be a supportive and inclusive practice that served to
accomplish providing students with opportunities to receive specific instruction that
would move them forward as readers and in addition, work toward the goal of improving
their ability to read texts with greater accuracy and understanding. It was also intended to
increase students’ ability to read more difficult texts that moved them toward reading at
grade level, which was both in accordance with the goals Kate and I had for all of our
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students and also with the district English Language Arts Curriculum Planning Guide.
Within the Reading and Literature Strand, the following standards represent this goal for
students in fourth grade.
(7.9)

Read grade-appropriate imaginative/literary and informational expository
text with comprehension

(7.10) Read aloud grade-appropriate imaginative/literary and
informational/expository text fluently, accurately, and with
comprehension, using appropriate timing, change in voice, and expression.
Since Kate and I were both on the curriculum committees that met to align the
district frameworks with the State and National Frameworks, we were very familiar with
the expectations of the district and the state for what students should be able to do at each
grade level. Kate had also spent time scoring the MCAS test in the summer so well
understood how students were expected to perform on the test. These experiences
influenced Kate’s goals for students and informed her decisions about literacy instruction
and what students needed to know. For example, the following is an excerpt of a
conversation Kate and I had in March. Kate was commenting on how her language arts
program had changed over the last few years and she said that she realized she didn’t
have to teach as much as she was teaching. I then asked her what made her realize that
there were certain things she did or didn’t have to teach.
Kate:

You know the big thing. I’ll be honest with you, the big thing is the
MCAS, You know you try to teach it all because when you’re a fourth
grade teacher, you are responsible, I don’t care what anybody says, and no
I don t so called teach to the test, but I know what keeps showing up on
that, and atter being exposed to it for a few years, if I don’t make sure they
get it then I’m doing them a major disservice.
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Me:

So you do feel as though it is your responsibility in your teaching to
prepare them for that MCAS test.

Kate:

Absolutely, but again, when it comes to the MCAS test, the first year was
ridiculous, I mean the readability and the things they asked, a fourth
grader could never do. And it’s gotten much more appropriate for a fourth
grader, dialect, the narrator, how is a play set up urn...you know writing
with good descriptive language. Those are not things that the average
fourth grader can't do. (Informal taped-conversation, March, 2001)

Kate felt strongly about preparing students for the MCAS and so made it a regular part of
her instruction, to include students in on the criteria that they were being evaluated on.
This was done both to prepare them for the MCAS test and also to give them an
opportunity to understand what was expected of them in fourth grade. One of the ways
that Kate incorporated this instruction into the classroom was by using opportunities like
administering the Integrated Theme test to both instruct students on test taking strategies
as well as to evaluate their performance.

Classroom Assessments Associated with the Official Literacy Curriculum
Assessments of students’ literacy practices were conducted in various ways. Kate
collected and graded both regular class assignments, such as spelling practice and LAB
book pages from the anthology, homework assignments that were also in the form of
workbook pages, and some rote practice like writing the words three times each and in
ABC order. Each week, the teacher gave traditional 20 word rote spelling tests;
Integrated Theme tests from the basal, which tested both passage comprehension and
mastery of specific skills were administered to the whole class. In addition, LAB-
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workbook pages, also served as quizzes which students were alerted to when that was the
case. Kate was conscious of helping students to understand what criteria, was used to
evaluate their performance. She routinely talked to them about how they would be graded
and what they could do to help themselves get better grades.
The following transcript illustrates Kate modeling essay questions on the
overhead. Students were taking an Integrated Theme test as routine assessment practice
that was part of the Houghton Mifflin reading program and they were preparing to answer
essay questions that would be scored on a rubric as a portion of the test. Kate went over
examples of writing and scoring before students began the essay questions on the test.
1.

Kate: Last day with the theme test and today is the composition. How should you
begin constructing a solid composition?

2.

Kate: Alright, let me read a couple.. .these are actual students’ essays and I want
you to tell whether you think they’re a 1, a 2, a 3 or a 4 and then why.. .what
makes ...

3.

Stuart: A ten!

4.

Kate: They’re not that long and what did we say? This is the lowest (points to a 1
on the board) and this is the highest (points to the 4 on the board).

5.

Students: It’s a zero, zero’s the lowest.

6. Kate: and if you leave it blank, you get a zero. Alright, this is the one about ...
A...tell me one thing you would like to do to save the environment. (She reads the
essay)
7.

Students: A 1, no 2, 3, no, 2.

8. Kate: Why do you think it’s a one?
9.

Jack: Cuz he doesn’t talk about the same thing.

10. Kate: What do you mean?
11. Jack: He’s talking about cups and then...
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12. Kate (rereads essay)
13. Students: It’s a 2, 3, no, no, 3.
14. Kate: Now remember 3 is a pretty good one. This would be like a B maybe,
one,D, two, C...it's just o.k. then (points to 3) this is pretty good and this is
(points to 4) wow that’s good!
15. Students: 2,2,2,2,3.
16. Kate: Let me read one more and then I'll tell you what it was. (She begins to read
the next essay).
17. Jack: a three
18. Kate Let me finish, please, (keeps reading).
19. Students: three, four.
20. Kate: How many details did he have in there?
21. Students: four
22. Kate (rereads and points out the topic and only one detail). Which sounded?
(rereads first essay).
23. Stuart: the second one.
24. Kate: Why?
24. Stuart: Cuz it’s longer
25. Kate: Ohhh, cuz it’s longer, so if I have a lot of words I’m gonna get more points?
26. Students: NO...Yes.
27. Kate: SO what if the words have nothing to do with what you’re writing about?...
You could write forever and get a zero.
28. Kate: Now the first one that I read...(rereads) Did he ever say what he was gonna
do to help the animals?
29. Students: No.
30. Kate: No, he just said ...this is my topic sentence and I’m gonna pick up cups and
paper. That is a one, that is truly just a one.
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31. Kate: The next one’s got a little bit more detail but it’s very simple, no
imagination...(rereads)...very simple, very, very, simple.
32. Kate: This is a three...listen to what somebody wrote to get a three (reads next
essay). Here’s a four...(reads next one)...
33. Kate: I want a maximum of four sentences and that should take about 20 to 25
minutes.
The practice of using classroom literacy assessments as both opportunities for
instruction as well as for evaluating student performance was intended by Kate to
help students become more successful both on the tests and in their overall
achievement. When I asked Kate about usefulness of teaching test taking strategies
like she had routinely been doing, she told me that it was her intent to help students
be more successful both on tests and overall (field notes, October 19, 2001).
All of these practices serve to contextualize the classroom culture and provide the
basis for beginning to understand how students’ literacy identities were shaped by the
discourses that influenced the participants ways of knowing and participating in this
classroom. The following section shows examples of some of the discourses that
emerged from the data and were noted as influencing the culture and the interactions
among the participants and a subsequent section illustrates the dominant discourses
that emerged from the microanalysis and were significant to understanding the
construction of students’ literacy identities.

Identifying Institutional Discourses
My description of the classroom practices that provide a context for this study
comprised a majority of the language arts instruction in this classroom and may seem
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familiar to some educators who have spent time in elementary classrooms in recent years.
For example, finding students engaged in word analysis skills lessons or engaged in
reading groups might be considered recognizable practices for elementary school
language arts instruction. Students reading teacher selected material, or learning to
decode new spelling patterns based on teacher demonstration and rote practice would
seem quite “normal” in many settings. However, the use of ethnographic interpretation
and CDA allows us to see the Discourses (larger institutional discourses) that are
embedded in those practices The significance here is that when students and teachers
participate in such discursive practices, they are constructing meanings based on their
own experiences. These meanings are derived from the values that are inscribed and that
are conveyed through those practices. The resources individuals bring with them to
participate in and construct meaning from discursive events are called “member
resources” and they “are effectively internalized social structures, norms and
conventions” (Fairclough, 1992, p. 80).
As stated in the methodology, I drew on Fairclough’s three-dimensional model for
analyzing student-to-teacher and student-to-student interactions within the events (1992,
1995). This helped to unpack the discourses and ideologies that were present within the
literacy practices of the classroom through the interactions that were analyzed and make
visible how student literacy identities were shaped by (D) institutional discourses.
Though, in any culture there are countless discourses that are made visible, in this section
1 will discuss some of the initial discourses that emerged from the data. Many of these
discourses became tenets of the larger dominant Discourses and others were not tenets
but still were interdiscursively linked across events within the classroom.
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Classroom Discourses
Kate drew on the belief that it was her job to prepare students for the MCAS test
that they took in the spring of every school year. Within this belief, is contained the
discourse of standardized testing. Partial to this discourse is the idea that, “centralized
control is achieved through explicit educational standards, and standardized tests that
allow comparisons of students’ relative performance” (Hoffman, Assaf, Paris, 2005).
Kate regularly engaged the students in assessment activities such as the Integrated Theme
test that accompanied the anthology in such a way that it also served as test prep for the
MCAS test. Within this discourse, students are positioned as either competent or
incompetent as literacy learners based solely on test performance. These tests judge
success based on what testers call objective methods and so no other criteria are taken
into consideration besides how the students answer the test questions (Serafini, 2005).
The discourse of standardized testing according to Serafini (2005), equates
assessment with measurement and he states: “decisions about the information to be
collected, and the means of evaluating this information, are usually determined by
authorities outside the classroom” (p. 88). Within this classroom, this discourse was a
continuous influence on the routine practices that could be observed as evidenced by the
amount of time that Kate spent engaging the students in test prep and also based on her
comments revealed in the previous section about being responsible for preparing students
to take the test (Informal taped-conversation, March, 2001). Kate drew on the belief that
students needed to be able to perform well on standardized tests to be considered
successfully literate and this ideology influenced many of the instructional decisions she
made for the students in this classroom.
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Interacting with the discourse of standardized testing, were other classroom
discourses that supported and contradicted each other such as the discourses of choice
and competition. Within these discourses, students could be seen actively competing with
one another in an effort to portray themselves as successful literacy learners. This was
also consistent with the ideologies present within the discourse of standardized testing
that measures student achievement on a comparison basis and aligns student success with
performance on tests, which in itself promotes a culture of competition (Varenne &
McDermott, 1999; Allington, 2002b). Within the classroom, there was a strong element
of competition among the groups that stemmed from the book selections that each group
was reading and at times, students challenged my authority about the book selections that
I made for the group. In this way, the discourse of standardized testing which
characterized many of the instructional decisions in the classroom based on students’
performance and distinctly influenced decisions about what students could read, aligned
with the discourse of competition and in turn often contradicted the discourse of choice.
The interaction of these discourses influenced the ways in which students interacted with
each other and with Kate and I. For example, the following vignette illustrates the
discourses of competition and choice as they could be seen operating in this classroom
(Transcribed from video-tape, February 25, 2007).
The students and I took a trip to the library to select a new book from the literacy
closet. Beth grabbed a biography of Helen Keller and said she wanted to read it because it
was so good. Alice questioned Beth about reading the book before and she responded by
telling us that she had seen it on TV. When I suggested that students also look at the non¬
fiction selections as well as the fiction Beth chimed in by telling us that Helen Keller was
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a true story. Alice made several other suggestions about books they might choose and
Marty looked over several selections but gave no suggestions except in response to
Alice’s recommendation of a play to which he responded “NO PLAYS!” Beth persisted
in trying to convince the others to select the biography of Helen Keller , which was in
fact a chapter book All finally agreed to Beth’s choice but seemed reluctant and then the
following dialogue occurred:
1.

Alice: I Hate chapter Books!

2.

Me: Alice, you begged me for months to read chapter books.

3.

Alice: I know and now I changed

4.

Me: Why?

5.

Alice: because of all the words and they’re so long, I have to squint.

6.

Me: Well then we have to check your glasses.

7. Alice: Next time. I’m picking the book and we’re reading the play. I’m being the
boss!
8.

Beth: Fine then I’ll be the princess (smirks).

9.

Alice: (indignantly) There is no princess!

10. Marty: I’m not doing no play!
In this transcript, Alice, frustrated by Beth’s persistence about what book they would
read, blurts out, “I hate chapter books! (line 1). Reading chapter books was an ongoing
source of frustration for both the groups and myself and so I responded to her by saying,
“Alice, you begged me for months to read chapter books” (line 2). Alice then tells me
that she changed her mind which is not only in direct conflict with everything she has
said to me since the beginning of the year but also seems to be in direct response to Beth
competing with Alice to choose the book that the group would read next. This exchange
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exemplifies the significance of book choice and the stiff competition around who was
able to choose what the groups read. It also exemplifies that the quest for individual
dominance overpowered the desire for group choice. This instance highlights a cultural
norm that is bread by the culture of competition in the classroom and which positions
students as winners or losers. Students drew on this discourse in an effort to construct
themselves as successful.
As the transcript continues, the discourse of competition is again highlighted in line 7
when Alice says, “Next time, I’m picking the book and we’re reading the play. I’m being
the boss!” Alice's use of the word boss signals that she is equating the position of
choosing the book with a position of authority. This position of authority is one that is
usually reserved for the teachers in the classroom who routinely choose the groups books
as previously stated, so the competition to achieve authority status seems to represent
both Alice and Beth’s desire to control the decision about what they get to read. In the
next two lines, Beth and Alice shift a bit and Beth uses a fairy tale genre to keep herself
in a desirable position (eg. if not a boss then a princess). While still keeping alive the
spirit of their competition for a position of authority and control, Beth responds with, “
Fine then I’ll be the princess” (line 8). Alice, again frustrated, retorts, “There is no
princess!” (line 9). In these two lines, Beth attempts to push back at Alice’s staked out
claim on the position of boss for the next time they get to choose a book and draws on a
fairy tale genre to promote a desirable position that she perceives will still allow her to
compete when she claims she will be the princess. Alice is taken off guard and frustrated
by Beth’s continued attempt to compete and so tries to shut down the interaction by
rejecting the position of princess.
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This vignette illustrates the discourses of choice and competition as they came
together and influenced the interactions that occurred within this classroom. Beth and
Alice clearly demonstrate both the element of competition that was a major influence in
the interaction but also how this discourse was linked to the idea of book choice within
the reading group. The interaction of these discourses was significant in the classroom
culture because at times, it influenced the instructional decisions made for students by
privileging the official literacy curriculum and the belief that students learning was both
aligned with a level and that all students needed to perform well on state standardized
tests. These beliefs in turn marginalized students’ attempts to construct themselves as
competent and also their desire to make choices about their reading that might have
deepened their engagement in reading and resulted in richer learning experiences that
were potentially beneficial.
These discourses along with others are further explored and discussed within the
microanalysis of the critical moments in chapter 5. The critical moments problematize the
dominant discourses that teachers and students drew on to construct meaning within the
classroom by demonstrating how the discourses contributed to the literacy identities that
were shaped among the focal students. The analysis of the critical moments in chapter 5
was informed by the emergence of the initial discourses as they have been framed in this
chapter in order to explore more deeply the questions that have been raised here such as:
What counted as literacy within the culture? How did students negotiate positions of
power within the interactions of the literacy events? How did the discourses that teachers
drew on influence how students’ literacy identities were constructed? The next section of
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this chapter problematizes two major and competing discourses that were found to be the
strongest influences on the interactions within the data.
In this section, I highlight the dominant discourses that emerged from the analysis
of classroom literacy events. In the following examples, I describe the analysis of text
practice, discourse and social practice to demonstrate how the discourses were
problematized within the microanalysis and to show how multiple discourses interacted
and contributed to the shaping of students literacy identities. The following transcripts
serve to illuminate the orders of discourse to help deconstruct what was happening in
each event and to highlight what discourses were made visible within the events. In the
transcripts that follow, I will provide examples of how those discourses were made
visible as I describe the “dominant teacher discourses” that were being drawn on within
the critical moments and contrasting cases contained in chapter 5.
The dominant discourses that Kate and I drew on were that of “education reform”
and “differentiated instruction”. These predominant discourses are informed by the
multiple discourses on literacy and are also formed by some of the major assumptions
and beliefs about literacy and literacy learning that shape the current sociopolitical field
of education. Though the major discussion of the assumptions within the dominant
discourses that shaped classroom literacy practices is contained in the literature review,
chapter 2, the following scenes serve as examples of how a recursive process was used to
illuminate the discourses of educational reform and differentiated instruction and to
frame the basis for exploring how these discourses contributed to the shaping of students'
literacy identities which are further discussed in the critical moments and contrasting
cases in chapter 5.
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Example 1: The Discourse of Education Reform
In the following scene, students returned to their desks after read aloud and took out
last night’s homework to wait for Kate to begin going over it. This was a routine activity
and was part of the skills lessons that they were regularly engaged in. In this particular
skills lesson, they were reviewing their homework from the night before. The students
and Kate corrected it together as she also reviewed the skills of identifying contractions
and possessives.

1.

Kate: You guys need to remember you’re trying to earn extra recess. O.K. What
page are we on? (in LAB workbooks).

2.

Students: seventy four

3.

Kate: Seventy four... would you read the directions for us.. .urn.. .Marty

4.

Marty: Hmm.. what?

5.

Students: (laughter)

6.

Kate: (repeats) would you read the directions for us?

7.

Marty: O.K. (reads directions out loud) Kyle just read a great book about
recycling. Read his conversation with Dad. Circle all the contractions and
possessives.

8.

Kate: Now, this is a little bit different than what we did yesterday when we were
in our imagine books.

9.

Kate: not only do they want you to get the contractions but they want you to get
the possessives.

10. Kate: Let’s look at what the boy is saying... would you read the paragraph...
Sam? (Sam reads paragraph out loud).
11. Sam: (Reads aloud) Dad here s an ad for a tour of Green’s recycling plant.
Kevin’s mom took him and they learned a lot. Let’s go.
[Kate writes on the board as Sam is reading: Here is Belonging to Green
Belonging to Kevin Let ws]
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12. Beth: Are you going to grade this?
13. Kate: I don’t give you a grade in homework.
14. Kate: I give you a check that you understand it or a check minus that you don’t.
15. Kate: Do you understand it now Beth?
16. Beth: Yeah
17. Kate: That’s what I'm concerned with... (continues going over the LAB pages).
18. Kate: Did everyone get this?
19. Kate: Some are contractions and some are possessives.
20. Kate: (Glances around at student faces) Good.
21. Kate: Let’s go over what the father said...
22. Kate: Sarah would you read the paragraph?
23. Sarah: (reads aloud) I didn’t say we wouldn’t go. And I can’t say we won’t. So I ’ll
just say we ’ll see. Why don ’t you call and ask about the plant’s hours.
[Kate writes as Sarah reads the paragraph: did not would not
I will we will belonging to the plant]

can not will not

24. Kate: O.K. That was all you had to do. Please tear out this page and pass it in on
the table then get ready for reading groups.

Text Practice
Kate was going over students’ homework on contractions and possessives and
began the interaction with a reminder that students were trying to earn extra recess (line
1). In doing so, she was motivating them to comply with the expected behaviors in the
classroom, which was the theme for this brief interaction and she was also gaining
control as she proceeded with the homework review. Kate asked students to turn to the
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correct page and asked Marty to start them off by reading the directions (lines 2 and 3). It
was clear that she caught Marty slightly off guard and he replied “hmm.. .what"’(line 4) to
which the other students laughed (line 5). Kate regained interactional control by repeating
herself “would you read the directions for us” (line 6) and Marty replied “o.k. (line 7).
Kate was controlling both the turn taking and the agenda within the theme, which
was to go over the homework and review contractions and possessives (word skills). She
interacted with students in a pretty mechanical way moving from student to example and
back to student (lines 2-7) and then deviated slightly to clarify what the students were
doing (lines 8 and 9). “Now this is a little bit different than what we did yesterday when
we were in our imagine books” (line 8) and “ Not only do they want you to get the
contractions but they want you to get the possessives (line 9). Her use of the word they
twice in line 9 signaled that she was trying to help students meet the criteria that some
outside force had set up for them. In this case, it is likely, she was talking about the
textbook publisher since she is referring to the directions (on the LAB book page) and
what they want students to get. Her use of both words they and get implies that there is
again some outside force that determined what students needed to know in this activity.
In the next section of the transcript (lines 10-15), Kate returned to the former
pattern of interaction where she called on students who should have been ready to read
what’s next or give an answer (lines 10 and 11). At this point in the transcript there was a
brief shift from Kate’s agenda when Beth asked: “ Are you going to grade this?” (line
12). Beth took control of the agenda both by interrupting out loud and asking a question
about grading. Kate responds quickly to her: “I don’t give you a grade in homework”
(line 13) “I give you a check that you understand it or a check minus that you don’t” (line
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14). In the next line she asked Beth if she understood both to confirm and reestablish
interactional control so she could move on with the lesson and control of the agenda "Do
you understand it now Beth?” (line 15). Beth responds "yeah” (line 16) and Kate
confirmed: That s what I m concerned with" (line 17) then moved on with the review.
In the remainder of the interaction. Kate returned to the previous pattern of
interaction, which I viewed as an I-R-E (Cazden, 2001) interaction (lines 18-24) since
Kate initiated with "Did everyone get this?" (line 18) "Some are contractions and "Some
are possessives’ (line 19). She then looked around the room to informally confirm that
students were responding that they understand. She then evaluated with "good" (line 20).
The remainder of the interaction (lines 20-24) shows Kate and students mechamsticallv
engaged in another example of reading the paragraph on the LAB book page out loud
while Kate wrote the answers students should have gotten on the board. As the
interaction concludes. Kate maintained control of both the interaction and the agenda. In
doing so. she also maintained power for controlling what and how students learned the
skills of contractions and possessives yet she is also subject to control by the publisher,
the official literacy curriculum and the discourse of educational reform. In addition. Beth
also demonstrates power when she took control of the agenda to ask if the assignment
was going to be graded. This interruption was not an unusual occurrence between Beth
and the teachers in the classroom as she often, shifted the agenda within interactions. At
times, it appeared that she might be attempting to gain control or resist the positions of
power maintained by the teachers in the classroom in order to gain status within the
classroom. These attempts and issues of power are further explored along with the

multiple discourses that were interacting to constrain students’ literacy identities in the
critical moments of chapter 5.
Discourse Practice
Among the theoretical constructs within the discourse of educational reform,
literacy is viewed as an autonomous entity and is described by Brian Street (1995):
“literacy as an independent variable, supposedly detached from its social context”(p.76).
In the twenty first century, the addition of national standards, statewide curriculum
frameworks, high stakes testing, and new federal laws such as: the No Child Left Behind
Act signed into law by president George Bush on January 8, 2002. NCLB calls upon
states to set basic reading standards for local school systems, and to test students to assure
they have met those standards (http://www.nichd.nih.gov/research/supported/nrp.cfm).
Within an autonomous perspective on literacy, what level students read at and what skills
are accurately reproduced are equated with meeting standards and with what counts as
literacy in the field.
The literacy practice of homework review which is basically a whole class skill
review lesson was a routine and naturalized practice that students could be found engaged
in on a regular basis. This practice was related to the official literacy curriculum, to the
adopted basal series and the skills inherent in both which might be viewed as a
consequence of education reform as it encompasses an autonomous perspective of
literacy that breaks literacy learning up into it’s smallest parts (isolated skills) which are
decontextualized and transmitted from teacher to student. Within the discourse of
education reform, those who can acquire and maintain decontextualized and autonomous
skills are considered to be literate. Though the legislation on education reform such as
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NCLB does not explicitly endorse a specified set of skills and dispositions, it is implied
within it's implementation as illustrated in the following quote. “NCLB imposes multiple
levels of intervention on children. As dominant cultural values become “standards” for
all, many minority children and children in poverty come out behind in the game of
winners and losers that NCLB rhetorically opposes but instrumentally endorses”
(Howard, 2006, p.42). Within this event, both the text and the teacher conveyed what was
valuable and recognizable as literacy learning in this event. Mastery of contractions and
possessives as assessed on the page in the students’ workbook defined what counted as
literacy within this interaction and students who were able to accurately identify those
discreet skills would be considered successfully literate. Kate extended her belief that she
was concerned that students understood these skills and explicitly stated this agenda,
which demonstrated her alignment with the discourse of education reform (lines 14 and
17) and an autonomous perspective on literacy.

Example Two: The Discourse of Differentiated Instruction
In the following scene, I am meeting with Beth, Alice, Charlie and Marty during
guided reading. We are beginning a new picture book called Who Wants Arthur and I
began the group by asking students to walk through the book and look at the pictures in
an effort to scaffold what they’ll be reading about in the text. I questioned students to
probe them about what was happening in the pictures as we looked through the book
together. The primary teacher role that I took up here is that of support and scaffold. In
this role, I acted similarly to a coach and supported students to understand the text. This
approach was meant to be both supportive and inclusive since all students in the group
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participated and it was my intention that they would potentially benefit from my
scaffolding.
1.

Me: Alrighty...Who Wants Arthur...I’m gonna give you a minute to take a walk
through.

2.

Beth: Sighs.. .Can we read?
[Sounds exasperated and impatient...Looks around the room at the other groups]

3. NO...I'm going to give you a minute to take a walk through.
4.

Me: [I wait while students flip through the pages] O.K., so what predictions can
you make about Who Wants Art hurl
[Speaking generally to the whole group]

5.

Me: What do you think’s going to happen?

6.

Beth: Nobody wants him.

7.

Me: Nobody wants who?
[Speaking to whole group- looking around as students are looking at pages]

8.

Beth: Nobody wants Arthur.
[Keeps head up, looks at me. Others keep heads down looking at pictures]

9.

Me: Who’s Arthur?
[No-one makes eye contact except Beth. She points to the picture of the dog]

10. Me: Oh there’s a dog named Arthur that nobody wants....
11. Beth: Because he’s bad and he tries to eat everything and rip everything up, but
only one little girl loves him.
12. Me: Really? Is that what you guys think? One little girl loves him?...
13. Me: Is that what you thought? Alice?(Alice looks up) Is there anything you want
to add to that?...
[no reply from Alice- she’s looking at the picture
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14. Me: Arthur's bad you said?... What does he do that’s bad?
15. Beth: He rips everything up.
16. All: [said together] He goes into fish bowls.
17. Me : Umhmm
18. Beth: He eats all the food.
19. Alice: In a pet shop.
[Looks up at Beth and says quickly]
20. Me: He’s in a pet shop. Absolutely. In Mrs. Humbers pet shop and he’s with a
bunch of other animals and what do you think he wants more than anything? Why
does he look so unhappy?
21. Beth: He wants a home, he wants a friend.
22. Me: He wants a home...
[I point to the picture]
23. Alice: Here he looks like a... he looks like a rabbit. He’s trying to be a rabbit.
24. Me: OH... O.K. so I think that he wants a home but you’re noticing that he’s
looking like...
25. Alice: A rabbit.
Text Practice
As the interaction began, I introduced what we would be reading and asked
students to take a walk (picture walk: Fountas & Pinnell, 1996) through the book (line 1).
As Beth looked around the room, she observed the two other reading groups engaged in
reading books and asked “Can we read” (line 2). I replied by telling her no, that I was
giving the group “ minute to talk a walk through” (line3). During this exchange, I was
controlling both the topic and the agenda as the dialogue began. Beth and I appeared have
somewhat competing agendas here since she wanted to start reading and I wanted her to
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do a picture walk before she started reading. The competing agendas experienced by Kate
and me in this interaction can be viewed as a pattern of power struggle that was present in
the classroom. This power struggle seemed to be related to a tension that existed between
who had control of making decisions about what and how students were engaged in
reading. This tension was noted during the initial phases of analysis and further
problematized in the microanalysis of critical moments in order to understand how this
contributed to the shaping of students’ literacy identities.
The decision to have students do a picture walk before reading the story was
intended to support students ability to construct meaning and activate their schema before
the initial reading phase since comprehension was viewed as a struggling point for this
group (field notes, September 28, 2001). According to Fountas and Pinnell (1996), an
introduction to a book is an extremely important support for helping children to
understand texts. Using pictures to support and scaffold predictions about the story line of
a text is a specific move to “increase the accessibility of a new text” (Fountas and Pinnell,
p. 137). Though this approach is typically enacted with younger readers, it was used as a
scaffold for meaning construction that I deemed appropriate since these students were
considered struggling in both comprehension and fluency and were reading below grade
level according to their DRA scores (field notes, October 2, 2001). By directing students
to initially construct meaning from pictures, I was supporting both the group as a whole
as well as each individual’s abilities within the group. Fountas and Pinnell (1996) also
say: “Obviously the book's level of support and challenge will not be the same even for
all children in one guided reading group. They bring different experiences to the book, so
they will search for meaning in different ways” (p. 136).
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As the interaction continued, I asked students to make predictions and tel! what
they thought might happen in the story (lines 4 and 5). As I questioned, I maintained
control of the topic and the agenda and Beth began to share responses that were
predictions about the story (line 6). I questioned her for clarification in line 7 and 9 and
she clarified both orally (line 8) and non-verbally by pointing to the picture of a dog on
the page following line 9. The exchange between Beth and I continued in the same
question-answer format (lines 10 and 11) until line 12 when there is a slight shift as I ask
another question. I did this in an attempt to engage other members of the group when I
said “Really, is that what you guys think”? I continued to specifically attempt to engage
Alice (line 13) “Is that what you thought? Alice? Is there anything you want to add to
that?. Though it is not clear why I specifically addressed Alice, I viewed this as an
inclusive attempt to actively bring others into the interaction. In line 16, all students
responded to my question “What does he do that’s bad?”(line 15). The remainder of the
interaction continued in a question and response format, which is different from other
I-R-E interactions that have been observed in this classroom because the questions are
more open-ended and do not result in an evaluation but rather in more questions in an
attempt to clarify student responses. In this way, though I controlled the topic and the
agenda because I initiated student responses (lines 5, 9, 12, 14 and 20), students were not
required to produce an anticipated response that could be evaluated as right or wrong.
Discourse Practice
This scene served as an example of the discourse of differentiated instruction as it
was enacted during this guided reading group. Within this discourse, students are
appropriately supported with a variety of instructional strategies that engage them in
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content (Brimjoin, 2005). The instructional strategies that were implemented during this
guided reading event were both supportive and inclusive (Tomlinson and Mctighe, 2006).
Specifically, engaging students in making predictions about their reading as part of a
book introduction was a supportive practice that is described by Fountas and Pinnell
(1996) as a feature of “guided participation” which includes “ tacit communication,
supportive structuring of novice’s efforts, and transferring responsibility for handling
skills to novices” (p.146). The discourse of differentiated instruction seemed to exist
simultaneously with the discourse of ed reform as Kate and I implemented practices that
were intended to support students and meet the needs of a diverse population of learners.
The co-existence of these two discourses often resulted in tensions as Kate and I both
worked to support our students and meet the demands of educational reform such as
improving students’ performance on the MCAS test.
As described in the context of the study, Kate and I drew on some of the elements
of guided reading (reading with students in small groups to support use of strategies and
meaning construction, reading teacher selected texts, considering student’s abilities to
read various levels of text) as discussed by Fountas and Pinnell (1996) in an effort to
differentiate instruction and support the diversity of abilities that were encountered at the
beginning of the school year (Field notes, September 28, 2001). Based on these beliefs,
the reading selection Who Wants Arthur, was made by me in an effort to choose a text
that would “offer an appropriate level of support but also include some challenges”
(Fountas and Pinnell, 1996). The idea of selecting texts for students in this manner is an
essential component of guided reading as defined by Fountas and Pinnell (1996) and “in
both the text selection and introduction, teachers support the novice’s efforts”(p.l46).
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This example illustrates differentiated instruction as a supportive and inclusive practice,
which at times could be observed within the classroom. At other times this discourse did
not seem to result in the enactment of supportive practices at all but rather appeared to be
subordinated by the discourse of ed reform and the desire to have students read accurately
and fluently at grade level.
The reading groups were positioned as the place where students could get the
instruction they needed to become successful readers, the example that follows
demonstrates the beliefs held by Kate about the necessity of having reading groups that
supported individual students’ needs. These beliefs often resulted in a tension that existed
between the teachers’ desire to meet individual students’ needs by having them read
supportive texts at an appropriate instructional level and the belief that the teachers in the
classroom needed to prepare the students for the upcoming MCAS test. In a conversation
with Kate, she describes what she believed students needed and tells how she believed
that should happen in the guided reading groups because it did not happen when they
read the anthology. For example: the following vignette occurred within a conversation
about the groups and illustrates Kate’s beliefs.
Me:

So you think our grouping is significant?

Kate:

Oh yeah, absolutely, absolutely...it’s not gonna happen, those kids are not
gonna get better without it.

Me:

What do they specifically gain from guided reading in your opinion?

Kate:

Because I think what happens after second grade is they're not actually
being actually taught the skill of what do you do when you come across a
word you don’t know in a small group and they need to keep hearing that
over and over again and the teacher needs to sit there and listen to them
and see what...what did they miss and o.k. now you need to go back and
you need to- ya know read the whole paragraph and they need that, they’re
not gonna do it on their own.
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Me:

So they need to have a discussion with the scaffolding going through to
really be able to understand the story to bring it to that next level and be
able to talk about it.

Kate:

Exactly, (informal taped conversation, 2001)

This vignette exemplifies the guided reading groups as a practice that was
intended to be supportive and inclusive within the discourse of differentiated instruction.
Kate believed that giving students an opportunity to have teachers listen to them read and
discuss what they were reading in small groups was necessary for their success as readers
and contrasted the instruction that could be given when they were only exposed to
anthology reading. For this reason, the reading groups were ideally meant to help
students feel successful and included as readers, however, there were times when those
intentions seemed to be compromised by competing discourses that were being drawn on
as the discourses of differentiated instruction and ed reform resulted in tensions between
what Kate and I believed students needed and the responsibility we felt to get them to
read effectively at grade level and to prepare them for the MCAS test. In this way, the
multiple discourses interacted in such a way that students’ literacy identities seemed to be
constrained by the competing discourses and the tensions between how the teachers
constructed the students’ identities and the identities students were constructing
themselves which are explored more deeply in the critical moments of chapter 5. The
following is an example of these competing discourses and the tensions that resulted.
This perspective on the discourses shifted the discourse of differentiated instruction from
being a discourse that promoted supportive and inclusive instruction to a discourse that
could be potentially marginalizing.
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Example Three: Competing Discourses
In the following transcript, the students with whom I regularly met and I were
engaged in a discussion about text levels. Beth initiated the interaction with me by
questioning me about the level of the book that we were reading. This topic had become a
common discussion topic within my group. Students seemed to pay a good deal of
attention to what members of this and other groups in the room were reading. Thus, the
theme of leveled books was a familiar discourse practice within the group.
1.

Marty: We’re on chapter 3.

2.

Beth: What level is this book?

3.

Me: Um what do you mean level?

4.

Me: Grade?

5.

Beth: Well what grade is it?

6.

Me: Well you’re in the fourth grade and we’re reading it now so I’m thinking, so
that’s probably what level it is.

7.

Alice: No she means...

8.

Me: (interrupting) It’s a level thirty

9.

Beth: Whoa!... is that the biggest book we’ve read?

10. Me: Well what do you mean by the biggest book we’ve read
11. Beth: The biggest level?
12. Me: The highest level?
13. Me: No, all the books we’ve read in the last couple of months are at this level.
14. Beth: Is that better?
15. Me: Better than what?
16. Beth: Better than before?
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17. Me: Before when you started out in the beginning of the year?
18. All: Yeah
19. Me: Well do you think it’s better?
20. All: Yeah, cuz we’re getting better at reading.
21. Me: Well o.k. then.
Text Practice
As soon as the group got going, Beth immediately posed the question “What level
is this book” (line 2). I questioned her about what she meant by level (line 3) and asked
“Grade?”(line 4). She responded with “well, what grade is it?” (line 5). I then tell her that
it is a fourth grade book since she is a fourth grader and is reading it (line 6), but Alice
chimes in to clarify that she is not really asking about the grade the book is related to and
she in doing so also resisted my initial explanation by saying: “ No she means”... (line
7). I realized what Alice was getting at and that she was not going to accept my attempts
to pacify them with the previous response in line 6 so, I finally just tell them “ It’s a level
thirty” (line 8). Beth’s response: “Whoa!...is that the biggest book we’ve read”(line 9)
indicated that she is both surprised by the level (which she doesn’t understand from a text
gradient perspective) that I’ve revealed and wants to know if it’s the “biggest book”
which would seem to refer to the actual size. It appeared however, after I asked for
clarification (line 10) that she means the highest level: “the biggest level” (line 11). I
clarified by saying “the highest level?” (line 12) and then explained: “No, all the books
we’ve read in the last couple of months are at this level” (line 13).
In this exchange, both Beth and I are drawing on the belief that the text level was
significant when thinking about who students’ were as literate members of the group.
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The belief that a reading level is significant can be linked to both of the larger
institutional discourses, educational reform and differentiated instruction. First, this belief
can be directly correlated to the legislation of No Child Left Behind and the Reading First
initiative, which states: “The Administration is committed to ensuring that every child
can read by the third grade” (http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/reports/no-child-leftbehind.html#3). The assignment of a grade level (third grade reading level) as a
benchmark for considering students as readers or not is a clear example of how this
discourse positions students who are reading below this grade level by third grade or after
as unsuccessful and incapable. Secondly, this belief can also be correlated to the
discourse of differentiated instruction since the correlation of a level, places emphasis on
making instructional decisions that support individual students. For example, Kate and I
administered the DRA in order to group students into reading groups that would allow us
to read with them at an appropriate instructional level (Field notes, September 28 &
October 2, 2007). This practice is supported by Fountas and Pinnell’s (1996) model of
guided reading and is intended to group students in a manner that supports their
instructional needs for reading.
Discourse Practice
Kate and I drew on the discourse of differentiated instruction as we split students
up into three groups for “guided reading”. Guided Reading according to Fountas and
Pinnell (1996), “gives the children opportunity to develop as individual readers while
participating in a socially supported activity”(p.l). Within Fountas and Pinnell’s model of
guided reading, all readers have opportunities to read and grouping is not based on a
fixed idea that all underachievers should be in the low reading group, but rather on the
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notion that readers should be combined according to their reading level and supported
through a scaffolded approach by the teacher to “give individual readers the opportunity
to develop reading strategies so that they can read increasingly difficult texts
independently”(Fountas and Pinnell, 1996, p. 1). The role of the teacher is extremely
important to the success of this model of guided reading since it is the teacher who selects
the texts in an effort to match text and reading level with the intended result that all
students may move toward becoming independent, proficient readers (Fountas and
Pinnell, 1996). Kate and I drew on these beliefs in terms of supporting students with
teacher selected texts and working with them in small groups according to their reading
level (independent= above grade level, transitional=at grade level, intervention= below
grade level), which was initially determined by their DRA (Developmental Reading
Assessment) results (Field notes, September 28, 2001). The groups, however, were not
“flexible” as Fountas and PinnelFs model suggests. Instead, these groups were more
consistent with fixed ability groups since no movement between groups was observed
throughout the year.
Within this context, the discourse of differentiated instruction as it has been made
visible within this event was also competing with the discourse of education reform as the
notion of levels is implied in both discourses and since a case can be made that beliefs
from both perspectives contributed to the subject positions that were made available. This
example portrays the belief that literacy achievement as it is equated with a particular
reading group can be viewed as both supportive and limiting. A level 30 in this case, is
correlated back to the DRA levels, which are in fact determined by a gradient of text
difficulty and which have a direct correlation to grade levels. According to the DRA, a
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level 30 is equivalent to a reading level at the beginning of third grade (Beaver, J., 1997).
Since these students are in fourth grade and the legislation of NCLB clearly determines
that all students should be reading by third grade, we can infer that somehow these
students are not considered successfully literate within this discourse. In this way, we are
able to see the belief that literacy as determined by a reading group in this culture instead
if operating as a discursive practice that is supportive and inclusive, may actually limit
opportunities for the construction of successful, student literacy identities.
Book choice and reading level as they related to the discursive practice of reading
groups within this community were intertextually and intercontextually linked in that
they “draw upon the orders of discourse” (Fairclough, 1995, p. 188) which situate them
culturally within the context of classroom literacy practices and also because they could
be viewed within the analysis of multiple texts (i.e. conversational) and contextually
(across events) (Bloome et al., 2005). These constructs were of particular importance
because they signified ways that students were identified and identified themselves as
literacy learners. In Bloome (1989), Borko and Eisenhart referred to reading groups as
“closed literacy communities” ( p. 109). They argued “literacy can be the primary aspect
of distinctiveness between reading groups and therefore the primary barrier to movement
between communities” (Borko & Eisenhart, 1989, p. 108). Literacy as it is determined
by a reading group in this classroom is linked to the notion that students have “a
consistent set of functions of literacy and a single set of criteria for success in literacy”
(Borko & Eisenhart, 1989, p. 108).
The students in this group were considered to be reading below grade level and did
not move “flexibly” among groups as suggested by Fountas and Pinell’s model of guided
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reading. This may have resulted from the criteria set forth in the discourse of education
reform, that students should be reading on grade level by third grade, which defined what
counted as literacy in this classroom. Both students reading level and texts read that were
read in the group contributed to the shaping of literacy identities and were significant
discourse practices in this culture.
In the remainder of the transcript, Beth, equated her identity to the level I tell her she
is reading even though in reality she has no knowledge of the specific grade level that a
“level 30“ (line8) signified. In lines 14-21, Beth probed me to define what reading at a
level 30 actually meant in terms of her identity. Then, she continued in the following
section of the transcript:
22. Beth: Is that better?
23. Me: Better than what?
24. Beth: Better than before?
25. Me: Before when you started out in the beginning of the year?
26. All: Yeah
27. Me: Well do you think it’s better?
28. All: Yeah, cuz we’re getting better at reading.
29. Me: Well o.k. then.
The fact that I knew and previously stated what the text level was indicated that I was
aware of how it fit into a larger system of leveling (grade 3 according to the DRA), which
also implied that I placed at least some significance on the level itself. Beth seemed to
make the connection that somehow reading achievement in this group and in the larger
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class was connected to the level students were reading and in this way it contributed to
the construction of her literacy identity as well as others in the class.
As Beth (lines 2,5,9,11) and Alice (line 7), tried to make sense of how what they
read fit in with who they were as literacy learners in this community, they at times, drew
on the beliefs within the discourse of education reform in the same way that Kate and I
did when we constructed the reading groups and at other times, resisted this construction
of their identity. We might infer from this that Alice and Beth had similar experiences in
their schooled histories, which informed the belief that reading groups and text levels
determined what counted as literacy but within this context also resisted these beliefs. In
this way, the students could be seen constructing multiple, concurrent and often
conflicting subjectivities that were both aligned with and resisted the dominant discourses
of the classroom.
For Beth and for all the students, the level they were reading, which was different
from the level they were reading previously in the year (lines 22-25), indicated that they
were doing “better than before”. Though, I was reluctant to explicitly tell them what the
level meant (line 27), it was implied by me, when I confirmed, in lines 23-25 that if
students thought they were getting better at reading, then they were, “well, o.k. then”
(line 25). Inherent in this interaction is the notion that if students were constructing
themselves as “better than before” then they also understood that where they were
“before” was a less desirable position. Students were positioned in correlation to the level
that they were reading so then students’ literacy identities were, at least in part,
determined by a level and by their reading group.
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This interaction highlights the view that part of what defined literacy in this
classroom was the level of text that was read and the reading group that students were
members of. It also highlights that the competing discourses of education reform and
differentiation resulted in constructing limited subject positions for students to take up
within which they could be considered successful and also in the subordination of the
discourse of differentiated instruction. The ideologies described in these interactions and
other beliefs within the dominant discourses of education reform and the discourse of
differentiated instruction as well as the subject positions that are associated with them
will be demonstrated and discussed further through the microanalysis of five critical
moments and 2 contrasting cases that are presented in chapter 5.

Summary of the Chapter
This chapter describes the literacy events and discursive practices that comprised
the context of the study. The literacy practices of skills lessons, reading anthology,
guided reading, and assessment practices related to the official literacy curriculum are
described in detail and contextualize the majority of literacy instruction that I observed
and participated in during this study. These practices, which were observed during
various literacy events, were revealed through ethnographic interpretation and the
interactions that took place within the literacy events became the focus of the critical
discourse analysis within the study. These practices also revealed specific institutional
discourses that were being drawn on and through a recursive process of data analysis are
described within this chapter to further contextualize the 5 critical moments and 2
contrasting cases that comprise the major findings of this study in chapter 5.
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The major institutional discourses that were revealed within classroom literacy
practices were the discourse of education reform and the discourse of differentiated
instruction. Both discourses were found to be interdiscursively linked which at times
caused them to compete within the literacy events of this study. The discourse of
differential instruction seemed, at times, to be subordinate to the discourse of education
reform especially as students were instructed in reading groups and assigned to read
leveled texts. These discourses and the nature of how students constructed multiple
subjectivities is further problematized within the critical moments and contrasting cases
in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
CRITICAL MOMENTS: THE INTERPLAY BETWEEN DISCURSIVE
PRACTICES AND STUDENT LITERACY IDENTITIES
Introduction
In this chapter, I describe five “critical moments” and two contrasting cases to
demonstrate how students’ literacy identities were constructed within and in relation to
the discursive literacy practices in the classroom. In these moments, I will make visible
the ways in which teacher-student interactions and student-student interactions within
literacy events revealed shifting subjectivities and power as a process (Bloome, 2005, p.
162 - 163). From this perspective of power, students took up and resisted multiple and
shifting subject positions made available through discursive literacy practices and these
had a significant impact on the construction of their identities as literate members of this
classroom community. Interactions within these events provide evidence of both student
and teacher subjectivities as they were made visible within teacher-student and studentstudent interactions. The analysis of these critical moments will foreground the basis for a
discussion of individual student identities and the social and political effects of discursive
literacy practices within the official literacy curriculum.
The findings within this chapter resulted from the recursive process of data
analysis that was conducted during this study since the interactions themselves are
situated within the discursive literacy practices of the classroom and within the dominant
discourses and subject positions that have been made visible through microanalysis. All
of the findings are intertextually linked as they are related by genre, intercontextually
linked by the analysis of similar events, and interdiscursively linked by their relationship
to each other and to the institutional discourses (Bloome et al., 2005; Fairclough, 1992,
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1995). A demonstration of these findings through the examination of critical moments
provides a basis for answering both research questions and for a discussion of the
implications of this study.
Identifying the Critical Moments
To identify the ‘critical moments’ or ‘cruces’ (Fairclough, 1992, p. 230) during
literacy events, I analyzed moments where students took an oppositional stance to the
discursive practices of the classroom or to teacher authority, as they were made visible
through linguistic or behavioral interactions. These instances are noteworthy as they
appear in contrast to the naturalized practices of patterned classroom interactions, and
caught my attention since they have a significant impact on the construction of students’
literacy identities. “Such moments of crisis make visible aspects of practices which might
normally be naturalized, and therefore difficult to notice; but they also show change in
process, the actual ways in which people deal with the problematization of practices”
(Fairclough, 1992, p. 230).
The naturalized practices in this fourth grade classroom portrayed themselves as
students and teachers participating within the discursive practices of the classroom, as
outlined in chapter 4. Both teachers and students drew upon their historical and
contextual knowledge of similar events within the institution of school to define their
roles and participation within the culture. For example, the following transcript of a
spelling lesson illustrates what might be considered a typical I-R-E interaction during a
whole group skills lesson (Excerpt from videotape transcript November 14, 2001):
1. Kate: O.K.- Take out your spelling notebooks
2. Kate: Can anybody tell me what makes the sound of ow (spelled ou)?
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3. Kate: Jeremy [calls on Jeremy who is raising his hand]
4. Jeremy: O U
5. Kate: Great- O U [writes it on the board]
6. Kate: Can anyone tell me how to pronounce this word? [writes cloud]
7. Kate: Roberta [calls on Roberta who is raising her hand
8. Roberta: Cloud [pronounces correctly]
9. Kate: cloud- good.
10. Kate: Another one [writes the word bounce]

This interaction continues on for several more examples before its closure where Kate
tells students to tear out a LAB book page and complete it for homework.
This example of an I-R-E pattern (Cazden, 2001) was a typical pattern of
interaction that I observed during whole class skills lessons. Most of the time students
followed along as expected and gave a response that the teacher either confirmed or
corrected as she evaluated the response before moving on to another student and another
example. There were however, instances where students resisted the practices and the
teacher’s authority for what was expected with regard to classroom literacy practices. For
example: Students openly resisted both the teacher’s construction of them as struggling
literacy learners based on their assigned reading groups and the teacher chosen texts they
were expected to read which was very evident during small group guided reading
instruction. The following transcript is an example. This transcript took place as we were
finishing up a reading group and I was getting ready to leave the room. I was packing up
my materials to take with me when Beth and Alicia began questioning me
(Reconstruction from Fieldnotes 12/5/2001):
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1.

Beth and Alice: Miss Abodeeb

2.

Me: Yes

3.

Beth: When are we going to move?

4.

Me: Move where?

5.

Alice: To the next group?

6.

Me: What do you mean?

7.

Me: Why do you want to move?

8.

Beth: We want to read harder books

9.

Me: Each book we read is a little bit harder than the last one that we read

10. Alice: It doesn’t seem like it.
11. Me: I need to leave but we are going to read a non-fiction book next. Does
that sound like something you want to read?
12. Beth: (smiles) O.K.
13. Alice: (shrugs) O.K.
This transcript is an example of the students’ resistance to the discursive practices
that were made visible within the reading groups. The girls’ resistance disrupted the
beliefs that both Kate and I drew on for grouping students (according to achievement)
and assigning teacher selected texts (leveled texts). It was also an example of the
discourses students drew on to identify what was significant relative to the construction
of their literacy identities. For Alice and Beth, membership in groups (lines 3 and 5) and
the texts that students’ read (lines 8, 10) acted as capital within the classroom and in part
defined what counted as literacy. The notion of literacy as cultural capital or
“commodity” is explained by Gee (1996):
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Literacy is measured out and quantified like time, work and money. We get
“reading levels”, “graded texts”, “levels of literacy”. We match jobs with “literacy
skills” and skills with “economic needs”. Literacy, thus, becomes itself
intertranslatable with time, work, and money, part of the economy (p. 123).
At times, disruptions like this one caused a clash as students’ identities bumped up
against the discourses and naturalized literacy practices in the classroom such as the texts
that students read and assigned reading groups. Students took up multiple, concurrent and
conflicting identities as they participated in or resisted the classroom discourses that were
inherent in the practices and subsequent ideologies inscribed in them as when Alice said
“It doesn't seem like it” (line 10).
As stated in the methodology chapter, I draw on Fairclough’s (1992, 1995) three
dimensional framework for analyzing discourse and strongly focus on the third part of
this model, discourse as a social practice, which draws on beliefs about social meanings
and ideologies as they are linked to power and institutions. The purpose of CDA for the
analysis of critical moments as I have used it, is to analyze “language beyond the
sentence for meaning in relation to power” (Rogers, 2004, p. 97). In order to make
visible the implied social meanings and inherent ideologies of discourse as they relate to
the construction of identity, I first analyzed text practice to deconstruct the moment by
moment interactions and then discourse practice with a focus on the interdiscursivity of
common themes that relate to discourse as a social practice and it’s implications
(Fairclough, 1992, 1995).
Consider, for example, classrooms in which reading achievement is evaluated by
students demonstrating achievement on a predetermined set of hierarchically ordered
skills. From a power-as-product model, a student who is progressing through various
skills may be viewed as gaining “power” - skills that are transformed into social status
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(through report card grades, awards, etc.) and economic access (through admission to
educational opportunities that lead to higher paying jobs). However, it is the structuring
of reading into a set of hierarchical skills, and the institutional mechanisms of assessing
those skills, that provides the “power by defining who is who (good reader vs. bad
reader), and how cultural capital (reading skills) can be transformed into symbolic status
(e.g. designations that range from valedictorian to high school graduate) and economic
status (access to higher paying jobs; see Bloome & Carter, 2001)” (Bloome et al., 2005,
p. 162- 163).
Contained in the “critical moments”, are instances where students resisted
perceptions of power and the ideologies inherent in the classroom discourses as they
negotiated their literacy identities. This resistance is potentially significant because it
portrays students, who are considered unsuccessfully literate as having a sense of agency,
which motivates them to strategically seek out capital or ways to be considered literate
within discursive practices that may inherently be exclusive and limit possibilities for
students to obtain power or capital. A sense of agency as defined by Johnston (2004)
promotes the belief that if students “act, and act strategically, they can accomplish their
goals” (p. 29). If examined carefully by educators, this view might lead to a
reconsideration of many dominant literacy practices that would then open up possibilities
for students to construct successful literacy identities and create opportunities rather than
limit the potential for students to become and be seen as successfully literate.
The examination of the five critical moments and two contrasting cases in the
following section will further unpack how students and teachers negotiated their literacy
identities and socially constructed meanings within and among discursive literacy events.
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I describe 5 critical moments in order to highlight how the negotiation of literacy
identities in this classroom impacted three focal students as literate members of the
community and to show how tensions related to the negotiation of identities revealed
students as agentic in the construction of their literacy identities as they resisted their
teacher constructed identities and the positions made available by the dominant
institutional discourse of education reform. I also describe two contrasting cases that
show how students independently drew on the same discourses when they were not
interacting with the teachers in the classroom as when they were. These two interactions
help support the idea that students’ sense of agency acted both in resistance to the
teachers’ authority and also independently (when the teachers were not present), to
motivate the students’ construction of literacy identities as they worked agentically to
represent themselves as capable members of the community and actively sought out ways
to obtain capital as literate consumers.

Critical Moment 1:

“It’s Only a Pretest”... “I Got Them All Wrong!”
November 26, 2001

This critical moment occurred in November, right after Thanksgiving break. In
the following excerpt, Kate, the classroom teacher, was giving a spelling pretest in order
for students to compile their spelling word lists to be memorized for the week and tested
on Friday. The class was set up in what might be considered a ‘traditional’ fashion with
the teacher at the head of the class and all the students sitting in desks that faced the
chalkboard and the teacher. In this event, Kate first reviewed the “aw” sound by
discussing the vowel combination of aw. Students were expected to recall from previous
lessons which vowel combination would produce the aw sound as in hawk and reproduce
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that information out of context before moving on to the spelling pre test. At the beginning
of the lesson, the teacher reviewed the format for spelling tests “take out your spelling
notebooks and fold your paper in half." After the teacher reviewed the format for the
pretest, she began to review the vowel combination aw, which all of the words on the
pretest would focus on. After the review, Kate moved on to tell students how many
answers they should have correct in order to fall in the “statistically average” range for a
fourth grader.
The transcript of this event focuses primarily on the teacher’s interaction with
Charlie, a South Korean second language learner who was identified as a struggling
reader in this classroom. Charlie appeared to be having some difficulty with this isolated
skill before, during, and after the pretest begins. He was identified as a significantly
struggling literacy learner in this classroom and the teacher had been waiting for
notification that he had been accepted into Special Education, which would result in him
being removed from the classroom during the language arts period. In the interim, Carol,
a Para-educator, was assigned to Charlie and was seated next to him during the lesson.
Though all of the students in the class were taking the pretest together, the teacher had
several individual interactions with Charlie. The interaction between Kate and Charlie
resulted in Charlie being positioned by Kate as unsuccessful and not competent with
regard to his knowledge of aw words. This interaction demonstrated that there was an
expectation that everyone needed to learn the same skills and be able to demonstrate
competency of skills in the same way. More specifically it promoted a ‘one size fits all'
approach since there appeared to be no significant way that instruction was differentiated
within the large group.
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What triggered the critical moment in this event was Charlie’s reaction to Kate’s
criteria for what constituted an “average fourth grader”. Kate appeared promote the belief
that literacy was something that could be decontextually measured when she explained
that an average fourth grader should have gotten four right on this pretest. Charlie
responded with distress when he got them all wrong (correct word spellings) and Kate
tried to reassure him. This prompted a moment of tension between Charlie and Kate who
overheard him.
Kate stands in front of the class with her back to the chalkboard board, students are
sitting in horizontal rows facing the board
1.

Kate: O.K.-1 would like you to take out your spelling notebooks for me.

2.

Kate: Please take out your spelling notebooks and we’re going to have the pretest.

3.

Kate: Fold the page in half and number to 15.

4.

Kate: What are the sounds we can put together to make the aw sound?

5.

Kate: (calls on Charlie who is raising his hand) Charlie

6.

Charlie: Um.OW

7.

Kate: Not O W, something W

[Charlie looks down at his desk, does not make eye contact or raise his hand.]
8.

Other students: [excitedly shouting out] AW

9.

Kate: AW... another one.

10. Kate: Remember this is a pretest
[She moves on with number one and calls it out for students to write down in
notebooks. She is walking around the room as she continues, glancing at their
notebooks as they write their answers.]
11. Kate: You should statistically, we’ve talked about statistics and probability before
12. Kate: You...out of the 15, the average 4th grader should only get 4 right
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13. Kate: So if you do better than 4 than you’re better than the average fourth
grader...
14. Kate: Number two. Hawk... (Looks at Charlie, he looks up at Kate as she repeats)
HAWK, HAWK
15. Kate: (observes Charlie not writing anything and looking down) Do the best you
can Charlie...try one of the beginning sounds and one of these combinations in it.
[She points to the chalk board where vowel combinations aw and ow are written]
16. Kate: (Stops at Alice’s desk.) It’s got to be one of these combinations up here
Alice... (she points to the board) ...FAWN, FAWN (Alice looks up at the chalk
board then back down at her paper and is erasing then writing)
17. Kate: This week’s words are more difficult than usual.
18. Kate: We’ll have to spend some time working with these words.
19. Kate: The next five are a little harder.
[Kate goes on giving the list of words until the list of 15 words is completed on the
students papers]
20. Kate: O.K.- Not the easiest.
21. Kate: So I will know if you don’t study because you won’t get a good score.
22. Charlie: I got them all wrong. (Says to Carol-para educator assigned to support
him in class seems upset)
23. Carol: That’s alright.
[Over hears Charlie talking to Carol and also can hear some other students like Alice
mumbling in distress over how many they did not get correct]
24. Kate: It’s a Pretest.
25. Kate: I would have guessed that most of you should have gotten three of them
right.
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Text Practice
In this scene, Kate began the interaction with all the students by highlighting what
might be considered a standard practice for giving a spelling pretest. “Please take out
your spelling notebooks and we’re going to have the pretest.” She begins by giving
specific directions: “Fold the page in half and number to fifteen” (lines 2 and 3). In these
two lines she is acting as the teacher and engaging the students as though they already
knew what to do and understood the genre of a spelling pretest so were able to draw on
past experiences to inform their interactions in this event. In the next several lines, Kate
attempted to activate students’ prior knowledge about the letter sound combination of aw
to prepare them for the pretest. She called on and initiated a response from Charlie, a
South Korean student who had been identified as a struggling reader and referred for
special education, when he raised his hand. “What are the sounds we can put together to
make the aw sound?” “Charlie?” (lines 4 and 5). Kate was controlling both the topic
(sound of aw) and the agenda (review of skill) of this interaction as she moved students
through the review of aw. In the next part of the interaction between Kate and Charlie,
he struggled to come up with the sound and said “um...ow” (line 6). Kate responded to
his incorrect attempt by giving him a second chance with a new prompt “Not ow,
something w?” (line 7). She maintained interactional control through an I-R-E pattern of
interaction, which is further demonstrated in lines 8 and 9. Kate’s focus stays on Charlie
but at this point the rest of the students chimed in and yelled out “aw” (line 8) in an
attempt to show that they, in fact, knew the correct answer which elicited an
acknowledgement of the correct answer (Response and evaluation) from Kate at which
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point she moved on without acknowledging Charlie again “aw, another one” (line 9). As
Kate moved on with the pretest, she responded to the answers students were giving or to
their body language or to some other signal she picked up when she said “remember it’s
only a pretest” (line 10). One might infer from her use of the term pretest that she was
attempting to reassure students that this test didn't officially count and that there would
be another one coming that did count. By reminding students of the theme, “it’s a
pretest” (line 10), she was also reminding them of her agenda which was to give them a
pretest that checked in about their knowledge of the sound of aw.
Discourse Practice
This scene highlighted that Kate was in charge and was drawing on the belief that
learning is teacher centered as she faced her students as a whole class and lead them by
engaging them in a typical I-R-E pattern at the beginning of the event. In doing so she
asked a “display question to which she already knew the answer” (Cazden, 2001, p.46).
This method of interacting can also be seen as adapting a teacher-centered lecture into a
dialogue format (Cazden, 2001) meant to keep students engaged while information is
being conveyed.
4. Kate: What are the sounds we can put together to make the aw sound?
5. Kate: Charlie [raises his hand and Kate calls on him.]
6. Charlie: Um...O W.
7. Kate: Not O W, something W.
8. Other students: [call out] AW
9.

Kate: AW...Another one
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During this interaction, Kate was also drawing on the notion that literacy is autonomous
as defined by Brian Street (1995), which treats literacy as a set of decontextualized skills.
This assumption is based on the observation that students were being asked to
demonstrate their knowledge of the isolated letter- sound skill of aw as the event began.
Within this interaction, Kate asserted herself as the authority who controlled the topic and
the agenda and knew the information she wanted students to demonstrate. She also acted
as the evaluator of student’s knowledge, which was enacted when she evaluated their
responses and either accepted or corrected them as shown (lines 4-9).
The position that literacy is an autonomous entity, decontextually situated within
a teacher-centered interaction is illustrative of the discourse of educational reform,
specifically the Reading First initiative under NCLB. “Reading First specifies that
teachers' classroom instructional decisions must be informed by scientifically based
reading research. Through Reading First funds, grants will be available for state and local
programs in which students are systematically and explicitly taught five key early reading
skills” (http://www.ed.Rov/proRrams/readingfirst/faq.html). Brian Camboume (2002),
defines explicit teaching as “the practice of deliberately demonstrating and bringing to
the learners’ conscious awareness those covert and invisible processes, understanding,
knowledge, and skills over which they need to get control if they are to become effective
readers” (p.219). In this moment, Kate is providing explicit skills instruction for what has
been constructed as a necessary skill for being a proficient speller. Camboume (2002)
also defined “systematic instruction as that which is based on proactive rational planning”
(p. 220). Kate has clearly planned ahead for this lesson, making clear decisions about
what she believes students need to know to be successfully literate. In this event,
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knowledge of the aw spelling pattern is what counted as literacy. This idea is problematic
because both Kate's planning and implementation of the lesson demonstrate that she
values a ‘one size fits all' approach in this event, which limited possibilities for Charlie
and others to be considered successfully literate without mastery of this discreet skill.
Text Practice
As the interaction continued, in the following several lines, there was a shift in the
theme of the interaction when Kate moved into a statistical discussion of what an average
fourth grader should know by drawing on some statistical information she had about what
fourth graders should be able to spell. She used quantifying statements that positioned
students as statistics: “you should statistically, we’ve talked about statistics and
probability before”... “you...out of the 15, the average 4lh grader should only get 4
right”... “so if you do better than 4 than you’re better than the average fourth grader”
(lines 11-13). In the preceding lines, Kate clearly conveyed her beliefs about what her
expectations were for all students through her shift in theme (statistical analysis of how
many students should have correct) and her use of key words such as “should only”
“average fourth grader” and “better than” (lines 11-13). The use of these key words
positioned those who got at least 4 correct as being “average” or “better” and those who
did not as being “less than average”. Students’ possibilities to be considered successfully
literate were limited in this event since students could not move into positions that
aligned them with Kate’s expectations. Within this interaction, Kate clearly defined what
counted as literacy by both controlling the topic and the agenda and through her use of
key words.
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Kate moved on with the pretest and as she called out the second word on the
pretest, once again acknowledged Charlie who looked as though he was struggling
(shifting in his seat, looking up at the board and back down and not writing). Kate
pointed to the board and said: “Do the best you can Charlie...try one of the beginning
sounds and one of these combinations in it” (line 15). During this interaction, Kate
indicated that she knew Charlie was struggling and didn’t know the answer so directed
him in a sense to make a “guess” (using the information she has written on the board
during the review so that he could move on with the pretest). The effort here was to
pacify Charlie rather than assist him at this point since no further questioning was done
and since the use of the words “do the best you can” implied that she did not think he had
the knowledge necessary to answer correctly. It was also interesting to note that Carol,
the paraprofessional who was assigned to assist Charlie, sat quietly next to him without
making any moves to intervene or assist him. Carol also deferred to Kate’s authority in
this event and her silence implied that she too aligned with the discourse of education
reform, which positioned Charlie as incapable (without knowing the sound of aw) even
though she was supposed to be there to help him and even though Kate stated, “this is a
pretest” (line 10) several times. Both the students’ mechanical responses within the I-R-E
pattern of interaction (lines 3-9) and Carol’s demeanor (lack of participation) signaled
that this was a teacher-directed interaction with Kate as the sole authority. This also
demonstrated by both interactional control of the topic (the sound of aw) and agenda
(skill review and spelling pretest) (lines 3-10) and through her use of key words that Kate
determined what counted as literacy in this event (lines 11-15). As the pretest came to an
end, Kate told the students she expected them to have to study in order to get a good
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grade on the test since the words were more difficult than usual. “O.K.- Not the easiest.”
"So I will know if you don't study because you won't get a good score” (lines 20 and 21).
She once again shifted the theme to studying for the test with a focus on the difficulty of
the words. Her shift to the theme of studying for the test conveyed the belief that Kate
valued the information that the spelling test would give her about each student - whether
he or she was successful in his or her knowledge (by the number they answer correctly)
of aw words.
Discourse Practice
In addition to the beliefs that literacy is autonomous and teacher centered which
Kate continued to draw on throughout the event, she drew on the belief that literacy
achievement can be evaluated with decontextualized measures that signify what counted
as literacy and who was literate. So in this event, what counted as literacy was getting at
least 4 right on a spelling pretest and being able to accurately demonstrate knowledge of
the letter sound combination aw. Kate demonstrated this belief when she moved into a
discussion of statistical analysis where she revealed her expectations for student
performance (lines 11-13). The ability to demonstrate knowledge of this letter sound
combination through spelling words was also linked to the official literacy curriculum,
which Kate was positioned by when she implemented the spelling pretest to determine if
students could spell these words correctly.
11. Kate: (after pretest begins) Remember this is a pretest, you should
Statistically, we’ve talked about statistics and probability before.
12. Kate: you, out of the 15, the average 4Ih grader should only get 4 right
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13. Kate: So if you do better than 4 than you’re better than the average fourth
grader...
In this brief monologue, Kate positioned herself as a monitor of student achievement. She
drew heavily on the belief that students should be able to demonstrate their knowledge of
the aw combination by getting at least 4 correct on this pretest. The pretest positioned
students as either statistically average or not, which had implications for whether or not
they would be considered average fourth graders. The only available positions for
students to take up in regard to Kate’s expectations were at, above, or below grade level.
The belief that literacy was determined by a students’ achievement on a test is illustrated
by Bloome (1994), who stated:
The equation of achievement with assessment is understood by students. It is
something they learn as part of learning what school is about. And as students
progress through the grades, the importance of equating achievement with
assessment becomes more obvious and profound. By the time students reach the
upper elementary, junior high and senior high grades, they are likely to orient
their academic behavior to assessment rather than learning, inquiry, curiosity, or
academic substance (p. 58).
Within this belief, students were assessed as literacy learners on areas of the official
literacy curriculum that were correlated to state and district standards (such as spelling
tests that evaluate students’ knowledge of letter sound relationships). The students in
Kate’s class were required to perform proficiently on both formal (standardized,
curriculum based, and teacher made tests) and informal (questions, homework
assignments and class assignments) measures of literacy achievement (curriculum and
assessment memo-constructed from field notes). In many ways, these assessments, such
as the spelling pretest, defined who they were as literate members of the classroom and
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were linked to the construction of literacy identities as students learned what counted and
what didn’t count as literacy.
The beliefs that Kate drew on within the discourse of education reform,
particularly that literacy is equated to achievement on a test and also that autonomous
skills are among the privileged curriculum that should be tested and that reveal
significant information about students literacy identities, are conveyed again in lines 2025:
20. Kate: O.K.- Not the easiest.
21. Kate: So I will know if you don't study because you won’t get a good
score.
22. Charlie: (to Carol) I got them all wrong.
23. Carol: That’s alright
24. Kate: (Overhears)... it’s a pretest!
25. Kate: I would have guessed that most of you should have gotten three
of them right.
As demonstrated by Kate’s focus on “good scores”(line 21), she again acted as monitor
of student achievement, while drawing on the discourse of education reform and the
belief that literacy can be evaluated statistically (by a good score). This belief is
illustrated in the following quote taken from the Whitehouse website that outlines the
framework for the implementation of No Child Left Behind. “Schools must have clear,
measurable goals focused on basic skills and essential knowledge. Requiring annual state
assessments in math and reading in grades 3-8 will ensure that the goals are being met for
every child, every year”, (http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/reports/no-child-leftbehind.html). The belief that literacy achievement can be successfully measured and
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reported statistically is a major focus and inherent ideology of NCLB and the discourse of
education reform.
The equation of achievement with statistics also contributed to a culture of
competition since, students understood that they were either able to meet the criteria for
success (spelling at least 4 correctly) or that they were not. Varenne and McDermott
(1999) qualify competition in the culture of American education:
The measurement of individuals in competition with other individuals is an
essential part of life in American culture. It is a source of entertainment on
television quiz shows and sporting events, but mostly it is a source of worry,
particularly around everything that has to do with schooling, most particularly at
times of major transition, from entry into preschool to the search for a “top”
graduate or professional school sixteen years later. At its best, competition allows
people to perform at an intense level before winners and losers take their crowns
only long enough to begin the next game. At its worst, competition produces
losers who are then pushed out of the game. (p. xi-xii).
Within this event, both the way that Kate determined what counted as literacy with her
discussion of statistical criteria and the mastery of autonomous skills, laid out within the
official literacy curriculum, created a culture where competition among students
represented access to who was considered successfully literate. This idea was significant
to how students constructed their own literacy identities and the identities of other
members of the community.
Text Practice
As the event came to conclusion, Charlie completed the pretest and went over his
words, he was distressed when he turned to Carol, his para, and stated: “I got them all
wrong” (line 22). In this line, Charlie momentarily takes control of the topic and the
agenda and in doing so, resisted what counted as literacy as Kate had previously defined.
The only available positions made visible by Kate’s expectations constructed Charlie as
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other than the average fourth grader (outside the group, less than average), since he got
them “all wrong" (line 22). Charlie clearly understood this construction of his identity (as
demonstrated by his distressed tone) and seemed to be asking what that meant for him in
what might be considered an agentic move as he resisted the available positions of
unsuccessful and less than average that were made available by Kate. As the event
closed, Kate responded to Charlie’s distress and once again repeated, “it’s a pretest" (line
24). Kate’s response might be inferred as reassuring or even pacifying in that she
attempted to relieve Charlie’s distress. This is problematic however, since she does not
make any other attempts to provide further instruction for him. In the last line, she again
conveyed her beliefs about what counted as literacy based on the number students had
correct on the pretest. “I would have guessed most of you should have gotten three of
them right’’ (line 25). Her return to the topic of statistics again left Charlie and anyone
else who had less than three correct as outside the group and unable to meet both her
expectations and the expectations for an average fourth grader. Contained in this phrase
was also the idea that she did not have the same expectations for all of her students since
she used the quantifying key word “most” rather than all when relaying whom she
thought would have been able to achieve the goal.
Discourse Practice
Charlie’s distressed response “ I got them all wrong” (line 22) elicited responses
from both Carol, his para and Kate that seemed to be intended to pacify him “That’s
alright” (line 23) and “It’s a pretest!” (line 24), once again demonstrating that they
probably did not expect him to be able to achieve the goal of at least 4 correct. In
addition, they pacified him, rather than sought to find out what exactly might help him
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understand the concept better, which further limited his opportunity to gain competency
within the larger class. When followed up by the next line “I would have guessed that
most of you should have gotten three of them correct” (line 25), Kate implied that she
thought most of the students were below the expectations for an average fourth grader.
Though Kate’s attempts to pacify Charlie put off an actual evaluation of his abilities for
the moment, Charlie and others who did not meet the statistical achievements set forth by
Kate were left outside the group without further possibilities for achieving or
understanding since Kate determined what counted as literacy. Disruptions to Kate’s
control of the agenda caused a moment of tension between Kate and Charlie since it
challenged the authority Kate took up in a traditional teacher role where institutional
power was assigned to her. Kate routinely assumed this position of assigned power to
both gain control of interactions and to convey her “teacher” agenda within the literacy
practices of the classroom (Giroux, 1997).
Despite Charlie’s protest that he’d gotten them all wrong, Kate authoritatively
determined what counted as literacy when she stated: “You...out of the 15, the average
4th grader should only get 4 right” and then went on to say later in the event, in response
to Charlie’s distress, “It’s a pretest” and “I would have guessed most of you should have
gotten three of them right. Invoking her authority, she pacified Charlie by telling him it
was only a pretest, in doing so she also limited his opportunity for becoming successfully
literate within the classroom. From this perspective of authority, Kate held control and
Charlie was invited to participate in the event in so far that he was able. In the end
however, he was unable to access the information that was necessary to be constructed as
a competent literacy learner (the skill of aw) with any success in this event. In addition.
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Charlie and others only chance for improving their knowledge of aw before they took the
final spelling test was to “study” (line 21) on their own rather than to receive any kind of
differentiated instruction in school.
The discourse of differentiated instruction, draws on the notion that all students
are able to participate in the ‘regular’ or ‘official’ curriculum regardless of learning
differences or needs since the idea is that instruction will be differentiated or varied to
accommodate the needs of all learners so that success may be obtained (Tomlinson &
McTighe, 2006). Within this event, Charlie’s instruction is not differentiated from that of
his peers at any point even though he has been both previously identified as a struggling
learner (Field Notes, October 2, 2001) and has been constructed by Kate as unsuccessful
within this event. Both Kate and Carol pacify Charlie in an attempt to reassure him, but in
this interaction do not offer further support (pulling him aside or tutoring individually)
that might look like differentiating his instruction.
Within this event, the discourse of differentiated instruction can be seen as
subordinate to the discourse of education reform. The predominance of the discourse of
education reform resulted in Charlie being left without possibilities for constructing his
identity as successfully literate within this event. The construction of Charlie’s literacy
identity was based on what the teacher and the official literacy curriculum determined
counted as literacy, which was the ability to spell at least 4 aw words correctly on a
spelling pretest. Charlie did not have other opportunities to acquire the skill of aw outside
of studying hard along with the rest of his classmates since no opportunities for
differentiating instruction of this skill were offered to him within the event. Without
access to the concept of aw, Charlie was unable to perform successfully on the spelling
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pretest, which according to Kate’s statistical explanation positioned him as “less than
average”. Charlie’s strategic attempt to direct the teacher’s attention to the fact that he got
all the words wrong on the pretest, resulted in a missed opportunity for differentiated
instruction that might have truly included him as a literate member of the community and
for making available subject positions in which Charlie might have been able to construct
a successful literacy identity. Though I considered Charlie’s strategic attempt to direct the
teacher’s attention to the fact that he got all the words wrong an act of agency, in this
case, he was unable to shift out of the limiting subjectivity constructed for him by Kate’s
authoritative position, which perpetuated a culture of competition among students and
determined what counted as literacy within the discursive practice of the spelling pretest.

Critical Moment 2: “Are We Going to Read that Book?”- A Clash of Identities
December 5, 2001
The following scene occurred in December, well into the academic year. This
literacy event took place in the context of the guided reading groups that were taught by
Kate and me. The dialogue was initiated by Beth who was placed in my reading group
after I administered a DRA with her in late October. In addition, her records from her
previous school indicated that she had received extra help with reading and Kate and I
placed her in the group that I regularly worked with. When I entered the classroom as I
did at least three or more days a week, Kate was finishing a whole class skills lesson and
assigning spelling homework. After that, she asked the students to break up into their
reading groups and go to their respective meeting spots.
The students dispersed to the places that their respective groups usually met and
my group joined me at the back table where I had the new book we would be starting on
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the table. Since the practice of‘guided reading' and leveling texts was new to our school,
multiple copies of leveled books were not always readily available and we used the
materials we had prior to the start of this school year. Though there were many trade
books, they were not all specifically leveled in the way, for example, that Fountas and
Pinnell (1996) recommend leveling books according to a specific text gradient that ranges
from A-Z. This gradient is also correlated to other levels such as DRA levels. Since Kate
and I used some specifically leveled books (according to DRA level) and others that were
not, there were points of trial and error as Kate and I selected books for each group. I
often used texts from a fourth grade intervention program called Soar to Success
(Houghton Mifflin, 1997). This program consisted of several titles that were ordered by
difficulty leading up to what was considered a grade level text at the end of 20 weeks in
the program. The primary model proposed for use with these materials was a reciprocal
teaching model (Palincsar & Brown, 1985). Though I did not use the texts as it was
suggested in the teacher’s manual that went along with it, I did select the texts for the
group in the order of difficulty that they were organized. Many of the first several books
in the program were picture books that did not contain a great deal of text, which
appealed to me because they were supportive texts that could also be read fairly quickly
(in one or two reading group sessions) since I was not meeting with the group every day.
Both Kate’s group and the independent reading group were reading more difficult texts in
the form of chapter books. Beth and the others in our group often paid close attention to
what others were reading and as the year progressed, this prompted many questions from
members of the group.
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The impetus for this critical moment was Beth’s inquiry about what book we
would be reading next and her further resistance to reading the book that I had selected
for the group, which was a naturalized practice during reading groups. This practice of
teacher selection was implemented based on the belief that the teachers chose the books
that all groups read in an effort to match both their reading level and instructional needs
with an appropriate text. Beth’s resistance to the book that I chose for them seems to
revolve around the fact that it is a picture book and she wanted to read a chapter book
which would be more in line with what the other two reading groups were reading. The
interaction resulted in a conflict between what I thought the group should be reading and
what Beth thought they should be reading. In this scene, the conflict is highlighted
through questioning, tone of voice and body language and Beth’s identity was shaped in
accordance with our conflicting ideas of what book choice represented to members of the
group.
1.

Kate: Alright would Miss Abodeeb’s group and Roberto’s group meet with Miss
Abodeeb before you go over to your comer.

2.

Beth: What are we reading today?(speaking to me)

3. Me: This.(I point to the picture book on the table).
4.

Beth: Why are we reading this? (Points to the book and sounds annoyed,
disappointed, angry.)

5.

Beth: Are we going to read that book? (spoken strongly as she points to another
group [middle group] who is reading a chapter book).

6.

Me: I don’t know, we’ll see.

7.

Me: This is the next thing that I chose for us to read.

(There is an emphasis on I and comes across as a little exasperated at Beth and having
to justify myself.)
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Text Practice
This event began with Beth questioning me about what we were going to be
reading, “What are we reading today?” (line 2). At this point in the interaction, both
Beth’s tone and body language implied that her question was one of curiosity. I
responded politely but declaratively as I said, “This” (line 3) and pointed to the pile of
picture books on the table. In this brief interaction, Beth was controlling the topic (what
book we were reading) but I was in control of the agenda (deciding what we were
reading). As the interaction continues, a critical moment occurred when Beth shifted her
tone of voice and sat more upright as she continued to control the topic and questioned
my agenda “Why are we reading this?” (line 4). Beth sounded annoyed and disappointed,
which signaled her resistance to the choice I had made. This was also evident in her use
of the pronoun this in reference to the book I selected. In the next several lines, Beth not
only controlled the topic but also took control of the agenda in line 4. Her agenda was
even more evident in the next line of the interaction when she demandingly pointed to
Kate’s group and asked, “Are we going to read that book?” (line 5). Beth agentically
shifted the agenda in the interaction from asking about the book I had chosen for us to
read to asking me if we were going to read the same book that another group was reading.
The book that she is referred to in line 5 when Beth pointed to Kate’s group, is a chapter
book and though she did not offer a reason for why she wanted to read it, she was clearly
asking to read the book. I responded initially by pacifying her: “I don’t know, we'll see”
(line 6) but then quickly reestablish my agenda as I change my tone of voice and stress
the word / when replying, “This is the next thing that / chose for us to read” (line 7). In
taking back control of the agenda, I also took control of the interaction and in doing so.
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asserted my authority by letting Beth know that it was up to me to decide what books we
would read. As I reestablished interactional control, the interaction was abruptly ended
when Beth made no further attempts to control the agenda. The event ended with Beth
slumping down into her seat, discontentedly sighing as I passed out the picture books and
asked students to begin looking at them to make predictions.
Discourse Practice
Throughout this short interaction, Beth was acting as topic controller when she
engaged me in a question about what the group was going to be reading. Beth and I had
competing agendas in this episode. It was my agenda to decide what text we would read
in order to support the instruction that I believed students’ in the group needed and it was
Beth’s agenda to read what Kate’s group was reading. This resulted in competing
subjectivities since Beth was resisting the idea that she needed to read what I had selected
so also is resisted the identity she perceived I was constructing for her, which was
implied by my text selection. At the very least, she made the connection that what our
group was reading was different than what Kate’s group was reading and this appeared to
be the source of tension within this event.
Within the discourse of differentiated instruction, Beth and I were both drawing
on the belief that membership in a reading group implied certain criteria for instruction,
specifically, who got to read what. This idea had implications for what counted as literacy
and that text selection or book choice had significance for how literacy identities were
being constructed both by the teachers and the students. Interactions that centered on the
theme of book choice could be considered a normalized discourse practice within this
reading group since numerous interactions were noted surrounding this topic. Within the
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discourse of differentiated instruction, the teacher makes instructional decisions based on
meeting individual students’ needs. It “can involve the alteration of content, instruction,
and assessment to meet the needs of unique learners” (George, 2005). The idea that
student's were grouped for reading was in place to help support students’ instructional
needs and the decisions about what books we read were also intended to alter the content
to support students’ instructional needs (field notes, October 2, 2001). In conjunction
with altering content, teacher- student interactions were of central significance within the
discourse of differentiated instruction since it was through these interactions that students
came to understand what was valued and expected and therefore normalized within
classroom cultures.
Teachers appear to have implicit models of what literate behaviour sounds like, as
do most people brought up or educated within the Western literate tradition
(Bloomfield, 1933; Fowler et al., 1979). As a consequence of this, they appear to
have differing expectations about student’s readiness or ability to assimilate the
skills necessary for literacy. (Collins, cited in Cook-Gumperz, 2006, p. 161-162)
Beth was keenly aware of the differences between the text that our group was reading
and the text that she observed Kate’s group reading. In addition, situatedness within the
reading group itself signified that the members’ success as both Kate and I had previously
determined was based on the idea that students were able to read at above or below grade
level with a certain amount of proficiency. This was done according to a predetermined
set of criteria that was derived from DRA data and, in Beth’s case, former placement in a
title one reading group (Field notes, November 4, 2001). This criteria for reading
supported my decision to select the book that I chose for the group to read which was
below a fourth grade level. Drawing on the discourse of differentiated instruction and the
belief that what counted as literacy was directly related to instructional choices (what
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students can read), I conveyed two constructions of the members of the group. First, our
interpretation of the group's capabilities directly impacted the choices that Kate and I
made about the books we selected (readiness to assimilate skills). These decisions were
determined by the DRA which identified students proficiency levels (based on oral
reading accuracy and an oral retelling score) and by the belief that students needed to
read books that were at an appropriate text level to support their instructional needs
(Fountas and Pinnell, 1996).
Though we did not discuss text level correlation with students, they were aware that
each group read different texts (Field notes, October 5, 2001). This awareness and
interpretation of what it meant to read a particular text, at least to some degree,
influenced both the topic of the students' interactions and their agendas for determining
what counted as literacy in this culture. It also contributed to a culture of competition
since students awareness of what other groups were reading routinely provoked
conversations about who was reading what and in turn, students’ literacy identities were
constructed in part by the correlation to what texts they read. This air of competition also
influenced how students literacy identities were constructed with regard to how they were
viewed in the reading group (based on level) and how they viewed themselves as
members of the larger group.
The second belief related to literacy as it was determined by membership in a reading
group was made visible by the notion that within the groups, students had “a consistent
set of functions of literacy and a single set of criteria for success in literacy” (Borko and
Eisenhart, 1989, p. 108). The criteria (DRA determined levels) was directly related to the
texts that were determined by the teachers to be appropriate reading selections. The
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students in Beth's group were considered to be less capable as readers than other students
in the classroom. Beth had not missed this construction of her identity and she agentically
tried to shift herself away from that construction of her teacher assigned identity by
resisting what I had chosen for her to read. Beth's attempts to shift the agenda from what
I had chosen for them to read to what she wanted to read, which resulted in competing
agendas and, as a result, a clash of identities, the one that I constructed for her (not
capable) and the one she was attempting to construct for herself (capable).
A significant belief that was being drawn upon within this interaction was the notion
that literacy can be equated with acquisition. Within this belief, members are apprenticed
into a discourse through acquisition (Gee, 1996). Acquisition of what it means to be
literate through exposure to cultural models. Gee argued, is what good teachers do
alongside of teaching specific ideas about literacy. Members come to acquire literacy and
maintain membership in “the literacy club” (Smith, 1998) based on how they view
themselves as members or how others view them. For some, acquiring literacy becomes
an unattainable entity that limits access not only in the classroom but also within the
broader social context. What was read within the groups became a significant cultural
resource that students drew on for the construction of their own and each other’s literacy
identities. The fact that the teachers controlled the text selections for each group directly
affected the students’ ability to acquire particular capital within the classroom. The
chapter books that Kate’s group was reading signified the capital that Beth wished to
acquire in order to construct her identity as successfully literate within the broader social
culture.
4.

Beth: Why are we reading this? (Points to the book and sounds annoyed,
disappointed, angry.)
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5.

Beth: Are we going to read that book? (spoken strongly as she points to another
group [middle group] who is reading a chapter book).

The belief that literacy was something to be acquired was illustrated by Beth’s
frustration and anger over reading a book that signaled to her a less than capable literacy
identity within the larger group. Within this culture, the books themselves became a form
of capital that defined membership in the “literacy club”. Who had access to being
constructed as literate and who did not was in part determined by what texts were
selected for students to read (book choice) and the fact that the teachers controlled the
choices meant that students’ opportunities for constructing successful literacy identities
were limited by the teachers authority.
Beth demonstrated a sense of agency by challenging my agenda and book choice
and strategically pushing her own agenda to make clear that she wished to read what
other groups were reading. In doing so, she was constructing her identity as successfully
literate in contrast to the identity she believed was being constructed for her. The texts
that Kate and I selected for our groups to read had been taken up by the students as signs
that were unofficially linked to the construction of their literacy identities. Regarding the
interplay of texts as signs and agency, Giroux (1997) stated:
But while it is true that representations and signs address (interpolate) and situate
individuals, the human beings they address are more than just a reflex of the texts
in question. Human agents always mediate the representations and material
practices that constitute their lived experiences through their own histories and
their class-and gender-related subjectivities (p. 87).
For Beth, whether or not we read what Kate’s group was reading signaled a clash
between the identity that I constructed for her (different capabilities as a reader than the
students in Kate’s group) and the identity she was attempting to construct for herself (the
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same capabilities as a reader as the students in Kate’s group). Beth made a determination
that what she read somehow contributed to how she was positioned as a reader. This is
significant because the issue of choice and who made the choices about what students
read contributed to the competitive culture and consistently had a strong impact on how
students negotiated their literacy identities within the classroom.
The clash of identities that occurred resulted from Beth’s agentic attempts to
negotiate a position of competence within a competitive culture In addition, this system
of placing students in groups and assigning them particular texts, though based on the
teachers’ desire to provide supportive and appropriate reading instruction, set up a system
of competition between the students and resulted in the construction of negative identities
that limited access to success rather than creating opportunities. The idea that only
specific groups got to read certain texts contributed to a competitive culture where it was
obvious that some students were considered more successfully literate than others.
Students saw opportunities for reading particular texts as a way to acquire capital for
being constructed as successfully literate. Though Beth demonstrated a sense of agency
when she strategically challenged the text selection, I made for the group; she was denied
the opportunity to obtain the capital that she believed would construct her as successfully
literate within the larger class. In this way, the same instructional system that was created
within the classroom to support students, also limited possibilities for constructing
successful literacy identities. The following critical moment further illustrates these
findings.
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Critical Moment 3: Literacy as determined by a Reading Group and Harry Potter
November 30, 2001
This scene was recorded following a guided reading group session. After the
reading group session was over, I gave the students a brief written assignment then left
the room to go to another class. The students seemed unaware that the video camera was
still running since I usually just left it up when I exited and returned at lunchtime to pack
it up. At first, Marty, Charlie, Alice and Beth were all writing. After Beth finished
responding, she went and got a book out of her desk. It’s was chapter book. She put it
down on the table then sat to read silently. Alice finished writing and looked around for a
moment then Charlie told her where to put her assignment so that I could pick it up later.
Alice got up and put her assignment on the end of the table where the group was sitting,
then left the room and came back to the table from out in the hallway. She was carrying a
Harry Potter book and she loudly dropped it on the table as if to call attention to herself,
then she sat down and picked up the book. Charlie and Marty, who were still writing,
stop and look up at her.
This scene was chosen as a critical moment because Alice, though she often
resisted her assignments in the group and even book selections, usually did so through
body language, tone of voice, and minimal participation when I was a present member of
the group. This interaction took place after I left the room, which allowed Alice the
opportunity to be more participatory and appear much more agentic in the construction of
her own literacy identity and that of the other members in the group.
1.

Marty and Charlie:...Shh

[Alice approaches the group holding up the Harry Potter book and making sure others
notice she is holding this book]
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2. Alice: What?
[Beth notices Alice as she sits down with the book and seems suspicious]
3.

Beth: (to Alice) What chapter are you on?

[Alice opens the book and flips as though looking to see what chapter she’s on.]
4.

Alice: (squints) urn... what chapter?...(Talking softly as if to herself and looking
in the book)....six

5.

Beth: Six?... I’m on seven.

6.

Marty: Unintelligible

7.

Alice: It’s hard, not some stupid dumb book.

[Beth points to the group book they were all just reading]
8.

Beth: It’s easy

9.

Marty: Yeah.

10. Alice: The only one who needs to stay in this group is Charlie.
11. Alice: I want to be in that group. ( She turns and points to Kate’s reading
group)...
12. Alice: (To Beth) You should be in that group, (points to Kate’s reading group)...
13. Alice: Actually in that group (changes her mind and points to the independent
group)...
14. Alice: And I should be in that group, (points to Kate’s reading group)...
15. Alice: (Looks at Marty) You should be in that group (points to Kate’s group)...
16. Alice:(to Beth) you should be in that group, (points to the independent group)...
17. Beth: (To Alice) I think you should be in that group. ( points to the independent
group)...
18. Alice: No not me... I should be in that group, (points to Kate’s group)...
[Alice opens her book and reads a line from the book aloud to demonstrate that she
can read it]
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19. Alice: See
[Beth begins to read aloud from her book],
20. Beth: See I can read this without stopping... like you do.
21. Alice: I don’t do that.
22. Beth: Yes you do.
[Beth puts her head down and reads silently].

Text Practice
This transcript shows Alice determined to establish herself as a good reader who
was able to align herself with other groups and with those who were reading more
challenging texts which is represented by her dropping the Harry Potter book loudly on
the table in front of her peers. This public display of independent book choice (i.e.
popular chapter book, much more complicated text at a higher level) shows a strong
resistance to the kind of books I was choosing for the group to read (i.e. picture books
that had varying amounts of text on each page). Although Alice did not usually verbally
protest the books we read during reading group, her lack of enthusiasm often showed and
could have been correlated to the book choices that I made for the group. In this event
however, her resistance to this norm was evident as she resisted the naturalized practices
of reading groups and teacher made book choices. When Alice approached the table
where the rest of the group was still working, Charlie and Marty commanded Alice to be
quiet which then gave her opportunity to call attention to what she was reading when she
responded “What?” (Line 2) while she held the book in front of her.
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In the next several lines, Alice had control of the agenda (For everyone to see
what she is reading) in the interaction. Beth took notice of the Harry Potter book and
inquired about what chapter Alice was on (line 3). Her tone of voice indicated she was a
bit suspicious about Alice actually reading this book. When Alice reported that she was
on chapter 6 (line 4), Beth immediately positioned herself as a competitor when she said
“six?...I'm on seven.” (Iine5). The next line illuminates a critical moment since Alice
openly and strongly resists the book choice that has been made for the reading group
when she said “it’s hard, not some stupid dumb book” (line 7). Words like stupid and
dumb show significant resistance to the naturalized practice of teacher made book choice
and also might be considered how Alice thinks the book choices reflect the identity that
was constructed for within the group. By resisting the book choices, which she thinks are
“stupid and dumb”, she was also resisting any self perceived construction of her identity
that might have been related to those descriptors. While demonstrating her rejection of
the book I chose in line 7, “not some easy, stupid book.”, she resisted the idea that she
was not as capable as other readers. In addition, “ It's hard, not some stupid dumb book”
(line 7), exemplified her perception that good readers (the kind of reader she wants to be)
read “hard” books (like Harry Potter) and that in some way is part of what shaped who
they were as readers. It seemed likely that in this moment, Alice was trying to gain
ownership of who she was as a reader as evidenced in lines 2-7.
Discourse Practice
This interaction illustrated a critical moment when Alice overtly resisted the
naturalized practice of reading teacher selected books (stupid dumb book) and chose her
own “hard” book (Harry Potter) instead. This agentic move, both positioned her as
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resistant to the identity that had been constructed for her by her teacher (me) who
selected books that Alice perceived were too easy and put her into alignment with
students who were considered more capable readers. Lines 3-8 illustrated both Alice and
Beth as competitors who were trying to define who they were as readers by competing
with each other by establishing who had read more of the book. In this brief competition,
Beth and Alice were both attempting to construct themselves as successfully literate
within the larger class by showing others that they were able to have read several
chapters of the Harry Potter book. Alice went on in the interaction to imply the identity
she believed was being constructed for her, which was based on her perception of the
books that I had chosen for the group to read (“stupid”, “dumb” and “easy”). Alice’s use
of Harry Potter in the event also served as a significant symbol for how Alice viewed
book choice as impacting the construction of her literacy identity.
The idea that competition was a way for students to construct themselves as
successfully literate by measuring their own success against the success of others is a
recognizable discourse in American education (Varenne and McDermott, 1999).
Evidence of competition was regularly visible within classroom literacy events and
students drew on that idea in an effort to construct themselves and to be constructed as
successfully literate. The construct of competition exemplifies the nature of cultural
currency as it pertained to the literacy events of this classroom. In other words, students
engaged in competitive moves, which either aligned them with what counted as literacy
or left them without access. As has been demonstrated, in these critical moments, this
was taken up differently in each moment but for the same reasons. Successful
competition was equated with a successful literacy identity, whether demonstrated by the
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ability to read the same book as another group or get the right number of answers correct
on a spelling pretest. In this event, competition is again made visible as Alice positioned
herself as successfully literate by reading a Harry Potter book, which she waved in front
of other members of her group like a flag to demonstrate her capabilities as a reader.
In this exchange, Alice potentially chose a Harry Potter book for several reasons.
Marilyn Ohlhausen and Mary Jepsen (1992) say: “Choice is important for students as a
powerful motivator through engagement in books, as a way to foster ownership of the
reading process (Harms & Lettow, 1986), and as a way to build responsibility”
(Ohlhausen. & Jepsen, 1992, p. 33). She expressed her disdain for the books that had
been selected by the teacher, “It’s hard, not some stupid dumb book” (line 7), and
rebutted those selections by choosing the lengthy and very popular chapter book, Harry
Potter. The selection of Harry Potter was also representative of a social phenomenon that
was “part of the peer-governed or unofficial social world” (Dyson, 1997, p. 3).
Alice was drawing on the belief that she could appropriate the capital to be
considered successfully literate by demonstrating to her peers that she was capable of
reading a difficult and socially popular book such as Harry Potter. Bloome et al. (2005)
define literacy as power when power can be equated with a product. “When viewed as a
set of skills, a collection of reading and writing tools, literacy becomes a quantifiable
entity, measurable and transferable, and becomes analogous to the prototypical examples
of money, strength, and weapons” (p. 160). Within this belief, what is viewed as power or
capital with respect to how students and teachers viewed the skills necessary for literacy
was implied by practices such as teacher controlled book choice and the assignment of
reading groups.
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Students unofficially resisted and negotiated the materials related to the official
literacy curriculum (i.e. the book selections that were made for them by the teachers as
part of guided reading) which they perceived contributed to the construction of their
literacy identities. In doing so they also resisted the dominant power relationships
(teacher-student, competent reader-incompetent reader), which could be seen operating in
the literacy events of this classroom. As cultural artifacts, the books that students read
(i.e. book choices) were connected to groups that students were placed in and also to how
their identities were constructed within and between the groups. Dyson (1997) proposes,
“...a curricula must be undergirded by a belief that meaning is found, not in artifacts
themselves, but in the social events through which those artifact are produced and used”
(p. 181).
Students came to identify themselves in relation to what they perceived was implied
by their assigned reading group and the texts they were assigned to read. In this event,
Alice sought to construct herself as successfully literate by offering Harry Potter as
evidence of this identity and in doing so also sought to shift her status in the absence of
the teacher’s presence. For Alice and Beth, books as artifacts defined who they were as
readers as they acted as a form of social capital in relation to what groups they were
placed in for instruction. In this way, students made sense of their world according to the
ways that the books as cultural artifacts were used by the teachers in this classroom
during guided reading and what this meant to the shaping of their literacy identities.
The notion of literacy as acquisition was also exemplified by the use of Harry
Potter as cultural capital as Alice constructed her literacy identity contrastively to the one
that she perceived had been constructed for her by the books that were assigned to her.
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Alice and Beth, saw those books as “easy”, “stupid” and dumb”, which had strong
implications for how they viewed themselves and were potentially viewed as literate
members of the community. Harry Potter, in this scene, became a metaphor for cultural
capital as it was used to buy or gain access to the social world inhabited by the peers in
this class and in the broader social culture and Alice agentically used this capital to
demonstrate what she perceived as significant for membership in the class (i.e. what you
read = your ability = who you are as a literate member).
Alice’s moves in this event can be viewed as agentic because she strategically
chose a particular book to illustrate her capabilities and portray a successful literacy
identity to other members of the group. In this way her sense of agency aligned her with
students who were considered more capable readers and so elevated her status in both the
small group and the larger class. Agency is an important consideration in these events
because it affects the way we see students making sense out of the social world of school.
Holland et al. (1998), wrote:
Human agency may be frail, especially among those with little power, but it
happens daily and mundanely, and it deserves our attention. . Humans’ capacity
for self-objectification - and, through objectification, for self direction - plays into
both their domination by social relations of power and their possibilities for
(partial) liberation from these forces, (p. 5)
Text Practice
The next part of the interaction showed a shift as Alice continued to resist the
naturalized practices; this time, of reading groups, as they existed in this classroom. In
the following lines (10-15), Alice controlled both the topic and the agenda as she implied
that all but Charlie had greater capabilities than had been assigned to them by their
placement in the current reading group. “The only one who needs to stay in this group is
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Charlie” (line 10). Alice both resisted and reproduced the cultural practice of the reading
groups by positioning most of the members as more capable than Charlie. Contained in
this act of competition, is the belief that in order for Alice and the others to be
constructed as successfully literate, their abilities must be measured against someone who
is perceived to be less competent. Alice went on the next line and pointed to Kate’s
group, “I want to be in that group” (line 11). Looking at Beth, she again pointed to Kate’s
group, “You should be in that group” (line 12). Alice then changed her mind, “No,
actually that group” (line 13) and pointed to the independent reading group. “And I
should be in that group” pointed to Kate’s reading group (line 14). After that she turned
to Marty who was quietly watching this interaction and says emphatically “You should
be in that group and (pointed to Beth again) you should be in that group” (line 15) while
pointing to the independent group who was sitting in a far comer of the room. She
nodded when she is finished as if to say “that’s how it should be”.
The last several interactions of this event end with Beth refusing to be outdone by
Alice, “I think you should be in that group.’’(line 16), pointing to the independent group.
Alice participated in Beth's attempts to compete with her but maintained the authority in
the interaction by first reassigning Beth to the independent group and then by
demonstrating her own level of competency when she read aloud as evidence of her
ability to read Harry Potter. Alice confirmed her position by saying: See! (line 19) when
she was done reading. Beth in return, engaged in further competition, “see I can read this
without stopping like you do” (line 18). Alice resisted Beth’s implication that she was
less capable, “I don’t do that.” (line 20) to which Beth retorted, “Yes you do!” (Line 21).
In this sudden competition, Beth attempted to highlight her abilities as a good reader by
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positioning Alice as less capable. This occurs in much the same way that it did at the
beginning of the event when Beth doubted that Alice was actually reading Harry Potter so
asked about what chapter Alice was reading in Harry Potter.
As competitors, Beth and Alice were exemplifying the idea that one way in which
literacy was acquired and recognized within this context was by constructing an identity
that was in opposition to someone who was less competent. Beth and Alice competed for
status which may not only have been specific to their positions within the reading group
but also in relation to how they saw themselves in relation to the broader culture of the
classroom. The girls drew on the belief that competition was a way to establish
themselves as capable readers in an effort to resist the positions that were being
constructed for them as less capable members of the class and also as a way for them to
portray themselves as successfully literate.
Discourse Practice
In this event, students, particularly Alice, both participated in and resisted the
beliefs inscribed in the discursive practice of reading group placement, that subjectivities
were synonymous with reading groups and the texts that were read. This was made
visible by the way that Alice agentically reassigned the reading groups (lines 10-19). In
this act, she resisted the construction of the identity she perceived was being assigned to
her within the reading group and in the a larger group as was evident when she reassigned
her own and the rest of the groups identities. Within the interaction, Alice specifically
demonstrated her resistance to the idea of ability grouping as it had been enacted in this
classroom and the subsequent identity that she perceived was signaled by her placement
in this group. Her demonstration of agency mirrored the role of teacher and she took on
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the authority to assign herself and most of the other memoer* •>. nan rr. e gjmup to
positions in the class. This interaction is particularly significant recuuse e er
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Beth and Alice didn t see themselves as fitting into the reading grouts us tier* ra»d r*sec
determined bv Kate and I. the categories nevertheless s::_. e • i.vtec :r. not - ay thsat Kate
and I w ere constructing their identities The only way for Alice and Beta to reassign tbeir
literacy identities was to strategically move into other positions -hat they made zr. salable
bv reassigning the groups in the teacher's absence The detenti on :: agency rai I toe**: _p
within this study was idea of control over one's own behavior Holland er a!
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that strategic acts have the potential to ead to successful literacy .earrung (Johnsim.
2004). This definition of agency is important to consider here and tr ah c: these critical
moments, as a tool or mechanism for gaining control ov er one s reran::
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inextricably linked to theories of identity since it helps to describe ani ~n».e visible a
view that might otherwise be invisible some v. ay s tha: individuals p.ancrpate in the
construction of the self i Holland et al.. Tch Pms relationship re-tv* een ageccy and
identity is described well m the following cuote
Persons develop more or less conscious cocoerdons of tnemseh es as actors m
socially and culturally constructed wor ds, and these senses of rhemseh es. these
identities, to the degree that they are conscious and oh ear.Ten. permit these
persons, through the kinds ol semiotic mrdilion described bv WytAv at least a
modicum of agency or control o er their own hern- :or r -1

nlity groqpmg draw^ op the ideologies present rnhlbm fcs adturc
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determined, at least m part, by a reading group m w ~:ch each member .. as associated
Thi> beliet contrasted the ootim tbit (kficratMiQB and the practices associated with the
learning, as described b\ TomtmsoB and McT^fce p006k are

simply tools for meeting the different needs of all learners. In this case, though the
teachers intent tor designing the reading groups was to support and differentiate
instruction by implementing practices that would support varied learning needs, instead
the groups sen ed to reproduce a deticit model of instruction that marginalized students
who were constructed as below grade level. Alice drew on the belief that the reading
groups students were in w hich students were placed, also had a significant impact on
their literacy identities. She seemed to be tuned into the fact that these groups were not
flexible (Tomlinson. & McTighe. 2006; Brimjoin, 2005; George, 2005) as suggested by
the discourse of differentiated instruction but were instead static and symbolic of a
particular level of instruction as implied by the texts that w ere selected for students to
read. This discursive practice therefore positioned students as less capable than other
members of the class and restricted students* movement betw een communities (Borko &
Eisenhart. 1989).
I argue here that the students in Alice's reading group were not only marginalized
by the designation of ability groups as a deficit approach suggests (Varenne &
McDermott. 1999) but also that they were participating in a culture as disability
approach. In Successful Failure. Varenne & McDermott (1999), described culture as a
disability as an approach to understanding why students fail in school. \\ ithin this
discursive construction, all students are contrasted against the larger culture (good readers
and poor readers) rather than only against each other (ability groups). One group does not
stand out against the other, rather they all “stand in relation to the wider culture of which
they are a part" (Alvermann. 2001, p. 683). The students, though they used the reading
groups to reassign their identities, w'ere also measuring every member of the larger Gass
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against what it meant to be considered literate in this classroom. The use of the DRA and
the leveling system that positioned students in particular ways privileged the definition of
reading assumed by the DRA as a measure of students’ capabilities. Students were all
compared against a grade level standard (at, above or below grade level), which was
measured according to whether or not their oral reading was accurate and whether or not
they could orally retell a story. This system of leveling predetermined what students were
able to read, which became a significant source of tension within the literacy events and
also became a norm that students drew on as a cultural resource for defining who they
were in that larger classroom culture. In this way all students inhabited a position that
either enabled them or disabled them within the larger culture. Within this culture, there
had to be students who were constructed as disabled like Charlie in order to enable other
students to be constructed as successfully literate.
The students in Alice’s reading group took on a ‘culture as disability’ approach
when reassigning each other individually among the other reading groups. In doing so,
they positioned and repositioned themselves in relation to each other and to other
individual members within the larger culture. As a result they constructed identities for
themselves, each other, and members of the larger class in relation to how the teachers
and the reading assessments such as the DRA positioned them as readers. In this case,
students compared themselves against the norms that were implicit within the discursive
practice of reading groups that good readers were able to read harder books, chapter
books that signaled membership within the broader culture.
The idea that students were leveled according to an assessment that determined
what counted as literacy within this culture, points to the existence of the discourse of
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education reform as it was informing the cultural norms that students drew on as
resources for successful membership in the classroom. This episode demonstrated, the
idea that the system that sought to differentiate learning in order to give students access
to constructing successful literacy identities also marginalized the ways in which
students’ identities were constructed. It further demonstrates that once again, the
discourse of differentiated instruction as a supportive discourse, acts in subordination to
the discourse of education reform that holds students accountable to levels of
performance rather than setting up a system that provides supportive, inclusive
instruction. The discourse of education reform can also be implicated in relation to
fostering a culture of competition, which supports a culture of disability since Alice and
Beth were able to acquire a successful identity only by constructing their own ability in
relation to someone else’s disability.
Within this scene, the culture of disability is exemplified when Alice makes clear
statements about her perceived identity within this group when she says: “Charlie is the
only one who needs to stay in this group” (line 10). Contained in this statement is an
acknowledgement from Alice that Charlie is the most struggling member of this group, if
not the entire class and that it is important for her to make a distinction between the rest
of the group’s abilities by constructing them as literate members and reassigning reading
groups in contrast to the way that they have constructed Charlie as a member or non¬
member of their assigned group. Gaining distance from Charlie and moving each of them
into alignment with other members in the larger class, gave access to literate identities
that the students in this group did not have within the current status of the reading group
to which they were assigned. Students, especially Alice, drew heavily on the
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consequences of the discourse of differentiated instruction as it was enacted in this
culture and the ideologies pertaining to ability grouping which contributed to a culture as
disability approach. Alice and Beth agentically resisted the idea that they were less
capable members within the larger class by constructing themselves as successfully
literate in comparison to other members of the class and to each other. Again, the girls
were positioning themselves and others by resorting to competition as a resource for
constructing a successful literacy identity. In some cases, the positions that were made
available not only by Kate and I as teachers, but also by the students themselves had
significant social consequences as is often the case in a competitive culture since the
nature of competition signals a win and a loss. For Charlie, his position (poor reader, as
non-member, as disabled, or incapable) directly limited his access to the construction of a
literate subjectivity and also impacted the teachers and other students’ perceptions of who
he was in relation to who they were as members of the larger group. This idea is also
exemplified in the following vignette.

Critical Moment 4: Student as Novice - Literacy as Teacher Centered
December 5, 2001
This vignette occurred at the beginning of a reading group session when all of the
students were gathering around a table. I was already sitting at the table and Charlie
approached me holding the book we had finished reading in our group on the previous
day and which I asked him to take home and practice to improve his fluent reading of the
book. In this case, Charlie was the only one that I told to practice at home since he was
still struggling with reading the text fluently and he assumed that I would probably follow
up with him to see if he was able to read the text with more fluency at the beginning of
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the reading group. This was not the first time I had assigned Charlie or others to practice
something we had read together because reading fluently was challenging to some
members of the group. Since there was no other time during class to engage in repeated
readings of the same text, I often assigned oral practice as homework. Charlie received
this assignment most often since, as the year continued, fluency remained difficult for
him. He often appeared somewhat annoyed by the assignment though he never openly
resisted completing it and usually came in prepared to read to me what he had practiced. I
consider this a critical moment because of the tension that arose between Charlie and I
when he did not complete his homework. In this critical moment, I initially perceived
Charlie’s failure to comply with a homework assignment as disobedient but there might
have been more to consider.
1.

Charlie: I didn’t get to read this.

[refers to Naming the Cat, he was assigned to read for Homework. Says quietly and
sheepishly]
2.

Me: What do you mean you didn’t get to read it Charlie?

[spoken with an angry tone]
3.

Charlie: I didn’t get to read the book.

4.

Me: So you mean you just didn't do it.

5.

Me: You chose not to do it?

[spoken sheepishly and quietly]
6.

Charlie: I forgot.

[Sounds like scolding]
7.

Me: Charlie, that’s not acceptable.
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[Still angry but there's a slight change in tone to more supportive while still clear that
he needs to do it]
8.

Me: Could you write it in your agenda?

9.

Charlie: Yes.

10. Me: Sooo... before we’re done today, you’re going to take your agenda and write
in your agenda practice Naming the Cat... Alright?
11. Charlie: Yes.
12. Me: SO then it’s going to be homework that you need to do.
Text Practice
In this scene, Charlie initiated the interaction and introduced the topic of the
interaction when he told me “I didn’t get to read it” (line 1), referring to his homework
assignment. I immediately asked for clarification as the teacher and authority in the
interaction (line 2). Charlie replied “I didn’t get to read the book” (line3). Charlie was
clarifying what he didn’t get to read and at the same time avoided my question, which
was really asking him why he didn’t read it. I responded to Charlie’s response with a
presumption that he didn’t have a reliable excuse, “So you mean you just didn’t do it?” I
further clarified my assumptions with an accusation, “You chose not to do it” (lines5). In
the preceding line, the word chose presented the accusation and assumption on my part
that Charlie had willfully not completed the homework assignment. Charlie then shifted
the control of the interaction and directly resisted my accusation when he said softly, “I
forgot” (line 6). I replied with a scolding tone of voice “Charlie that’s not acceptable”
(line 4) but, then shifted my tone of voice and approach to him with what sounded like
more of a coaching role as I formed my next reply as a question “Could you write it in
your agenda?” (Line 5).
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The momentary shift, in my own position from disciplinary authority to a more
supportive role, also shifted Charlie into a more desirable position as novice vs. a student
who was disobedient. In this way, Charlie’s admission that he forgot to do his homework
might be seen as agentic since by shifting his tone and truthfully admitting that he forgot,
put him in a more favorable role that aligned him with my sense of authority. In a novice
role, Charlie pushed me as the teacher to instruct him or support him in this case, which I
did by scaffolding how he might remember his assignments (line 8). Charlie’s ability to
shift the topic and the theme positioned him as agentic, which also shifted the position
that I constructed for him from disobedient which had particular consequences to novice
and a more desirable position. This shift in turn then transitioned my role as authority to a
more nurturing role as instructor or coach where the possibility for Charlie to become
successful was opened up rather than shut down. This interaction exemplifies agency as a
strategic act that leads to more successful literacy learning (Johnston, 2004) since,
Charlie was able to successfully shift my position into one of support rather than that of
disciplinarian.
In the rest of the transcript (lines 7-10), I continued to support Charlie as a novice
and gave him a second chance by saying, “Sooo... before we’re done today you’re going
to take your agenda and write practice Naming the Cat.. .Alright?” (line 8) As authority
in this episode, I had the right to assign homework, however as the instructor it is my role
to help Charlie construct a successful literacy identity. Charlie’s shift to a novice position
gets him support rather than discipline but still does not open up the possibility for him to
demonstrate his competency as a literacy learner in any other way that is not controlled
by my agenda.
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Discourse Practice
Charlie’s resistance to my authoritative stance in this event gives way to a critical
moment since he is able to successfully change the topic and the theme of the interaction
by agentically positioning himself as a novice who has forgotten the assignment rather
than as a willfully disobedient student. Within this event, the discourse of differentiated
instruction can be viewed as subordinate to the discourse of education reform with regard
to the role of the teacher. Within the discourse of education reform, the teacher acts as the
authority to make decisions about what students need to do to be considered successful
(Bruner, 1996; Allington, 2002b). Within the discourse of differentiated instruction,
however, the teacher takes on a different role with regard to instruction. “In an effectively
differentiated classroom a teacher adheres to the philosophy that each learner is sent to
school by someone who has to trust that the teacher will realize the worth of the child and
be guided by a sense of stewardship of potential each time the child enters the classroom
door” (Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006, p. 44). This role can be problematic when
competing discourses and a sense of agency cause a conflict for the teacher.
At first look, I found Charlie forced into compliance with the teacher’s agenda by
the authoritative approach that I took at the beginning of the event, however, closer
examination showed Charlie as somewhat agentic in his ability to shift both the role of
the teacher and his own position to a more desirable outcome within the interaction.
There was however, still something problematic about this interaction because though
Charlie could be seen acting agentically, the outcome of the event did not necessarily
result in him successfully getting his learning needs met. This interaction in some ways
mirrored the interaction between Kate and Charlie in critical moment 1 when Kate
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pacified him rather than providing him with other opportunities to gain the knowledge
that might have helped him to become successfully literate within the classroom. The
major difference in this event is that C harlie's demonstration of agency resulted in
shifting positions for both of us which could have potentially benefited him rather than
limiting his opportunities to be constructed as successful, however, the pursuance of my
agenda gave way to a different result.
My agenda to have Charlie read the book at home was intended. I thought, to
support his needs as a reader, to help him improve his reading so that he could be
considered successfully literate which meant keeping up with the group. The idea
how'ever that Charlie needed to practice on his own at home, seemed to be more in line
with an agenda set forth by me that would allow the reading group to continue on without
the need to stop for students who could not read the text fluently. This teacher agenda is
problematic in that it conflicted with a more supportive teacher role as suggested by the
discourse of differentiated instruction which might have provided Charlie with an
alternate opportunity to read with me rather than the only possibility for him to gain
competence resulting from practice at home. Tomlinson and McTighe (2006) report:
Research suggests that most teachers believe it is desirable to attend to learner
variance as they teach. This is the case across grades and subjects and among
teachers of all experiential levels. Research also suggests to us that few teachers
in fact translate that ideal into classroom practice (p. 39).
This event has significant implications for the way in which differentiated instruction was
enacted in this classroom. Within these events, the discourse of differentiated instruction
looked like Charlie being expected to practice his reading on his own. or left to study
hard outside of school in order to meet the criteria for being considered literate in school.
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If these ‘on his own' practices did not result in greater competency than Charlie was
unable to shift his identity to a position of success within the culture.
Instead of taking time to read with Charlie during class, I assigned him to reread
the story on his own in order to remedy the fact that he had not read it as well as the
others in class. Though I scaffolded for him, how he could remember to do his homework
which was a supportive position, I did not fully support his learning needs by taking time
to give him additional instruction in school. Charlie’s sense of agency was most
problematic when it clashed with my sense of agency as a teacher, particularly as I took
on the role for determining instructional agendas that were meant to meet the needs of the
larger group rather than students as individuals. Though visible at times, Charlie’s brief
sense of agency did not appear to serve him as a strategic way to ultimately get his needs
met with regard to creating other opportunities for constructing a successful literacy
identity. Peter Johnston (2004) states: “to understand children’s development of a sense
of agency, then, we need to look at the kinds of stories we arrange for children to tell
themselves” (p. 30). This idea is significant for the findings of this study because all of
the focal students authored themselves in unique ways that reflected the dominant
ideologies of the classroom culture and both created and limited opportunities to
construct themselves and be constructed as successfully literate. In Charlie’s case, a
pattern of being left on his own to improve his capabilities as a literacy learner might say
to him that his needs are not what count in this culture but rather meeting the needs of the
larger group is what motivates instruction. In this way, Charlie and others like him who
did not receive instruction that truly supported and included them, might very well
become members of a culture where the only stories that are available to tell are stories
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that reproduce a culture of disability and limit possibilities for constructing successful
literacy identities.

Critical Moment 5 : “Can We Read the Rest of the Story?”
December 7, 2001
The following vignette occurred as I was wrapping up a reading group session
where students were reading the picture book Who Wants Arthur. The event picked up
where I left off with asking the students to help Charlie clarify a word that he had written
on a post-it note. In this vignette, I was trying to leave and go to another class so was
giving a quick written assignment in response to the reading before I left. In the process, I
asked the group to stop reading where we ended and wait until the next time I return to
continue reading the book which would be sometime later that week.
The significance of this critical moment occurred when Beth resisted my request
to discontinue reading the book until I returned for the next reading group session. In
doing so, she resisted the dominant discourse of differentiated instruction as it was
enacted in this classroom and the notion that reading instruction was a process of
transmission from the teacher as the expert to the student as the novice. This was made
visible by both what I ask students to do after they read the book and by my insistence
that they wait for me before reading on in the book. Beth resisted the notion that reading
is a process of transmission and also the identities inscribed within these beliefs.
[Charlie shows me words on a post-it on the front of his book and I respond to the group.]
1.

Me: Alright, listen to me, listen.

2.

Me: You’re gonna clarify this word together yourselves. O.K.?

[I point to the word on the post-it on Charlie’s book.]
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[I appear to be talking fast and looking at the clock like I am pressed for time]
3.

Me: Because I need to go. ..and your question is: Do you think Arthur is an
ordinary dog? Why? Or Why not?

4.

Me: You need to answer that on the back of your papers o.k.?

5.

Me: And you need to explain why you think or don’t think he’s an ordinary dog.

6.

Beth: Can we read the rest of the story?

7.

Me: No and if you do Beth, you'll be in with me for recess...

8.

Me: I'm very serious that we’re going to be reading the rest of it on
Thursday.. .Together!

9.

Beth: But it’s a really good story.

[Beth is looking at me and exaggeratedly attempting to look sad-pouting...lip out]
10. Me: I know it is ...I know it is,
11. Me: but you need to wait for me...
Text Practice
The interactional Pattern in this scene began with me acting as the teacher when I
said “alright, listen to me, listen” (line 1). This move to gain students’ attention
positioned them as novices who took direction from the teacher. As the teacher, I moved
into assigning students: “you’re gonna clarify this word together...okay?” (line 2). My
question at the end of the clause “okay?” indicated that I was confirming the assignment.
As I move on to assign a question for students to answer “Do you think Arthur is an
ordinary dog? Why or Why not?” (line 3), I was acting in a teacher centered position and
assigning students a question pertaining to their reading that fit with my agenda for what
they need to do to be successful. This move positioned students as novices who did not
have the opportunity to respond to the text on their own but instead were directed by me
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to reply to a designated question about the text that required them to produce literal
information. These questions are known as display questions (Cazden, 2001) and are
meant to align students with the teacher’s agenda since they ask students to produce
answers that the teacher already knows the answer to, which she uses as a form of
evaluation.
Discourse Practice
By giving very specific directions about what students need to do to finish up the
story, I took on the roles of technician and monitor whose job it was to impart specific
knowledge to students in this case to produce text that confirmed they had read the text
and understood it at the literal level. Within this interaction, it appears that I was drawing
on the belief that reading is a process of transmission as I told students what to answer in
response to what we read. By asking students to answer a display question, I conveyed
my teacher agenda and framed a belief in reading instruction as an act of transmission
that positioned me as a monitor or evaluator of students’ literal level, text based
knowledge. By telling students what to focus on, I designate what was important in the
story rather than giving students an opportunity to construct new knowledge. In choosing
a display question, I asked the students to mimic the correct answer (taken directly from
the text) to meet the expectations of the curriculum. This discursive practice is
representative of the literacy practices that were routinely used in class to evaluate
students and the teacher subjectivities of monitor and technician are inscribed in these
practices.
These practices and subjectivities are linked to the larger institutional discourse of
educational reform as it is seen operating within this classroom. In a paper presented at
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the International Reading Association Conference in Chicago Illinois, Robert Tierney
(2006) discussed the role of the teacher in relation to the ideologies present within the
current legislation under NCLB and Reading First when he states: “the narrowing of the
teacher to a role as monitor and technician may be appealing to advocates of the
scientifically based programs” (p. 10). The idea that the teacher’s role resembles that of
technician and monitor is also consistent with discourse of educational reform in that it
promotes a teacher-centered discourse where the teacher is the primary decision maker
regarding the transmission of skills (technician) and sole evaluator (monitor) in the
classroom.
Within this discourse, teachers are responsible for bestowing knowledge related to
literacy learning upon their students. Along with the knowledge that the teacher is
transmitting knowledge about literacy, he or she is also transmitting what is valuable and
recognizable or what counts as literacy within a social context. In this format the teacher
acts as the model from which students are transmitted the knowledge to interact
accurately with text and reproduce intended meanings. It ignores the need to consider the
social context that texts are part of and which is necessary for the negotiated meaning
construction. This model within modem dominant ideologies of school positions the
teacher as a “high level technician”, whose role it is to impart the standards or the
knowledge embedded in the official school curriculum to students who are waiting as
“empty vessels” to be filled (Sumida & Meyer, 2006).
In this event, the discourse of differentiated instruction again appears to be
subordinated by the discourse of education reform. This event serves as an example of
how teacher and student subjectivities were negotiated within the dominant discourse of
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educational reform and also how they were at times, in competition with the available
subjectivities within the discourse of differentiated instruction. For example, the need to
have students answer literal level questions and wait for me to continue reading implies
that while, I am attempting to support them, I am also limiting opportunities for them to
construct themselves as successfully literate independently of the teacher. In this way, the
discourse of differentiated instruction, which promotes supportive and inclusive practices
that are meant to empower students, is at the same time limited by the discourse of
educational reform and the positions made available for both teachers and students.
Text Practice
In the rest of the scene, I controlled all aspects of the interaction as I went on to
repeat the assignment (lines 4 and 5) and confirm my agenda. What happens next is a
critical moment where Beth resisted my attempt to end the reading group and in doing so
required students to stop reading and move onto another assignment until I returned for
our next session. Beth questioned me agentically and shifted the topic and the agenda
when she asked “Can we read the rest of the story?” (line 6). My tone of voice and threat
of punishment as I replied “No and if you do Beth, you’ll be in with me for recess” (line
7) conveyed both my authority and the belief that it was necessary for me to be present in
the group before further reading could take place. In the next line, I continued with the
same agenda (students need to wait for me) when I said “I’m very serious that we're
going to be reading the rest of it together on Thursday... Together” (line 8). Both my
tone of voice and use of declarative phrases were used to establish interactional control in
order to convey my agenda and gain compliance from Beth and the other students.
Subsequently Beth and the others shifted into a novice position as I had constructed their
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identity in this interaction where they were dependent on me in the role of technician and
monitor. This instance of interactional control caused a clash of identities for Beth (The
identity that I constructed for her as novice and the one as she constructed as an expert or
independent reader who could read on without me). These competing subjectivities
resulted in another agentic move by Beth in the next line “But it’s a really good story”
(line9). Beth’s attempt to agentically persuade me in order to pursue her agenda of
reading on, positioned her as capable in contrast to the way I had positioned her as a
novice. Her approach can be considered agentic because she is able to momentarily shift
my position from authoritative into alignment with her agenda. In the next line, I deviate
from my previous agenda and agree with Beth, “I know it is, I know it is” (Line 10). I
considered this response to Beth to be deliberately pacifying rather than genuine since I
immediately reestablished control of my previous agenda by saying, “but you need to
wait for me” (line 11). My parting words (line 11) end the interaction with no room for
negotiation among our competing agendas or competing subjectivities. Beth’s agentic
attempts to position herself as competent enough to read on are shut down by my own
sense of agency and control of the agenda. This is significant because it privileges my
agenda and encompasses the beliefs that reading is transmitted, evaluated and monitored
which also informed what counted as literacy in this classroom.
Discourse Practice
Within this event, Beth demonstrated a sense of agency by asking to continue with
the reading, which in turn clashed with my sense of agency as the teacher in this event.
Within the belief that the teacher is the sole authority for decision-making is also
contained the notion that students are subordinates or novices who follow her lead and in
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this case may not be considered capable of learning without her. As Beth agentically
attempted to construct herself as capable of reading, our identities clashed in lines 6-8
when our competing agendas resulted in an authoritative push back in order to regain
control of both the interaction and the agenda.
1.

Beth: Can we read the rest of the story?

2.

Me: No, and if you do Beth, you’ll be in with me for recess.

3.

Me: I'm very serious that we're going to read the rest of it on
Thursday... .Together.
In the next section of the transcript (lines 9-11), Beth’s persistent sense of agency

seen through attempted persuasion did prompt a different reaction from me and it seemed
that I was at least pacifying her as I aligned my response with her reason for wanting to
read on.
9.

Beth: But it’s a really good story.

10. Me: I Know it is, I know it is.
11. Me: But you need to wait for me.
I continued, however to draw on the belief that teaching these students to read was a
process of transmission and I thwarted (line 11) Beth’s final attempt to agentically
reposition herself as capable of reading on without me through the act of persuasion in
line 9. Though I momentarily align myself with Beth’s persuasive statement (lines
9&10), I do not make available other possibilities for reading, such as the opportunity for
her to read that story or any other independently within the event.
Within this event, Beth demonstrates a consistent sense of agency as competing
agendas are negotiated throughout the interaction. This agency though even more explicit
than Charlie's in critical moment 1 and 4, still did not result in Beth successfully shifting
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the agenda in the interaction to be able to read independently. Similar to Charlie in
critical moment 4, Beth’s agentic attempts to read independently and construct herself as
successfully literate were deferred to my agenda, which, in this case privileged a
transmission model and limited possibilities for Beth and the other students in the group
to move into other positions as literacy learners. In fact, when agency was offered as a
strategic attempt to construct a successful literacy identity, it was only successful when
the teacher was not present as was the case in critical moment 3. The significance of this
perspective of agency is that it seems important when considering what it means to be
considered a struggling reader within this context and what possibilities were made
available for success. For example, Martens and Goodman (2005) state:
We believe that a major goal of any reading program should be to develop
independent readers who see themselves as capable readers, enjoy reading, and
choose to read. To reach this goal, children need opportunities to read texts that
foster their growing independence by supporting their integration of cues to
predict and construct meaning (p. 92).
Ironically, I whole-heartedly agree with and did agree with this statement as I worked
with this group of struggling readers in this culture. I did not however, provide
opportunities for students to read independently and I insisted as seen in this event that
students read with me present so that I could monitor their success. In these events, I was
positioned as a teacher, a knowledge keeper, whose responsibility it was to help these
students become successful readers. As the reading specialist that came into the
classroom for reading instruction, I was assigned to these students primarily for my
expertise in helping struggling readers learn how to read. Informed by the discourse of
differentiated instruction, Kate and I were doing what we believed we needed to do in
order to meet the needs of a diverse population of learners. After all, we had the groups,
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so that content could be differentiated (Brimjoin, 2005). We employed different
instructional strategies based on students' needs (Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006; George,
2005) and yet it appeared that struggling readers were staying struggling readers within
these events, having limited access to constructing successful literacy identities. The
competing agendas of the students and teachers resembled the competing discourses of
education reform and differentiated instruction as demonstrated in these events, which
created a culture of disconnect for the teachers and students who were members. Kate
and I as teachers in this culture were positioned by the discourse of educational reform,
it’s narrow definitions of reading, and it’s focus on reproducing skills and accuracy that
were portrayed by the official literacy curriculum. Though our beliefs as teachers directed
us to create opportunities for struggling readers to be included and successful as
suggested by the discourse of differentiated instruction, the practices we subscribed to
aligned us with the discourse of education reform and as a result limited possibilities in
many cases for students to construct successful literacy identities.

Contrasting Cases
1 introduce the following two literacy events as contrastive cases since they differ
from the critical moments I have previously discussed in this chapter. These cases differ
from the other events in that while they do demonstrate some diversion from the
naturalized practices that characterized the context of the classroom, they do not show a
disruption or resistance to the dominant discourses within the events in the same way that
the critical moments do. They are, however, significant events to note for looking at the
construction of students literacy identities within this study as they result in the taking up
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of subjectivities that have a significant impact on who they are as literate members of the
community.
One major difference that has come to light as a result of CDA is that the
students’ subjectivities were in alignment rather than conflicting with each other or with
the teacher’s subjectivities, as was the case within the critical moments described.
Though students’ identities were still constructed within the dominant teacher discourses
as they informed the practices in the classroom, there were not moments of tension
between the student’s and the dominant discourses that the teachers were drawing on and
which were informing the practices that shaped the classroom culture. Within these
contrasting cases students demonstrated a sense of agency that did not directly resist
teacher directives but resulted in their ability to construct themselves as successfully
literate.
Contrasting Case 1: “These are our Books!” - Reading Groups Clash
February 6, 2002
The following event takes place after Kate has finished her morning routine of
homework review and spelling or word analysis lesson. The class begins to move around
and break up into their respective reading groups as I enter and begin to set up the video
camera. Just as I finished setting up the video camera, I join Kate and Carol over near
Kate’s desk, to check in and discuss the plan for the day. The following transcript
represents the interactions that took place as students went to the back table to get the
books they were reading in their groups. Alice and Beth approach the table where several
boys are already seated and beginning to read a short chapter book.
1.

Beth: We need our books!
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[She is standing next to Alice and speaks to Joey, Greg, and Johnny who are in Kate's
reading group. She addresses them while pointing to a pile of books that they are
about to start reading]
2.

Joey: You’re not having these.

[Puts his hand on the pile of books]
3.

Alice: That’s OUR book!

[Alice leans forward and raises her voice slightly]
4. Greg: Oh, you guys are reading this...(picks up the book) Sugar Cakes Cyril?
[Looks at them questioningly and a bit smug]
5.

Johnny: I thought that was our new book, I already started reading it.

6.

Alice: SO did we.

7.

Stuart: We're on Chapter 4 already.

[Sounds competitive and argumentative]
8.

Beth and Alice: SO are we!

9.

Kate:(overhears) You all need to share the books!
[Girls, smugly grab 2 copies and boys go back to silently reading their copies]
This interaction began with Alice and Beth approaching some of the students in

Kate's reading group who had picked up some of the copies of a chapter book that was
lying on the back table. The students had begun reading these books when Alice and Beth
approached. Beth initiated the interaction when she said indignantly “We need our
books!” (line 1). Beth’s strong initiation of this conversation implied that she was
claiming ownership of this text and also that the other group had taken something that
didn't belong to them. She was acting agentically while claiming that the text belonged to
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their group. Given that the groups had notoriously read different texts, which was a point
of tension for Beth's group, this was an unusual turn of events.
Joey immediately responded protectively and competitively with “No, you’re not
having these” (line 2). Joey and Beth’s style of interaction seemed competitive and it felt
like readership (the ability to read a text) was in question perhaps because these students
did not often read the same text. Next Alice chimed in, both aligning herself with Beth
and actively competing for their right to read this book when she emphasized the OUR in
“that’s OUR book!” (line 3). Her tone of voice and body language contributed to the
competitive element of the interaction as lines were drawn and it appeared that the notion
of what students read or the reading of this particular text had very high stakes within this
event and students were not only aligning themselves with other members of the group
they were aligning themselves with the book itself and what it meant to be able to read it.
This idea of the text acting as cultural capital is a notable theme that has been
documented in numerous events throughout the study and has been illustrated within the
critical moments of the study. This notion is further indicated in the next line when Greg
chimed in and said “Oh YOU guys are reading this?” (line 4). His tone and emphasis on
the YOU comes across as questioning and doubtful, implying that it is unlikely that the
two groups would be assigned the same book. He casts the doubt at Alice and Beth as
though he didn't believe them and in doing so constructed their identities in opposition to
his own. This is significant because this interaction exemplified the consequences of the
subject positions that were previously been made available to Alice and Beth who were
now being evaluated and quantified by their peers. As their peers challenged Alice and
Beth, it was necessary for them to gain the right to read the book as verification of the
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identities they were constructing for themselves in the event as capable readers. The
ability to publicly acquire this text had high stakes since the result could signal a shift in
Beth and Alice's status and the identities that were being constructed for them within the
larger class and the ideological notion of what it meant to be literate in this culture.
Though Beth and Alice have agentically claimed the text as their own, they have no
authority at this point in the interaction so the competition continued.
The heated competition continued as Johnny declared “ I thought that was OUR
new book, I already started reading it” (line 5). Alice retorted: “SO did we” (line 6).
Alice stood her ground in line 6 and forcefully defended Beth and herself as capable
readers who had already begun the book as well. This retort was meant to thwart any
ideas that they were not capable of reading this chapter book. In addition, it kept them in
the position of student as competitors. Stuart chimed in and resisted Alice’s attempts to
align the groups when he says, “We’re already on chapter 4” (line 7). Beth and Alice
responded with another attempt to align themselves with this group and the book choice
as they continue to position each other as competitors, when they said loudly and together
“50 are we” (line 8). The intensity and volume of this last interaction gets Kate’s
attention who was standing several feet away and she interrupted the competition and
took control of the interaction and ended it by authoritatively saying “You all need to
share the books!” (Iine9). The event ended with Beth an Alice smugly picking up two
copies of the book and walking to a different part of the room where they sat down and
read. They had in fact satisfactorily acquired the capital necessary in this event to
position themselves as competent in contrast to the identities that were being constructed
for them by their peers. The boys who had been fiercely competing with them and
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positioning them as having less ability said nothing but exchanged glances (in defeat)
with each other around the table before they settled back into reading themselves.
The impact of this event on the construction of students’ literacy identities is
significant since in this case it was not the discursive practices or the teachers as authority
figures who kept the students in different groups from aligning but rather the students
themselves who held out high stakes for Beth and Alice who were positioned as less
capable than other members of the class by their peers. Kate also aligns with Alice and
Beth, apparently persuaded by their historically agentic attempts to both read a chapter
book and a book that another group was reading.
In this event, Beth and Alice both enter the interaction competitively and
agentically which in other events has prompted moments of tension but in this case is
rewarded as they are vindicated and have access to the same forms of literacy and capital
as do other members of the larger group. Within this classroom, competition was a
process for gaining power. Power as process “takes the view that power varies among
and between contexts rather than being a static product. Power can be viewed as a set of
relations among people and among social institutions that may shift from one situation to
another” (Bloome et al., 2005, p. 162). In this way, competition itself was a source of
power for students as they engaged in competition as a mechanism for being considered
successfully literate and was significant since the culture seemed to produce winners and
losers with respect to who was considered successfully literate.
Kate’s support and use of authority in this event contributed to the shaping of
capable and positive identities for Beth and Alice, which contrasted alternate
subjectivities that were previously constructed for them in relation to the teacher’s
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authority in past events. She also diminished book choice as a source of competition by
having both groups read the same book. In this event, Beth and Alice were successfully
agentic in contributing to the definitions of what counted as literacy and ultimately who
was considered literate in this event. The difference was that Kate validated rather than
challenged Beth and Alice’s literate identity as she supported rather than challenged their
agentic moves. In doing so she also shifted the culture of competition by changing the
rules of the game when two groups were allowed to read the same book. Students could
no longer draw on books as cultural resources that determined what counted as literacy
since they were all reading the same thing. This move created a level playing field in this
event and created opportunities for Beth and Alice to agentically construct successful
literacy identities.

Contrasting Case 2 : “We’re All Stupid!” - The Consequences of Reading Groups
December 15, 2001
The second contrastive case was caught on tape while some students were
finishing up sections of the Integrated Theme Test from the basal series. Kate passed out
the tests and gave directions while the students read along. She assigned students to read
the multiple-choice questions first and then the longer written response questions. She
told them that the multiple-choice questions are much easier. Students worked silently
and independently. When most students were finished, Kate announced that they were
going to start reading groups. Students began to move around and get into their respective
groups. Alice was sitting alone and fidgeting and appeared unaware that the video camera
was running and was just a short distance from where she was sitting. She was not
finished with the test and her facial expressions and body language indicated that she was
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frustrated (She keeps looking up, sighing, shifting her weight in her chair, pencil up then
down). As the other students began to move into their reading groups, she seemed
distracted and turned her body to see where everyone was headed. She focused on our
reading group, where we sat on the rug and lets her gaze linger for a moment. Then she
spoke out loud, though softly, as if speaking to herself just as Roberta (another student)
passed by her desk where she was still not finished with her test. Alice’s words were
recorded on the video-tape.
[Talking quietly to herself]
1.

Alice: Let me see... (looks around), I want to switch groups...

2.

Alice: (sounds irritated) I don’t like my group...

[Sounds more irritated, wrinkles nose but is looking down and off to the side while
speaking]
3. Alice: It’s annoying...
4.

Alice: (Exasperated) We’re all stupid! ...

5.

Alice: (Same tone of exasperation) It’s not fair! ...

6.

Alice: (More exasperated) I hate this group thing!
This contrastive case is significant in many ways though it differs from the other

transcripts where I have used CDA to analyze interactions within events. In this scene,
Alice is not interacting with others so there is no moment of tension within the interaction
though a tension still exists. Alice is clearly constructing an identity for herself in relation
to the discursive practices within the classroom. The CDA conducted on this transcript
seemed much darker than others that have been discussed as it exemplified the literacy
identity that Alice was self-reporting in line 4 and provided strong evidence of the
significant consequences of what counted as literacy in a culture where the discourses of
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education reform and differentiated instruction compete and result in conflicting
identities.
Within the discourse of differentiated instruction, for example, student needs must
be identified in some way in order to make appropriate instructional decisions as the
meeting the needs of all learners (Brimjoin, 2005; Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006). In this
context, identifying students within the practice of grouping that did not end up being
flexible did little more than sanction ability groups for the purposes of instruction and
caused a conflict for students who wished to construct themselves as successfully literate.
Within the interaction, Alice demonstrated the consequences of the competing literacy
identities that were being constructed in relation to this practice. “Let me see...I want to
switch groups” (line 1). In this first line Alice positioned herself in relation to the
ideologies inherent in the practice of reading groups as they had been enacted in this
classroom. Inscribed in this practice was the teacher’s belief that students could not all
read the same material and that some students needed different instruction than others.
Though a discourse of differentiated instruction supports these beliefs, in this event it
presents a conflict since Alice takes up a negative and consequential subject position
(stupid) in relation to what she believed the groups represented. This subject position is
also in opposition for the identity she constructs for herself (capable) which is evident in
her resistance to this practice.
The event starts off with Alice’s out loud thinking about what group she'd prefer
to be in. This topic seems to be on Alice’s mind since as noted in critical moment 3, she
disagrees with the construction of the groups, as they currently existed. Alice continues,
“I don’t like my group” (line 2) and “it’s annoying” (line 3). It would seem that the it in
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line 3 is referring to her placement in the group she is in or the designation of reading
groups as they have been assigned here period. As the monologue continues, Alice’s tone
of voice and body language combine with her words and give way to an ominous
perception of herself as literacy learner when she says: “We're all stupid\” (line 4). In
this moment Alice, while taking up concurrent subject positions (poor reader, stupid),
constructs herself and others in her group as incompetent, which for Alice and for all may
have far reaching negative consequences. Similar to critical moment 3 where Alice resists
the ideologies inherent in the dominant discourses while she constructs herself and others
as more capable than she believes they are being given credit for, here she self reports a
negative subjectivity while at the same time resisting it but to no avail since the definition
of literacy in this classroom culture does not support other opportunities for the students
in Alice’s group to construct successfully literate identities.
The tension in this event shows Alice being directly positioned by the discursive
practice of reading groups and her conflicting identities illustrate what she has come to
believe about herself and members of her group and what it means to be literate in this
setting, within the groups. This notion is explored by Holland et al. (1998) who said: “A
person engaged in social life, a person involved in an activity or practice, is presumed to
have a perspective. One looks at the world from the angle of what one is trying to
do...Persons look at the world from the positions into which they are persistently cast”(p.
44). For Alice, though she resists the construction of her identity as a struggling reader, in
by her words and actions there is the worry that her sense of agency will not persist.
Children who doubt their competence set low goals and choose easy tasks, and
they plan poorly. When they face difficulties, they become confused, lose
concentration, and start telling themselves stories about their own competence.
(Johnston, 2004, p. 40).
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In the last segment of this event (lines 5 and 6), Alice both resisted and took up
the identity she believed had been constructed for her while exclaiming “It’s not fair'’
(line 5)... “ I hate this group thing” (line 6). Though Alice was resisting when she said,
“It's not fair” (line 5), she was unable to shift into another available and more desirable
position so disturbingly exclaimed her distaste for the groups and what they represented
for her by saying “I hate this group thing” (line 6).
This brief but poignant vignette exemplified how Alice took up concurrent and
conflicting subjectivities based on the discursive literacy practice of the reading groups
and the identity she believed was constructed for her, which was signaled by her
membership in a particular reading group. For Alice, the discursive practice of being
assigned to a reading group contributed to the construction of herself and others in the
group as stupid. In addition, Alice indicated that the practice itself was unfair because she
saw no alternative positions for herself within this practice. The result of these conflicting
subjectivities may have grave consequences for Alice both within this culture and the
broader school culture that will shape her future for years to come. Alice appears to be at
risk for constructing a permanently negative subjectivity as a literacy learner, which may
also contribute to future constructions of her identity within and across future school
events. As a teacher, it is important to consider that students who consistently show
resistance in words and actions may be telling themselves stories that potentially have
significant consequences.
We are reminded here of the importance of developing a sense of agency in
students rather than resisting when student agency conflicts with teacher agency. Peter
Johnston (2004) states:
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Children with strong belief in their own agency work harder, focus their attention
better, are more interested in their studies, and are less likely to give up when they
encounter difficulties than children with a weaker sense of agency (Skinner,
Zimmer-Gembeck, & Connell, 1998). Feeling competent, these children plan
well, choose challenging tasks, and set higher goals. Their concentration actually
improves when they face difficulties, and in the process of engaging difficulties
they learn more skills (pp. 40-41).
Drawing on the notion of agency in the process of identity construction, makes possible
the viewing of individuals as viable contributors to the shaping of their literacy identities.
It makes visible and illustrates the perspective that individuals, such as Alice, Charlie and
Beth take up multiple and shifting, concurrent and conflicting identities within the
context of discursive literacy practices that have been framed in this study as they make
sense out of their lived experiences in school.
The idea that students agentically participate in the construction of their literacy
identities does not mean that they are necessarily successful in the moment-to-moment
interactions or even within a literacy event, in positioning themselves as authorities or in
maintaining control of their respective agendas. “Still positioning is not fate. Cultural
resources, including the activities and landscapes-the figured worlds-that give meaning to
people’s interaction, change historically in ways that are marked by the political struggles
and social valuation of their users” (Holland et al, 1998, p.45). The significance then of
considering students as agentic, is not to view them as individuals that embody a fixed
and fatalistic identity but rather to consider possibilities that fostering a sense of agency
might open up for them in the construction of successfully literate subjectivities.

Summary
This chapter highlights how the literacy practices in this classroom were shaped
by the dominant discourses that students and teachers drew on to construct literacy
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identities through student-teacher and student-student interactions. The evidence
presented here in the critical moments and contrastive cases illustrates the ways in which
students took up multiple, concurrent, and shifting literacy identities that were related to
discursive literacy practices and the use of CDA provided a lens through which to
deconstruct both the Discourses that were operating within the literacy events and also
the interactions. The three dimensional framework for analysis helped to establish what
was happening in each of the events separately, intertextually, and interdiscursively. This
approach made visible major constructs that emerged across events such as authority,
agency, choice and competition, which have implications for understanding how
students’ literacy identities were constructed in this classroom and for future practices.
Examining the significance of the constructs that emerged across the events and
how they contributed to what counted as literacy provided me with a strong framework
for looking at how literacy identities were shaped for each of the focal students. All of
these moments offered opportunities to show how the dominant ideologies in classrooms
contribute to how students author themselves into and make sense of literacy and literacy
learning in the figured world of school. Beth, Alice, and Charlie acted as guides to
explore how students in this classroom took up multiple, shifting and concurrent
subjectivities within the discursive literacy practices examined in this study. Within this
framework, the events revealed the construction of literacy identities and the power
relationships that were inherent in them. As a researcher, I align myself with Bloome et
al. (2005) and take on a reflexive stance:
Viewed from this perspective, the discourse analysis of power relations in
classroom literacy events does not provide an unassailed moral high ground from
which to judge the righteousness and morality of what occurs in classrooms. It
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only helps reveal, and only partially so, how we are all implicated in each others'
lives and what we are doing to and with each other (pp. 166-167).
As a teacher, the most interesting aspects of these events lies in the investigation of the
constructs that emerged across events because it allows for the consideration of other
possibilities and missed opportunities that are related to literacy learning in classrooms
and the role that all participants play in the construction of literacy identities.
The stories of the focal students, Alice, Beth, and Charlie help us to understand
how the construction of literacy identities impacted success or failure within the literacy
curriculum and also how individual identities were intertextually linked to the broader
discourses that helped to shape them. The critical moments showcased the students’
resistance to the dominant discourses as they were operating in the classroom and
challenged traditional relationships of power that exist within the culture of school. These
moments also provide poignant examples of how students and teachers negotiated
discourses and subject positions in the construction of literacy identities.
Each of the focal students resisted the traditional power relationships by taking up
agentic positions, which viewed across these moments showed evidence of multiple and
shifting subjectivities as they were being negotiated by both the teachers and students in
the classroom. In addition, constructs such as authority, agency, competition, choice, and
the competing discourses of education reform and differentiated instruction challenged
students’ abilities to both construct successful literacy identities and be constructed as
successful by their teachers and peers. The findings of this study portray students as
active participants in the authoring of their sense of self as literacy learners within the
figured world of school. They also highlight missed opportunities with regard to literacy
practices and with regard to how teachers might view students as cultural resources for
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determining what counts as literacy and to legitimize alternative literacy practices that
truly differentiate instruction and provide access to what counts as literacy.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Introduction
This chapter discusses the findings and implications of the study, which have been
derived from both the ethnographic interpretation and critical discourse analysis of the data
together with theoretical contributions from the literature that provide the framework for
the interpretations. The post-structural view of classroom language practices and the
investigation of critical moments that arose from the data formed the basis for analyzing
student literacy identities and how they impacted students as literacy learners in a fourth
grade classroom. The stories of focal students Beth, Alice, and Charlie reveal multiple,
concurrent, and often conflicting subject positions within the dominant discourses of
education reform and differentiated instruction as they were enacted in this culture.
Considering the often complex critical moments or moments of tension within the
dominant discourses offers a unique opportunity to understand the construction of
literacy identities as revealing significant implications for the future of classroom literacy
instruction. In this chapter, I will discuss the significance of the critical moments and
what they revealed about students’ literacy identities in relation to the original research
questions that were posed in the beginning of the study. I will then discuss the
implications with particular consideration for the implementation of progressive literacy
practices and argue the need for literacy instruction that focuses on multiple literacies and
critical literacy. I will also discuss possible suggestions for future research and practice
that take into consideration the limitations of this study and finally, my own reflections as
a participant observer within classroom ethnography.
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Discussion
Considering the Critical Moments
The findings from this study have demonstrated that the construction of literacy
identities within a classroom culture is an ever shifting, moment-by-moment process of
negotiating the discursive forces that determine who we are as literate individuals and as
members of a community. The study’s data analysis revealed two dominant school
discourses that were notable forces in the construction of students’ literacy identities.
Both the discourse of education reform and the discourse of differentiated instruction are
ideological and political conceptions that perpetuate the notion that literacy learning is a
process of acquiring and demonstrating a particular level of competence around what it
means to be considered literate. Within this analysis, students’ identities were constructed
both in conjunction with and in opposition to the dominant discourses that were revealed
in this study.
First, the discourse of education reform as it is characterized in this study
conceptualizes literacy as a fixed entity that can be objectively measured and assessed.
Within this discourse students are positioned in relation to the teacher's authority where it
is her primary role to act as a technician and monitor to determine who has access and
what counts as literacy. Students were positioned in relation to the discourses and to the
official literacy curriculum, which made available subjectivities that students took up and
resisted as they attempted to gain membership in the culture and successfully participate
in the practices that determine what counts as literacy. The most compelling data,
however, showed students’ resistance to both the dominant discourses and the inscribed
authority within these events.
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First, the findings showed that within the discourse of education reform, students
were considered successful if they were able to successfully reproduce the specified skills
of the official literacy curriculum as was poignantly illustrated in critical moment 1 when
Kate positions Charlie and others who are unable to accurately spell at least 4 words on a
spelling test as less than average fourth graders. This seemingly benign practice may to
some appear objective, a fair and honest assessment of an individual's competencies.
However, as educators, we must look deeper to see what the underlying meanings are,
what is privileged and who is considered literate.
This transcript in critical moment 1 revealed a narrow definition of literacy as
Kate drew on ideologies that are located within the discourse of education reform.
Definitions about what counted as literacy like spelling words correctly on a weekly
spelling test, knowing how to reproduce the sound of aw and getting a percentage right,
positioned Charlie as struggling, less than average, left without access for being
considered literate within this event. These narrow definitions of literacy made available
limited subject positions for the students in this community. These narrow definitions of
literacy also privilege the official literacy curriculum as the primary force that defined
what counted as literacy (Aronowitz & Giroux, 1991):
What is at stake in the struggle over curriculum and textual authority is the
struggle to control the very grounds on which knowledge is produced and
legitimated. This is both a political and pedagogical issue. It is political in that the
curriculum, along with its representative courses, texts, and social relations, is
never value-free or objective. Curriculum, by its very nature, is a social and
historical construction that links knowledge and power in very specific ways (p.
96)
The practices such as skills lessons and spelling tests, implemented to teach children how
to be literate, also limited their opportunities for acquiring literacy within a discourse that
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takes on a narrow and autonomous view of literacy. The official literacy curriculum,
based on state and district curriculum frameworks, a product of education reform,
delivered unquestioned truths that defined what all students needed to know. As teachers,
we must learn to question the “official” to see what possibilities lie outside traditional
classroom practices that unintentionally privilege literacy learning for some and not for
others. We must look for the spaces where we can implement culturally responsive
pedagogy that more closely resembles who our students are and who they want to be. In
this way, it may be possible to truly educate “all” children. Dyson (2003) stated: “As
children bring unexpected practices, symbolic materials, and technological tools into the
official school world, the curriculum itself should broaden and become more responsive
to children’s worlds” (p. 108).
Second, the discourse of differentiated instruction, as it was enacted in this study
by the designation of reading groups, set up a view of literacy that was equitable to a
commodity to be obtained by those who were considered successfully literate and denied
to those who were not. Students were assigned to teacher-designated ability groups based
on summative reading assessments. This definition of differentiated instruction was
problematic because it limited possibilities for students to be constructed as successfully
literate. These findings illustrate the notion that ability grouping itself is an ideological
construct that can have a significant impact on students’ literacy identities, a negative
impact on their self perceived identities and consequently limited access to success within
a classroom culture especially when it is the primary model used for reading instruction
and when grouping remain static in spite of other intentions. Fountas and Pinnell (1996)
wrote: “Ability groups are effective when students are placed in them for specific
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instruction rather than as broad ability categories and when the composition of the group
is flexible and fluid. The fluidity of the needs based group works against the dangers of
tracking” (p. 98). Though the rationale for the ability grouping was present since Kate
and I had every intention of making these groups “flexible and fluid,” the students did
not, in fact, make any movement nor was there an established means of formative
assessment or “evaluation based on daily observation and regular, systematic individual
assessment” (p. 101) in place to routinely assess their learning needs in order to regroup
them.
The only explanation I can offer for why Kate and I did not successfully
implement guided reading as we had intended was that we were new to the
implementation of guided reading and working hard to understand how to best meet the
needs of a diverse population of learners. The limited time I had to spend in the
classroom combined with on-the-go planning sessions, didn’t allow for a great deal of
collaboration or reflection about where students were with regard to their reading and
there was no sharing of formative assessments along the way. It was also the first time
that we used the DRA (Beaver, 1997) to assess students for placement into groups and it
took the rest of the year and several subsequent years to problematize the data that the
assessment yielded and to understand its strengths and weaknesses with regard to
informing instruction.
Finally, though all of the students in the study made progress in reading during
the course of the year, the lack of regular, formative assessment provided no way for
Kate or me to collect data that would continuously provide feedback about students’
learning needs and allow for instructional decisions that included movement between the
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groups. These findings make a strong case for reflective teaching and the need for
teachers to have the time and space for reflection as a necessity rather than a rare
opportunity or luxury. “Teachers themselves need working conditions that support
responsive, interactive teaching, not scripted encounters for the “all” children” (Weiner,
2000, as cited in Dyson, 2003, p. 108). Team teaching at it’s best can offer a rich and
diverse merger that benefits teachers and students alike however, the on the go, nature of
planning and communication that was prevalent in this culture prevented opportunities
for deeper reflection that might have expanded students’ learning opportunities and
teachers’ awareness of students’ instructional needs.
The third significant finding was based on the book selections that were made for
each of the reading groups. Texts were selected based on the students’ ability to read
them with regard to their level of difficulty and not based on a model of having students
read a fixed sequence of books such as in traditional reading groups. This practice was
more in line with the dynamic grouping associated with “guided reading” (Fountas and
Pinnell, 1996). These book selections, however, were primarily determined by students’
ability to read with fluency and comprehension and privileged the text itself and its level
of perceived difficulty over a systematic leveling system with ongoing assessment that
matched books to readers, students’ interests, ongoing strategy needs or other factors that
might have influenced instruction or impacted their status as literacy learners in this
classroom. In this way, the books that students were allowed to read also set up a system,
which allowed them to be used as a form of social capital and thus informed what
counted as literacy among the students’ definitions of literacy in the classroom.
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The decision to use guided reading as a way to support students’ literacy
learning, to be inclusive of everyone’s needs and as a supplemental practice to the
reading that happened in the basal series, was what one might consider a progressive
literacy practice. In fact, I would argue, that guided reading, implemented as intended, is
a progressive literacy practice - a ‘situated practice’ (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000). This
situated practice, however, when combined with the overt or teacher directed practice of
being the sole determiner of what students read and making those decisions based almost
solely according to a level is problematic. Cope and Kalantzis wrote:
Situated Practice when linked to Overt Instruction is no longer simply situated,
with all the limitations that come from being no more than that. Singlemindedly
progressivist literacy teaching often suffers from it’s blindness to cultural context;
it’s blindness about how some students seem to succeed in immersion
environments because they just seem to know the hidden rules of the game as a
kind of second nature, while ‘outsiders’ to the cultures of literacy and power do
not. (p. 239)
For Charlie, Beth, Alice, and Marty what they read, defined who they were, how they
were positioned, and what counted as literacy. The idea that what they read correlated to
a level- an objective measure-above-at or-below grade level The fact that Kate and I were
regularly drawing on the discourse of education reform to inform our instruction and to
determine what counted as literacy helped us to turn a blind eye to the tensions that arose
from the books that I selected for the students to read. To say exactly what positions were
taken up or resisted would be to oversimplify how this discursive practice contributed to
the shaping of their literacy identities. It was significant, however, as it was a regular
theme within the critical moments of this study.
The critical moments of this study also highlight the finding that students are
social beings with minds and agendas of their own (Dyson, 2003) in spite of the authority
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imposed on them by adults with efforts of interactional control and autonomous decision¬
making:
The message for teaching inherent in this view is deceptively straight forwardteachers must be able to recognize children’s resources, to see where they are
coming from, so that they can establish the common ground necessary to help
children differentiate and gain control over a wealth of symbolic tools and
communicative practices (p.107).
Students' responses to the discursive literacy practices in this study illustrate how their
own social identities often clashed with the official literacy curriculum, teacher authority
and the discursive literacy practices in the official world of school. Students responses
conceptualize within the critical moments of this study, a call for a broadened view of
curriculum and literacy practices that reject a “one size fits all” ideology. Dyson
(2003) argued against what she calls “the nothing assumption”, or the idea that students
who are culturally or otherwise deprived children appear to come to school without the
necessary skills to be considered successfully literate. Dyson argued:
This contrast between the ideal children developing literacy and racialized and
classed other children lacking resources has assumed new prominence.
Government-backed literacy “science” has made teaching the “all” children a
matter of equity (Schemo, 2002). Organize manageable bits of literacy knowledge
into a sequenced curriculum and teach it directly to orderly children-and do so as
early as possible (p. 102).
If we as teachers are to be truly responsive to the needs of our students and provide a
school culture that is responsive to their worlds then we must draw on different and
multiple resources, adopt a view of multiple literacies, to help them make sense of and
negotiate the official world of school within their own social worlds.
In a time of education mandates, framed by national standards and evaluated by
standardized testing, the findings of this study speak strongly against the ideologies
present within this current framework of education. The stories of Charlie, Beth, and
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Alice have strong implications for the implementation of progressive literacy practices
that push toward a definition of multiple literacies and critical literacy in an effort to
respect all children and support diverse learners by increasing rather than limiting access
to becoming literate. In addition, their stories call for classrooms where “students [have]
the opportunity to engage in meaningful use of literacy, or in other words, to use literacy
in ways that relate to their interest and their needs” (Fehring & Green, 2001, p. 12) to
open up possibilities for more socio-cultural and critical literacy practices. They also
reject the notion of a “difference approach” (Alvermann, 2001, p. 682) where reading
tasks are group specific, arbitrary and do not have any relevance to the literacy practices
of another group. Seeing from this perspective, the critical moments of this study offer
possibilities for understanding missed opportunities with regard to the teaching of literacy
within this classroom community. The following section explores this perspective.

Missed Opportunities
Though there are likely endless opportunities for reshaping literacy events, even
within the critical moments of this study, I will take this opportunity to highlight what I
believe are a few compelling examples of how a more critical lens might reshape
possibilities for literacy and for the construction of literacy identity. After taking a wideangle approach to the examination of critical moments, significant themes emerged and
were discussed within the social practice of discourse. These themes: authority, agency,
choice, differentiated instruction, and competition represented important constructs in the
consideration of literacy identity. Within these themes, two stand out with regard to
missed opportunities for instruction. The themes of choice and differentiated instruction
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both had a significant impact on the construction of students’ literacy identities and were
directly impacted by the instructional decisions that both Kate and 1 made for literacy
instruction in the classroom. This section details a few of the missed opportunities but
more importantly offers a few of the endless possibilities that evoke these themes.
The first construct that has significant possibilities for changing the way students’
identities are shaped is choice. Within the discursive practice of reading groups, students
had no opportunities for making choices about what they read. The decisions rested
solely on the books that Kate and I chose which were based primarily on readability or
level of difficulty. Students’ resistance to these texts was evident in Critical Moment 2
(Are we going to read that book? A clash of identities) when Beth challenged the book
selection I made for the group in a moment of tension and pushed back at my authority
and the book choice by asking if we were going to read what Kate's group was reading.
My failure to recognize the significance of Beth’s agency in this event and to question
why she wanted to read the book that Kate’s group was reading may have closed off
opportunities for her to consider herself as successfully literate within the classroom and
also to be seen as successful literate by other members of the community.
The challenge I see here is that teachers are positioned to make sound
instructional decisions for students, to support them as readers and provide them with
experiences that support their growth and advance their learning. The decisions I made
about what we were reading, while marginalizing in some ways, also seem justifiable
from the perspective that my goal was to support Beth as a reader by selecting a text that
would have helped her to be successful. Perhaps, then, it might have been helpful to find
a way to also bring in an opportunity for Beth and the other members of the group to read
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some of the same texts that others were reading either with stepped up support in the
form of reading aloud or summarized previewing of the text or other ways that could
have given them access to those texts. From a multiple literacies perspective, there is
space for considering what teachers already do with possibilities for supplementation.
Cope and Kalantzis (2000) wrote:
Four elements are proposed in the ‘pedagogy of multiliteracies’ schema: situated
practices, Overt instruction, Critical framing and Transformed practice. These are
not intended to be a rigid learning sequence. Nor are they intended to displace
existing practices of literacy teaching, or to imply that what teachers have already
been doing is somehow wrong or ill-conceived. Rather, they aim to provide ideas
and angles with which to supplement what teachers do (p. 239).
From this perspective, finding or constructing expanded spaces for literacy (Paugh,
Carey, King-Jackson, Russell, 2007) like making space for book choice, or other
academic choice (Denton, 2005) in conjunction with the choices that I was making,
seems an appropriate possibility for giving students access to making choices that support
their literacy learning, impact social identities, and inform what counts as literacy.
In another example, in Critical Moment 3 (Literacy as determined by a reading
group and Harry Potter), Alice also pushes back at my authority and the authority
inscribed in the discursive practice of reading groups. Within this event, Alice
demonstrates her reading competencies to the rest of the group when she enters with a
Harry Potter book. This event is significant because it demonstrates the ways in which
students position themselves as capable readers in relation to the cultural artifacts that
become social capital within classroom cultures. Books as cultural capital-specific books¬
like Harry Potter, had a place in both the figured world of school as a way for students to
demonstrate valid and recognizable ways of being and also served as icons of pop-culture
that could be found in students social worlds outside of schooled discourses where
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membership was also dependent on valid and recognizable ways of being (Dyson, 1997,
2003).

Alvermann & Hong Xu (2003) conceptualized popular culture as being

“everyday culture” (p. 147). Thus, Harry Potter for Alice signified a recognizable and
agentic way for her to construct herself as literate within the classroom culture.
In the same way that others have found male superheroes to have significance for
children in their demonstrations of literacy (e.g. Dyson, 1997; Alvermann & Hong Xu,
2003), Harry Potter gave Alice access to the social world of her peers. The significance
here does not lie within the cultural artifact itself but rather how it is used in the
construction of literacy identities. In her argument for inclusive curricula, Dyson (1997)
stated:
such a curricula must be undergirded by a belief that meaning is found, not in
artifacts themselves, but in the social events through which those artifacts are
produced and used. Children have agency in the construction of their own
imaginations-not unlimited, unstructured agency, but, nonetheless, agency: They
appropriate cultural material to participate in and explore their worlds, especially
through narrative play and story (p. 181).
For Alice, the use of Harry Potter was her way of using cultural material to demonstrate
agency, to participate in the social culture of the classroom and to construct herself as a
literate member. In this way reading Harry Potter is what counted as literacy.
The impact that this event has on the consideration of missed opportunities and
cultural possibilities is significant. I draw on Alvermann & Hong Xu (2003), who
suggested the importance of considering popular culture in the teaching of language arts.
They argued that an approach that combines a balance between teaching students to be
critical and engaging them in meaningful learning experiences while experiencing the
pleasures that engaging in popular culture brings might be a way to create an
“intersection of popular culture and language arts instruction across the curriculum”
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(p. 148). They suggested that the use of popular culture might be a way to “make homeschool connections for linguistically and culturally diverse learners...to teach reading and
language arts concepts and skills...to teach literacy across the curriculum and...to teach
critical literacy” (p. 148).
Recognizing the significance of popular culture such as Harry Potter in the
students’ social worlds would have been beneficial in making instructional decisions
about what students read or had access to. Students could have had access to Harry Potter
in a number of ways, if not in reading groups then as an independent read as a follow up
to the movie or as a read aloud. They might also have worked in mixed groups or flexible
groups to discuss, compare or critique the book. Having choices that included the use of
popular culture might have universally impacted the way students like Alice, constructed
their own literacy identities and the literacy identities of other members of the classroom
community. It might have shaped Alice’s interactions with her peers and have given her
access to the social world she was a part of in a way that other literacy practices did not
and might have contributed to a broadened view of what counted as literacy. These
possibilities would have produced opportunities for more culturally responsive teaching
that students were agentically pushing for.
The final example I offer here is also based on the need for culturally responsive
teaching and is situated within the discourse of differentiated instruction. Critical
Moment 1 (“It’s Only a Pretest”... “I Got Them All Wrong”!) portrays Charlie as
struggling during a whole class skills review leading up to a spelling pretest. Within this
event, Kate constructs those students who get less than four correct (on the spelling
pretest) as being less than average according to the expected statistics on this particular
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pretest. As the event concludes, Charlie resists this construction of his identity as he
agentically shifts the agenda and the teachers’ attention to his own test. He then exclaims,
1 got them all wrong!!!! Both Carol, the para-professional sitting next to Charlie and Kate
the classroom teacher, respond to Charlie by pacifying him rather than providing further
instruction or another way for Charlie to construct his identity within this event. I argue
that this missed opportunity for further instruction frames this event in such a way that it
offers a view of inclusion that also resembles exclusion. This view challenges the
progressive pedagogies implied within the literature on Differentiated Instruction that
claim to support the idea of inclusion and make available the same curriculum for all
students (McTighe & Brown, 2005; Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006). Broderick et al.
(2005) stated:
The assumption that there is a “norm” or “standard” of curricular content or
instructional approach that will be effective with most learners that girds the push
for homogeneity is a large part of the problem. As inclusive educators, we suggest
that all good teachers are responsive to all learners’ needs-not in the sense that
they modify a standard curriculum, but in the sense that they prepare from the
outset for a wide variety of aptitudes, needs, and interests (p. 197).
Drawing on this perspective, it would seem a reasonable conclusion that Charlie’s agentic
declaration that he “got them all wrong” is also a compelling invitation for further
instruction. It is also important to note here that although Charlie was considered learning
disabled within this classroom culture, I take on the perspective that his LD is just one
representation of the many ways in which children are considered to be racially,
ethnically, linguistically, instructionally and culturally different in schools that are made
up of heterogeneous populations (George, 2005) which vary from culture to culture.
This missed opportunity to engage Charlie in further instruction or to truly
employ strategies that might have served to differentiate instruction could have
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resembled several options. Engaging Charlie in flexible grouping that might have helped
him to acquire this skill, responding to him by telling him that that he could work on
learning the words together or providing another way that Charlie and others could have
demonstrated their competency of the sound of aw, including giving them a say in how it
could be demonstrated, are all practices that might have been more inclusive and could
have impacted the construction of literacy identities in ways that looked different than the
limited possibilities in the original event. Michael & Trezek (2006) argue:
It is suggested that teachers differentiate in broader terms for units, plan
curriculum with their colleagues and then provide a variety of options within each
lesson for students to access, and use pertinent and complex content in
multidimensional literate ways. Students should also be encouraged to develop
their own options for learning (p. 316).
Examining the assumptions behind statistics in testing and expanding our views of how
students demonstrate competency, perform discreet skills, or participate in practices that
limit possibilities for being successfully literate are essential components for constructing
classrooms that are truly inclusive and encompass a view of multiple literacies.
Implications
The analysis of classroom interactions and discursive practices in a fourth grade
elementary classroom with a socio-cultural and post structural lens has helped to make
visible the strong need for a broadened view of curriculum and practices that incorporate
a perspective on multiple literacies and a critical view of literacy. Within this framework,
students may find more possibilities to construct positive literacy identities in a culture
that supports and embraces difference with literacy and access for all.
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Re-imagining Literacy Classrooms: Toward a Sociocultural
and Critical Literacy Perspective
Implications for Further Research
Many studies have investigated the intersection of literacy and identity
(Alvermann, 2001; Broughton & Fairbanks, 2002; Compton-Lilly, 2007; Davies, 1993,
1994; Denos, 2003; Dyson, 1997; Eidman-Andahl, 1989; Laidlaw, 1998; Luttrell &
Parker, 2001; McCarthy, 1998, 2001; Novinger, 2003; Phinney, 1998; Rogers, 2002;
Solsken, 1993; Solsken et al., 2000; Wilson-Keenan et ah, 2001) in an effort to
understand how they contribute to the literacy lives of students both in and out of school
and what implications literacy identity holds for the culture of schools. This study joins
this research base and contributes to the field of literacy, by providing evidence that
exemplifies how literacy identity is constructed in relation to the official literacy
curriculum and the discursive literacy practices in a fourth grade classroom. It further
demonstrates how the students’ identities impacted success and failure within the literacy
curriculum and what social consequences resulted for them as members of a classroom
community.
The evidence provided from the stories of Charlie, Alice, and Beth cause us as
educators to ask ourselves how our own teaching is shaped by the dominant discourses of
our current education system including the curriculums, testing and legislation that
mandate what we teach and in turn how our own roles contribute to the shaping of
students identities which have lasting effects on who they are literate beings.
As teachers and teacher educators, it is imperative that we understand not only our
own ideology toward literacy but that of curriculum materials and processes that
are utilized and promoted in our schools. For it is ideology that has the most
profound impact on policy and curricula decisions made from the federal, state,
and local levels of schooling. (Cadeiro-Kaplan, 2002, pp. 372-373).
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The stories of these students call for us to listen to their voices as they resist dominant
discourses and in their own ways tell us what they need, as members of a culture, to be
considered literate. They do so without standardized assessments, spelling mastery, or
attention to reading levels or ability groups. They do so by telling us that they have a
plan, a plan to be literate which includes reading what everyone else reads and still being
considered an average fourth grader even when you get all the words wrong on your
spelling test. They do so by challenging the teacher knows best ideology that is so
prevalent in school discourses even when we imagine that it isn’t. These stories call for
us to truly empower children by broadening curriculum and assessment to include them
in the construction of their own identities so that they may be shaped together with
respect for what each of us brings to the table as a literate member of a community. They
call for the re-imagining of who they are as literate beings defined by their need for
choice, their desire and need to read Harry Potter even when it is too hard and to
participate in groups that are truly flexible, where they are not perceived as “stupid” and
“dumb” for their membership in a group or determined by what they read. They call for
education policy that diminishes literacy as a commodity and gives access to all. This
study, as an example of classroom-based research, makes possible the opportunity to
reshape education policy and the discourses that shape it.
While as problematic as any discourse, classroom-based research as a practice
offers an opportunity for teachers, students, and even parents and community
members to collaborate in creating accounts of education practice which are
broader, more encompassing of voices and perhaps more just (Eidman-Andahl,
1989, p. 144).
The implications of this study for future research include more studies that challenge the
ideologies of current legislation such as No Child Left Behind and Reading First with
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their narrowly defined, autonomous views of literacy, restricted literacy practices,
controlled curriculum and texts and standardized assessments that define what counts as
literacy and who is literate. In addition, studies like this make a case for considering
expanded definitions of literacy-a move toward multiple literacies and critical literacy
practices, which validate students literacy experiences from multiple perspectives and
exemplify agency and subjectivity as legitimate constructions in the assessment of
students’ achievement. In doing so, they re-imagine literacy learning in school and have
the potential for redefining classroom practice and educational policy.

Implications for Practice
...whether it is the skills of decoding and encoding text, the socialization into
discourses of the dominant culture, or the entitlement to identify oneself as
competent in language and literacy, all students must be allowed access to
literacy. Without that access, they will not have what is needed for existence in
our society (Gilmore, 2003, p. 11).
The analysis of critical moments within the context of this study has opened up
the space for challenging the normative and traditional practices found in classrooms and
replacing them with progressive literacy practices that value a multiple and critical view
of literacy. This view includes a definition of curriculum that is fluid and changing and
which allows for students to draw on personal experience when choosing and interpreting
texts. It also allows for students to be empowered with opportunities to express personal
voice with regard to literacy learning and the construction of their literacy identities. It
diminishes the privileging of texts as static entities from which meaning is discovered
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rather than constructed (Serafini, 2006). Finally, it rejects the functional literacy
ideology (Cadiero-Kaplan, 2002) “that reduces literacy to a primary skill learned in
parts” (p. 374). Cadeiro-Kaplan drew on Kincheloe (1998) when she described
curriculum as a noun implying a “static, not fluid or changing” version of curriculum (p.
373). She went on:
When applying this interpretation to the literacy curriculum, it is easy to see how
the noun form flourishes in the instructional practice of tracking or ability
grouping. When students are grouped according to their reading or language
proficiency levels, their level dictates which curriculum they will receive (p. 373).
As has been implied within the findings of this study, careful attention must be paid to
ability grouping or tracking of any kind within classrooms and schools. The focal
students in this study exemplify the need for flexible grouping, at the very least, and
frequent opportunities for students to both group themselves and work independently,
while making choices about what materials will be used and what practices might be
employed to meet both their learning and interest needs. This vision of literacy learning
calls for teachers to be in tune with students’ strengths and interests as well as challenges
to help them negotiate multiple texts in a variety of situations. It rejects the notion that
the teacher is the sole authority who makes all relevant decisions about student learning.
“Teachers are no longer dispensers of knowledge, promoting only one canon or belief,
but agents of change, assisting students in seeing themselves within the larger historical,
political, cultural, and economic structures where student voices exist” (Cadeiro-Kaplan,
2002, p. 379). This view of teaching occurs in classrooms where teachers support
students’ engagement in texts and where students feel empowered to share their voices
through response and critical reflection, while actively constructing meaning from texts.
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In addition, teachers give attention to the ways in which language and power are
intertwined and inseparable from their teaching (Lewison, Flint. & Van Sluys, 2002).
A move toward multiple and critical literacy practices in classrooms provides an
opportunity for all students to engage in meaningful events with multiple texts as they
connect them to their own experiences and histories and that support them as literate and
democratic members of a community. An expanded definition of curriculum and what
counts as literacy will also significantly contribute to the construction of literacy
identities. Bloome and Encisco (2006) offered:
Four tenets for a literacy curriculum based on the concept of multiple literacies.
1.

In people’s every day lives, they make use of a diversity of literacy
practices

2.

The ways literacy practices are structured and how they provide meaning,
choice, and constraint construct social relationships and social identities.

3.

Literacy practices connect social institutions with each other across local,
national, and global contexts.

4.

People must adapt and improvise literacy practices; they must go beyond
mere acquisition to (re)shaping literacy practices to create and add
something new (pp. 302 - 303).

This view helps to disrupt texts and experiences and make space for members to consider
whose voices are heard and whose are marginalized. It also offers a community where
members that are traditionally marginalized by the dominant discourses of school, have a
place to share their voices, where difference is made visible, and generally where more
students have access to literacy. In the end a move toward these multiple and critical
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literacy practices will serve to better prepare students for becoming a part of a true
democracy while empowering them to challenge the narratives of dominant discourses
with a much broader view of literacy and what it means to be literate.

Limitations of the Study
The Business of Peeling the Onion
In many ways, qualitative research is very much like peeling back the layers of an
onion where each layer, as it is removed, provides us with something even stronger than
the layer before. The difference however, is that the layers of analysis in qualitative
research never seem to stop unfolding themselves and as each new layer reveals
something new, the researcher is forced to make decisions about what to share and what
is most representative in relation to the questions that she is asking at that time. In this
way, there will always be many layers left unpeeled but that leaves so much opportunity
for new discoveries as research has never ending possibilities for shaping the future of
what we will come to know about culture from the studies that examine it. As stated
previously, the decisions made during qualitative research offer my interpretation as a
participant in the culture; however, there are always opportunities for other
interpretations as is the business of peeling the onion.

Silent voices
As a teacher-researcher, I cannot help but be aware of the students whose voices
remained silent throughout most of the study. Especially puzzling was the voice of the
fourth student in my reading group, Marty, since he did interact within the group but,
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more often than not, his interactions were brief and stifled. He often nodded in agreement
or in disagreement but did not demonstrate instances of resistance or opposition as the
other students in the group did. Though Marty was a part of the focal group of students
that I read with often, there was very little data that revealed significant interactions from
which to analyze his voice in relation to the construction of student literacy identities.
Though the silent voices of students were not a focus for analysis in this study, in the end
there may have been more significance than has been revealed since all interactions
(including silent ones) have significant meaning in the study of discourse.
Additionally, the students in the rest of the class, contributed significantly to the
classroom culture, and to making visible the dominant discourses that were operating.
They were not, however, chosen as focal students since the majority of the data that I
focused on took place during small group guided reading events and the focal students
became students in my reading group since I was able to obtain many more significant
interactions that could be meaningfully analyzed in order to answer the research
questions. That is not to say, however, that the other members of the classroom
community did not have equally rich stories to be shared as literacy identity was
constructed only that I had more access to the data on the focal students, which provided
rich examples from which to draw on as was determined at the conclusion of the study.
Though their voices remained silent in this study, other studies that explore the
construction of literacy identities might present future opportunities to explore the larger
body of data collected and other students not represented in this study.
Finally, though I was a participant in the culture from September to June, there
were limited opportunities to gain information about students’ lives outside of school. I
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was able to meet with some parents throughout my time in the classroom during parentteacher conferences, and some school functions, but our interactions regarding home life
or their histories were limited. Information that was obtained about students’ home
cultures or socio-economic status was obtained from official school records or other
anecdotal data combined with intuition or assumptions from the stories that students
shared about their lives. In this way, the families and out of school lives of the students
were silent voices that contributed little evidence for understanding the home-school
connection as it related to the construction of literacy identity within this study. These
limitations all offer the possibility for future research endeavors that might bring to light
the stories of the silent voices.

Reflections
As this study and my journey in conducting, analyzing and writing comes to a
close, I find myself reflecting on many aspects of my process. Though the recursive
process of data analysis neatly frames how it is that one conducts qualitative research, the
process in reality is anything but neat. As a classroom ethnographer, I was accustomed to
the rich detail that descriptions of the culture needed to provide and what the patterned
interpretations from thematic analysis might yield. As I spent more time coding the data,
it became increasingly clear that introducing critical discourse analysis, as a side-by-side
method would be extremely valuable for exploring the construction of student’s literacy
identities through their interactions. Still there were struggles that many qualitative
researchers encounter. What were my biases? Would other researchers have similar
interpretations? Was I representing the participants in ways that were just and ensuring
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that their voices were heard? Was I being judgmental? Especially of my dear friend and
respected colleague Kate? These questions kept me returning to the data for what seemed
like endless visitations throughout the analysis and though finally some of the questions
were resolved in the writing, I am left with many more to ponder. As the voices of the
students became real in the stories of Beth, Alice and Charlie, I have felt a strong urge to
share them with other educators in an effort to change literacy pedagogy and influence
the need for teachers to engage in deeply reflective practice in order to understand the
implicit ideologies that compel us in our teaching. As an educator, I have always been
very interested in the ways in which students participated in and viewed their own
learning and as I set out in this study, it was important to me to make visible the voices of
the students and to somehow represent that as truthfully as venue would allow. CDA was
a perfect match and though painful at times, as I came to understand my own
participation in the discourses, has reshaped my thinking about discursive literacy
practices and in the process has changed my teaching forever.
As a result of this study and in my role as a Literacy Specialist in the Suburban,
Title One school where I conducted this research, I began the work of moving toward a
more socio-cultural approach to literacy teaching and learning. Over the last four years
since the study was conducted, I worked with teachers and students toward a re¬
conceptualized view of literacy. Most significantly, a group of third and fourth grade
teachers and I began a study group where together we read Guiding Readers and Writers:
Teaching Comprehension, Genre, and Content Literacy in Grades 3-6 (Fountas and
Pinnell, 2000), Lessons in Comprehension (Serafim, 2004), Mosaic of Thought (Keene,
Zimmerman, 1997) and other texts to begin transitioning to a workshop approach to
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literacy learning. This study group took place over 18 months and teachers struggled with
the enormity of change as well as reflecting on their own teaching. The result was the
compilation of a document entitled Getting Started in the Reading Workshop and within
the two school years that the study group was in place, teachers committed to and began a
shift to reader’s workshop, which embodied the concepts of choice, response,
independent reading and another attempt at flexible grouping.
These practices give way to more democratic classrooms where students have a
voice and actively participate in the construction of who they are as learners. With
lessons that examine symbolism through the disruption of stereo-types in Fairy Tales and
that teach children to inquire about and investigate author’s purpose, multiple meanings
in text, and make connections to their own lives, we slowly emerge into a culture that
values the literacy identities of children and extends opportunities for it’s members. This
enormous perspective shift, similar to the research contained in this inspirational study, is
a most messy process as it continues into its fifth year of transition.
The Struggle to Continue, a book title coined by Patrick Shannon (1990) seems to
embody my feelings almost 20 years after its original publication as I reflect on and use
practices that challenge the narratives of the dominant discourses in the socio-political
field of education. This phrase and what it means for teaching is real for me and for my
fellow teachers who struggle with negative propaganda and public oppression as we learn
that our schools are in “corrective action’ under NCLB, that our already marginalized
populations of second language learners and students who are considered learning
disabled have not produced scores that place us in good standing with the legislation that
defines not only what counts as literacy but also how money will be allocated for those
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considered not literate and how teachers and schools will be held accountable. The high
stakes nature of testing and teaching, in the current culture of education makes it
increasingly more challenging to consider notions like the construction of student’s
subjectivities and planning for the kind of learning opportunities that will most benefit
them as literate members of a society though it is essential that we do so. Patrick Shannon
(1990) stated:
Certainly, individual teachers can make a difference in the lives of children in
their classroom, but by themselves they cannot make a difference in schools,
districts, states, and the nation unless they band together the literacy lives in their
fight against the remote control of their work and for the shared control of their
literacy and lives, (p. xi)
As legislation such as No Child Left Behind and Reading First continue to invade our
schools and classrooms in the form of discourse, texts, standardized tests and mandates,
we must continue the struggle to represent the voices of all students and provide a
meaningful education that takes on a broad perspective of literacy that considers the
significance of literacy identity among it’s members.
Conclusion
Figured worlds, the politics of social positioning, and spaces of authoring are our
attempts to conceptualize collective and personal phenomena in ways that match
the importance of culture in contextualizing human behavior with the situating
power of social position. Identities are our way of figuring the interfaces among
these dimensions of collective life; our way of naming places where society
organizes persons and persons in turn reorganize, albeit in modest steps, societies;
the pivots of our lived worlds. (Holland et al., 1998, p. 287)
The classroom as a figured world is a way to consider the culture of education and
derive meaning from observing the positioning of its members. The literacy identities of
students like Alice, Beth, and Charlie give us a way to understand the complex and messy
realities of literacy learning and classroom life. Paying close attention to the language
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practices of both teachers and students helps us to see the powerful effects of our
interactions within the culture of school. The words children use identify them as social
beings taking up their place in the world moment-by-moment. “They narrate their lives,
identifying themselves and the circumstances, active and explaining events in ways they
see as consistent with the person they take themselves to be” (Johnston, 2004, p. 23). In
turn, as educators, we must respond to them as though they are agentic beings that are
actively participating in their own learning. “Children in our classrooms are becoming
literate. They are not simply learning the skills of literacy. They are developing personal
and social identities-uniquenesses and affiliations that define the people they see
themselves becoming” (Johnston, 2004, p. 22).
Teachers must empower students to have a sense of agency as it is central to their
sense of self as competent and participatory. Students who are unable to successfully
participate in the dominant discourses of school, learn to doubt who they are as literate
members of a culture. “Children who doubt their competence set low goals and choose
easy tasks, and they plan poorly. When they face difficulties, they become confused, lose
concentration, and start telling themselves stories about their own competence”
(Johnston, 2003, p. 40). Within the figured worlds of school, students’ sense of agency
determines who they are within and among events and can have lasting effects on their
social positioning both in and out of classrooms and on who they become as literate
beings. As teachers it is essential that we consider the impact of our language on who our
students become, that we acknowledge the significance of a single interaction and that we
ensure there is space to reflect and consider the powerful effects of language and identity
on literacy learning.
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Though the goal of this study was to understand the construction of students'
literacy identities and how that affected their success as literacy learners, the stories of
Beth, Alice and Charlie have given me so much more to consider as an educator of
children. What evolved in this study were stories of surprise, revelation, and tribulation,
which have led to significant new understanding with regard to children and literacy. The
focus on critical moments allowed me to regard the students far differently than I had as a
participant in the study. The CDA of critical moments together with a post structural lens
helped me to see Charlie, Alice and Beth as active participants in the construction of their
own literacy identities in a way that I had not previously considered. I have given much
thought to the significance of agency in their literate lives and in future interactions will
keep this perspective at the forefront of my teaching. Though, Charlie, Alice and Beth
will not benefit directly from this new perspective, perhaps they will recognized the
power of their own agency in other future endeavors and surely, in spirit, they will help
shape the future of education for others.
My role as a participant, made it difficult at times to analyze interactions without
feeling as though I was being critical of my colleagues and also made it difficult to see
how I too participated willingly, in the discourses that shaped the classroom culture. It
was so painfully difficult at times to acknowledge my own participation in the discourses
of ed reform and differentiated instruction as I reflected on my own practices and
interactions with students. The revelations that I have experienced have shaped my
identity as a teacher researcher and in turn my beliefs about literacy learning. This can
make teaching within the discourses of education reform and differentiated instruction, as
they have been characterized in this study, challenging since they continued to prevail in
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the culture in which I teach and in the broader sociopolitical culture of contemporary
education. While engaging in this research, I have felt a great sense of urgency to see
classroom practices shift to create stronger communities where more students have access
to literacy. I must realize however, that change is a process that only takes place over
time and to be patient while continuing to take an active role in shaping the future of
literacy education. In doing so, I hope to inspire future educators to engage in reflective
practice and create strong classroom communities where agency matters and where
students’ literacy identities are strongly considered in the assessment of who they are as
literate members of a community.
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APPENDIX A
STUDENT PARTICIPATION CONSENT FORM

Dear Parent(s),
My name is Theresa Abodeeb and I am a doctoral student at the University of Massachusetts as well as a
Reading Teacher at East Street School. I am conducting my dissertation research on Literacy Identity in a
fourth grade classroom. This relates to how students view themselves as readers and writers as well as how
others view them in the classroom community. One of my areas of interest is the ways in which students
construct literacy identities or views of themselves as literacy learners and how this impacts achievement in
literacy learning. This issue relates to testing as well as overall success in the classroom. Since success in
literacy learning is of great interest to educators and society in general, it is my hope that this research will
impact the field of literacy in a way that broadens our understanding of literacy and learning. In addition,
as a literacy educator for both students and teachers, I hope to expand my own understandings of the nature
of literacy learning to better serve my students and to help other educators to do the same.
Participation in this study is voluntary and will not require any additional requirements outside the normal
literacy learning activities that students participate in within the regular classroom. Should you agree to
participation and then wish to discontinue for any reason you may do so at any time throughout the course
of the year. There are no negative consequences for your decision not to consent to participation or for
withdrawing from the study at any time, but I do encourage participation in this study since I believe that
this research is important and will inform literacy learning in the future.
Participation in the study involves:
♦
Participation during reading time with one of the teachers in the classroom.
♦ Consent to be video taped and audio taped during nonnal events in the classroom, only so that I may
view these tapes at a later date to review the learning events in the classroom which I may not be able
to observe while I am teaching. These audio/ video-tapes will only be viewed by me and are for the
purpose of data collection from which I will write my research. All transcripts obtained during my
research will have the names of all students changed to protect individual identities.
♦
Students will be asked to reflect on their literacy learning and I may request
to use samples of student work to include in my research. Again any work used will only
contain pseudonyms for student's names and will not reveal actual identities.
As a participant in this study, students will allow me to observe everyday literacy learning experiences as
they occur in the natural setting of their classroom. As a participant observer I will be working with
students, teachers and parents on a regular basis in my role as a reading teacher. I again assure you that all
information collected will be used solely for the purpose of my research and all the names and any other
identifying information for the students will be changed in all of my reports to protect their identities.
The data and results of this study will be published in the form of a doctoral dissertation and may be
discussed with other members of a doctoral study group of which I am a member and with my dissertation
committee. They may also be shared in papers, articles or other scholarly publications or at educational
conferences.
Your consent for your child to participate in this study is greatly appreciated and should you have any
further questions or questions at any point throughout the study, please feel free to contact me at school any
time and I will get back to you.
Sincerely,
Theresa Abodeeb
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APPENDIX B

ADULT PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM

Dear, Colleague,
My name is Theresa Abodeeb and I am a doctoral student at the University of Massachusetts as well as a
Reading Teacher at East Street School. I am conducting my dissertation research on Literacy Identity in a
fourth grade classroom. This relates to how students view themselves as readers and writers as well as how
others view them in the classroom community. One of my areas of interest is the ways in which students
construct literacy identities or views of themselves as literacy learners and how this impacts achievement in
literacy learning. This issue relates to testing as well as overall success in the classroom. Since success in
literacy learning is of great interest to educators and society in general, it is my hope that this research will
impact the field of literacy in a way that broadens our understanding of literacy and learning. In addition,
as a literacy educator for both students and teachers, I hope to expand my own understandings of the nature
of literacy learning to better serve my students and to help other educators to do the same.
Participation in this study is voluntary and will include participation in the classroom setting as defined by
your teaching role and informal interviews with me. Should you agree to participation and then wish to
discontinue for any reason you may do so at any time throughout the course of the year. There are no
negative consequences for your decision not to consent to participation or for withdrawing from the study
at any time, but I do encourage participation in this study since I believe that this research is important and
will inform literacy learning in the future.
Participation in the study involves:
♦ Participation during reading time with students in the classroom.
♦ Consent to be video taped and audio taped during normal events in the classroom, only so that I may
view these tapes at a later date to review the learning events in the classroom which I may not be able
to observe while I am teaching. These audio/ video-tapes will only be viewed by me and are for the
purpose of data collection from which I will write my research. All transcripts obtained during my
research will have the names of all participants changed to protect individual identities.
♦ Teachers may be interviewed about classroom literacy learning and teaching histories and I may use
transcripts of these interviews to include in my research. Again any transcripts used in the study will
only contain pseudonyms for all participants’ names and will not reveal actual identities.
As a participant in this study, I will observe everyday literacy learning experiences as they occur in the
natural setting of the classroom. As a participant observer I will be working with students, teachers and
parents on a regular basis in my role as a reading teacher. I again assure you that all information collected
will be used solely for the purpose of my research and all the names and any other identifying information
for the participants will be changed in all of my reports to protect individual identities.
The data and results of this study will be published in the form of a doctoral dissertation and may be
discussed with other members of a doctoral study group of which I am a member and with my dissertation
committee. They may also be shared in papers, articles or other scholarly publications or at educational
conferences.
Your consent to participate in this study is greatly appreciated and should you have any further questions or
questions at any point throughout the study, please feel free to contact me to discuss your questions.
Sincerely,
Theresa Abodeeb
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APPENDIX C
SAMPLE CHART FOR MICROANALYSIS

#

Participant

Line

Conversational
Function

Discourse

Subject Position

Ideology

1

Beth

Questioning

Discourse of
Differentiated
Instruction

Questioning how I
positioned her when 1
did initial assessment.

Asking Beth if
she worked with
a specialist for
reading may
position her as
needing different
instruction.

2
3

Me
Beth

The first day
I was here
did you ask
me if I
worked with
a lady for
reading?
umhm
No

Discourse of
Differentiated
Instruction

Beth is refuting the idea
that she worked with a
specialist and resisting
the discourse of
differentiated instruction
to position herself as
more capable than those
who work with specialist

Beth is trying to
tell something
about her reading
based on who she
worked with in
another school.
She is not
aligning herself
with others that
may have gone
with someone
else for reading
support.

4

Me

Did you?

Clarifying

Discourse of
Differentiated
Instruction

I question her which
would give the
impression that I am
taking her word for who
she worked with in the
past, I position her as a
resource for her own
learning

5

Beth

No? (Shakes
head)

Responding

Discourse of
Differentiated
Instruction

Resists the construction
of her identity as
someone who needs
intervention, different
instruction.

Responding
Responding
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Beth is trying to
tell me that she
did not need extra
help in reading,
and aligning
herself with
others who don’t
need additional
teacher support
like those that
might be
struggling.

6

Me

Um well,
that’s not
what Mrs.
Wilks said.

Making a
statement

Discourse of
Ed Reform

Discourse of
differentiated
instruction
Me

She must
have gotten
that
information
from your
old school.

Inferencing

Discourse of
Ed Reform

I act as authority and
position Kathy as
authority as well. I
challenge Beth’s position
of competence

Ability status
I position teachers as
authorities and not Beth

Discourse of
Differentiated
Instruction

Questioning
ability status

Discourse of
Differentiated
Instruction

Positions herself as
defensive-she's trying to
justify her alignment with
a specialist?

7

Beth

I..I worked
with a lady, I
worked
with., we
had reading
groups

Explaining

8

Me

UmHm...

Responding

9

Beth

But I was
(hesitates)...
we read
chapter
books.

Explaining

Discourse of
Differentiated
Instruction

Positions herself as
someone who is capable
of reading chapter booksconveys her own agenda
here.

Explaining

Discourse of
Differentiated
Instruction

Positions herself as
working with someone
outside the classroom for
something other than
reading support. Trying to
position herself as
capable? Resisting the
construction of her
identity by me?

(She is
looking
down at the
table and not
directly at
me as she is
speaking.
She glances
up as she
finishes. I
am looking
at her while
she talks.)
10

Me

Mhmm

11

Beth

and I went
with a lady
out of the
classroom
for... um
friendship
group.
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Privileges what
the teacher says
about Beth as a
reader.

I align myself
with the teacher’s
word and her
school records.
The way the
school has
reported her
literacy
intervention is
what counts here.

Seems like she is
trying to say that
she was in a
reading group but
somehow reading
chapter books
constructs her as
a reader
differently than
the group she is
currently reading
with. She aligns
herself with
others who are
reading chapter
books.

12

Friendship...
What’s that?

Questioning

It’s like we
talk about
angry
feelings and
sad feelings.
Anything
else?

Responding

14

Alice
(wrinkles
her nose,
looks up at
Beth)
Beth
(Beth does
not look
up at
Alice)
Me

15

Beth

and we
played
games.

Responding

16

Me

Beth, as
soon as you
show me you
don’t need to
keep redoing
these things
(points to
story map)
we’ll discuss
it o.k.?

Compelling

Discourse of
Differentiated
Instruction

Positions Beth as
incapable literacy learner
because she doesn’t finish
story map and struggles
to do them. What counts
as literacy is the story
map- a measure of her
ability? Literacy as
Evaluative?

Gives privilege to
story map to
determine
student’s ability
to read chapter
books “skills” as
evidence of being
a competent
literacy learner.

17

Beth

(Keeps
writing with
head down
and shakes
her head)
Yes.

Responding

Discourse of
Differentiated
Instruction

Does not actively resist
my construction of her as
incapable related to story
map.

Beth seems to
accept my
construction of
her as a reader
who needs to
accomplish
certain skills
based on her
ability status. She
aligns with my
lower expectation
which results in
loss of power to
determine what
counts and how
she fits in.

13

Questioning
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18

Me

But this is a
challenge...
We have to
work on this.

Justifying

Discourse of
Differentiated
Instruction

I try to justify how I have
positioned her by
repositioning her as
someone who is doing
challenging work- that is
important and defines
what we have to do to be
considered successful???

19

Me

This is part
of being able
to
understand
your reading.

Explaining

Discourse of
Differentiated
Instruction

I position those who
finish story maps
successfully as
understanding reading. I
also determine what
counts as literacy. Tchr
remains authority and
expert. Beth and others
don’t’ reposition.
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1 am justifying
my lower
expectations for
this group by
exclaiming that
this is a
challenging task
and imply that if
students can
complete then
they will be better
readers.
Privilege the
assignment as the
“quantifiable
thing” that will
enable students to
“understand their
reading”.
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